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BILATERAL TRADE AGREEMENTS

MONDAY, MARCH 13, 1989

U.S. SENATE,
SUBCOMMITTEE ON INTERNATIONAL TRADE,

COMMITTEE ON FINANCE,
Washington, DC.

The hearing was convened, pursuant to notice, at 9:38 a.m., in
room SD-215, Dirksen Senate Office Building, Hon. Max Baucus
(chairman of the subcommittee) presiding.

Also present: Senators Danforth and Chafee.
[The press release announcing the hearing follows:]

[Press Release No. H-8, February 7, 1989]

FINANCE SUBCOMMIM ON TRADE TO HoLD HEARINGS ON BILATERAL TRADE
AGREEMENTS AND OVERSIGHT OF THE U.S.-CANADA FTA

WASHINGTON, DC-Senator Max Baucus (D., Montana), Chairman, announced
today the Subcommittee on International Trade will hold a hearing to examine the
possibility of future bilateral trade agreements. The hearing will examine the rela-
tionship between bilateral trade agreements and the General Agreement on Tariffs
and Trade, and the potential for bilateral arrangements to address U.S. trade prob-
lems.

Senator Baucus said, "The U.S.-Canada Free Trade Agreement (FTA) demon-
strates that we can conclude bilateral trade agreements with our most important
trading partners. With the prospects for meaningful progress in the GAT Round
uncertain, we must take a hard look at our alternatives."

The hearing is scheduled for Monday, March 13, 1989 at 9:30 a.m. in room SD-215
of the Dirksen Senate Office Building.

A second subcommittee hearing, to be held on Friday, April 7, 1989, at 9:30 a.m.
in the same room, will examine ongoing trade disputes between the United States
and Canada. These disputes include the memorandum of understanding on Softwood
Lumber, the dispute over plywood standards, and the disputes over Canadian subsi-
dies to natural resource based industries. The potential for the U.S.-Canada FTA to
address these problems through dispute settlement procedures and ongoing negotia-
tions will be discussed.

Senator Baucus said, "The U.S.-Canada FTA has ushered in a new era in U.S.-
Canada trade relations. But many ongoing trade disputes must stil! be addressed."

OPENING STATEMENT OF HON. MAX BAUCUS, A U.S. SENATOR

FROM MONTANA

Senator BAUCUS. Today America faces, still, a severe internation-
al trade challenge. Our trade deficit remains at an unsustainable
level of about $140 billion a year. And instead of getting better, it
threatens to deteriorate in 1989.

The United States has had great difficulty gaining access to
Japan, Korea, and other nations for U.S. exports. The Uruguay
Round of GATI negotiations seems to be floundering over the diffi-
cult issues of agricultural subsidies and protection of intellectual
property.

(A)
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The prospect of a single European Market by 1992 raises the po-
tential of further trade challenges in the near future. The only real
bright spot in the current trade picture is the United States-Cana-
dian Free Trade Agreement. The FTA reduced tariffs and liberal-
ized trade between the United States and Canada. After some
debate on both sides of the border, the agreement was ratified and
took effect on January 1 of this year.

There is a lesson here, I think, for the present administration.
The challenges we face are forcing broad and fundamental

changes on the international trading environment. The administra-
tion, in consultation with Congress, must revise American trade
policy in light of those broad changes. We certainly should not
throw the baby out with the bath water.

Some parts of U.S. trade policy work, and work well. And with
the passage of the 1988 Omnibus Trade Act, Congress has provided
the administration with new tools that probably will prove useful.

But there is room for improvement. It is time for the U.S. Gov-
ernment to rethink its international trade strategy.

The system needs a shot in the arm. I believe that a new bilater-
al or plurilateral trading arrangement with the nations of the Pa-
cific Rim, particularly Japan, may be just that shot in the arm that
we need.

There are three new trade developments that we must consider
as we forge our trade policy: the troubled Uruguay Round, the
prospect of a single European market by 1992, and the implementa-
tion of the 1988 Omnibus Trade Act. Each of these developments
strengthens the case for looking to the Pacific Rim.

The Uruguay Round of GATT is floundering badly after the
breakdown of the mid-term negotiations in Montreal. I am optimis-
tic that we can salvage the round during the April meeting of the
GATT Ministers in Geneva, but we should revise our expectations.
Even if the GATT round does begin moving in April, a final agree-
ment is still some years away.

Further, the EC is dead set against eliminating agricultural sub-
sidies, and Brazil and India will block efforts to protect intellectual
property. This puts a limit on the progress that we can hope for in
these areas.

We are unlikely to conclude a GATT agreement that meets all of
our objectives in the foreseeable future. We need a second option.

Talks with the nations of the Pacific Rim serve as a warning to
our trading partners against dragging their feet in the GATT
Round. It also provides us with an insurance policy in case the
GATT breaks down.

Further, bilateral or plurilateral talks provide a way to strength-
en international trading rules in areas where the GATT is weak.

Finally, as the services title of the U.S.-Canada Free Trade
Agreement demonstrated, bilateral and plurilateral talks can even
point the way for future GATT agreements.

Bilateral and plurilateral talks are the perfect complement to
the Uruguay Round, especially if the United States strives to con-
clude open, non-discriminatory trading arrangements with its Pa-
cific Rim trading partners.

I,
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We must also keep an eye on EC-1992. We shouldn't overreact,
but there is a real risk of Europe retreating into Fortress Europe
as EC-92 proceeds.

We must let Brussels know in no uncertain terms that the
United States will not take the prospect of Fortress Europe lying
down. Perhaps the most effective way to do this is to initiate nego-
tiations with the nations of the Pacific Rim.

The goal of these negotiations should not be developing a block
that excludes Europe. But, if the nations of the Pacific Rim find
themselves shut out of Europe, they will have a viable counter-
threat. The threat of "Fortress Pacific" is the most effective coun-
terbalance for Fortress Europe.

Finally, we should take full advantage of the new tools provided
by the Omnibus Trade Act.

The Super 301 provision of the trade act makes a new round of
trade negotiations with the nations of the Pacific Rim a certainty.
The only question is the scope and setting for these negotiations.

I strongly advise the Bush administration to use Super 301 as an
opportunity to make progress, not as another requirement to meet.
Super 301 should be the springboard for launching a major trade
and economic negotiation with Japan, with Korea, and with the
other nations of the Pacific Rim. In the words of Mike Smith,
former Deputy USTR: "The time is right to look to the Pacific
Rim."

The times call for the Bush administration to develop an aggres-
sive, pragmatic trade policy. We cannot afford to close our minds to
new alternatives.

[The prepared statement of Senator Baucus appears in the ap-
pendix.]

Senator BAUCUS. I am pleased that we have here today an assem-
bly of an excellent panel of witnesses to discuss these issues.

With that, let us begin with our panels. The first panel includes
Fred Bergsten, who is the director of the Institute for International
Economics; Dr. Pat Choate, who is the vice president of the office of
policy analysis at TRW; and Mr. Robert Morris, senior vice presi-
dent for the U.S. Council for International Business.

Fred, let us begin with you.

STATEMENT OF C. FRED BERGSTEN, DIRECTOR, INSTITUTE FOR
INTERNATIONAL ECONOMICS, WASHINGTON, DC, ACCOMPA-
NIED BY JEFFREY J. SCHOTT, RESEARCH FELLOW
Mr. BERGSTEN. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. It is a

great pleasure to be here today.
I am accompanied by my colleague Jeffrey Schott, who has been

working closely with me on these issues, and I want to split up our
initial presentation.

But let me start with two points of background. The first is to
underline the urgency and gravity of the problem that you have
addressed with these hearings today. We at the Institute for Inter-
national Economics have just completed a new analysis of the out-
look for trade and current account balances for each of the major
countries through 1992, and the results are shocking.
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We conclude that, on the basis of present policies and present ex-
change rates, the U.S. current account deficit will, as you suggest-
ed, probably start rising again either this year or next, and by 1992
will be back up to about $150 billion.

Likewise, the Japanese surplus, which has been rising again for
about the last 6 months, will continue to rise, and by 1992-on cur-
rent policies and current exchange rates-will be something like
$140 billion. The bilateral Japanese surplus with the United States
will be something like $60-70 billion higher than it is today.

I think that outlook-which I stress is based on current policies
and current exchange rates, meaning no further cuts in the U.S.
budget deficit, and no new policies abroad-underlines the gravity
of the problem and the urgency of taking new steps to deal with it.

The second point is to remind you, because you participated in it,
that my institute sponsored a major conference on the issue of bi-
lateral regional trading arrangements back in November. We
looked in some depth at the possibilities for a wide array of bilater-
al and plurilateral arrangements and heard papers from each of
the candidate countries on that prospect-Japan, Korea, Taiwan,
ASEAN, Australia, Mexico, and the like.

What I would like to do today is turn first to my colleague Jef-
frey Schott, who has written up the results of that conference and
will be releasing his study in the next few weeks, and ask him to
summarize the findings we reached on the issue of bilateral and re-
gional trade agreements. Then I want to make some concluding
comments on your own very creative proposal, Mr. Chairman, on
the notion of a new, comprehensive U.S.-Japan bilateral accord.

Senator BAUCUS. Mr. Schott, go ahead.
Mr. SCHOTT. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The basic question that we addressed in our conference was,

should the United States continue to pursue free trade agreements
with other countries, or should it devote its efforts to multilateral
negotiations in the Uruguay Round, in the GATT, and indeed can
and should it do both?

The conclusion, as you noted, of free trade agreements with
Israel and Canada raises the question whether the United States
should concentrate more on free trade areas and on bilateral
rather than multilateral agreements, and is based in part on con-
cern that the GATT negotiations will not yield substantive results
in a timely fashion, and that reduction of the U.S. trade deficit re-
quires more aggressive U.S. trade policy measures.

Free trade agreements seem to produce results, although indeed
they have had very little impact on the U.S. trade deficit. Thus,
there has been quite a bit of discussion, as you noted, of more bilat-
eral agreements with Japan and other countries in the Pacific Rim
to achieve three traditional trade policy goals and one new goal:
the reduction of foreign trade barriers, the promotion of multilater-
al accords in the Uruguay Round, the improvement of our bilateral
trade relations with these countries, and a reduction in bilateral
trade imbalances. This last is indeed a new trade policy goal.

Now, it is very easy to sell the GATT short, especially given the
frustrations that inevitably arise at the midpoint of a trade negoti-
ation. Critics have chargedthat the GATT is too slow, that its proc-
esses are too complex, both with regard to its agenda and with
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regard to the number of players involved, and that its rules are in-
adequate and inadequately enforced. But from my experience in
the Tokyo Round as one of the U.S. negotiators of the GATT Subsi-
dies Code, I would caution that the Committee not underestimate
the potential of the Uruguay Round. Indeed, the Uruguay Round is
ahead of the Tokyo Round in its pace of negotiations, given the re-
sults that were achieved, although incomplete, at the Montreal
mid-term meeting.

If there is a breakthrough on the procedural bottlenecks in April,
on the issues that weren't resolved in Montreal, I am confident
that the negotiators can then proceed to the real hard-bargaining
stage of the Round. This is comparable to the stage that was
reached in fall of 1977 in the Tokyo Round, after the new team of
trade negotiators got into place. And indeed, 18 months after that,
the Tokyo Round was concluded. That is same period of time, 18
months, that it took to negotiate the U.S.-Canada agreement. So I
don't think that the multilateral process is necessarily much
slower than the bilaterAi process.

Is the multilateral process too complex? One needs to remember
that the multilateral negotiations are really conducted among a
critical mass of countries, not the full 96 members of the GATT.
The agenda is no more complex than the agenda perceived for bi-
lateral free trade area agreements, and it is less complicated than
negotiating a series of free trade agreements. So, I think the com-
plexity issue is also in part a red herring.

Finally, there is the need for a lot of players around the table to
generate a pot of concessions big enough to justify concessions of
our own. And to achieve the substantial and politically difficult re-
forms that we require of other countries, there needs to be a lot in
that pot, so that everyone can get a share. That can only be
achieved in a multilateral round. I think this point is particularly
important now, when the United States needs an improvement of
about $150 billion in its trade balance, to stop the future buildup of
our foreign debt and our reliance on foreign financing.

It is difficult to conceive of any series of bilateral agreements
that would open markets to our exports sufficiently to promote
that goal. Therefore, a successful Uruguay Round is in fact crucial
to contributing to the elimination of the U.S. trade deficit.

Now, as to the other goals, will bilateral agreements promote
multilateral accords? It comes down to whether they can be build-
ing blocks on new issues such as services and intellectual property
rights, or whether they are really defensive strategies that other
countries pursue because they perceive the United States to be
moving away from the Uruguay Round.

The reasons for foreign interest in bilateral negotiations most
frequently cited during our conference were to avoid U.S. retalia-
tion, to secure better access to the U.S. market through a reduction
of current barriers or at least a standstill on future U.S. barriers,
and to avoid discrimination should other countries negotiate free
trade agreements with the United States.

These goals indicate that foreign countries do not see free trade
agreements as a complement to the GATT process but rather as a
substitute, given what they perceive may be the future course of
U.S. trade policy.
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The third point: Do these agreements improve bilateral rela-
tions? I think by their nature they do enhance trade relations be-
tween the United States and our partner countries. But what seem
to be of interest to our foreign partners are the consultative and
dispute-settlement mechanisms, such as those that were incorporat-
ed in the U.S.-Canada agreement.

Such provisions can be accomplished without a free trade agree-
ment. Therefore, I don't think one has to resort to free trade area
negotiations to improve bilateral relations. They can be achieved as
a complement and parallel to negotiations in the Uruguay Round.

Fourth, the trade balancing objective. Here I think the real ob-
jective is to promote trade diversion, which is normally regarded as
a major economic cost of free trade areas. I think Fred Bergsten
will talk a little bit more on that specific point with regard to your
own proposals, Mr. Chairman.

These four points have led us to conclude that free trade areas
are an idea whose time has come-and probably passed. They have
been useful to work out deals with Israel and Canada, and those
agreements helped jumpstart the Uruguay Round, but now the
maintenance of such a two-track approach, with bilateral talks
serving as complements to the multilateral process, could indeed be
counterproductive.

The United States cannot possibly achieve the liberalization of
foreign trade barriers it needs by even the most extensive series of
bilateral and regional agreements. In addition, U.S. efforts to reach
new bilateral deals signal that the United States is moving away
from the Uruguay Round and the GATT, and lead other countries
to downplay or even forget about the multilateral process.

We therefore recommend that the United States publicly eschew
any further pursuit of bilaterals until the outcome of the Uruguay
Round is clear, and instead put all its energies into that effort.

Mr. BERGSTEN. Let me pick up from there, Mr. Chairman, and
elaborate.

Senator BAUCUS. Before you begin, Fred, I forgot to indicate the
time limit for each witness. I want to give each let's say 7 minutes.
Let's say you have already used up-I would say, generously, four.
So you have three more to go. [Laughter.]

Mr. BERGSTEN. Mr. Chairman, it is your choice. I want to address
your proposal. I will do it in 3, 7, or 2. [Laughter.]

Senator BAUCUS. Okay. Why don't you do it in about 3, Fred.
Mr. BERGSTEN. I will be happy to do so.
I read your approach, Mr. Chairman, as going beyond the usual

free trade area agreement, because it envisages including macro-
economic and monetary issues as well as trade, and therefore I
want to address it in that broader context.

I think the structure of your proposal is absolutely right. Your
proposal, as I understand it, suggests that the trade imbalances of
the two countries must be addressed by changes in the macroeco-
nomic policies of both, along with achievement and maintenance of
an appropriate exchange rate between the yen and the dollar, that
the disputes over trade barriers need to be handled through trade
negotiations, and that international burden-sharing needs to be ad-
dressed comprehensively and systematically.
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The real question i,- whether those objectives can be pursued
more effectively in a bilateral or a multilateral framework, or by
some mix of the two.

I think, on macroeconomic and monetary issues, it is fair to say
that an informal G-2 between the United States and Japan already
exists. I am skeptical, quite honestly, that formalizing that G-2
would enhance the prospects for better macroeconomic policies.

It has to be recognized that in the macro area Japan is already
doing most of what the United States has asked for-they have let
the yen rise from 260 to the dollar to 120 to the dollar, and they
have indicated they are quite open to letting it rise to at least 100.

Japan's domestic demand growth over the last year has been 7
percent-the fastest in the world-and has led to a sharp rise in
their imports. They must, of course, continue that progress over
the next 4 or 5 years if we are to eliminate those big imbalances I
talked about at the outset, but I doubt whether formalization on
the macro and monetary side would have much effect.

The really critical issue, though, is how a formalization of the
type you propose would relate the macro and monetary issues to
the trade policy issues. I think, on the one hand, if there were a
new framework, the Super 301 process and other bilateral negotia-
tions would proceed in a less contentious atmosphere. On the other
hand, I am very concerned-to elaborate on a point that Jeff
Schott made-that if the United States were to include trade issues
in its bilateral agreement with Japan, the result could be a sub-
stantial addition to the self-fulfilling prophecies of new trading
blocs and a breakdown of the world trading system.

Mr. Chairman, I brought away one major conclusion from that
conference last fall, and from my discussions around the world on
trade issues, namely, that around the world there is a widespread
perception that the global trading system is in the process right
now of breaking up-with Europe 1992, the U.S.-Canada agreement
heading toward a North American bloc, and perceived equivalents
in Asia.

I happen to think that perception is incorrect. I do not see the
world moving toward blocs at this time. But I think there is a per-
ception around the world that it is moving that way. And if the
United States were now to attempt to negotiate a major bilateral
agreement with Japan-cutting across the ocean, cutting across the
most important trading relationship in the world-I think the
main result would be to feed that self-fulfilling prophecy, and coun-
tries around the world, far from being galvanized to support the
multilateral approach, would in fact be at least as likely to move in
the other direction.

You have suggested that one purpose would be to push the Euro-
peans toward a successful Uruguay Round. I am afraid that the
affect could be just the opposite-that those forces within Europe
who want to be protective, who want to create a Fortress Europe
out of the 1992 process, would be strengthened and would say, "The
United States and Japan are going their way; they are entering
into a bilateral agreement. We Europerns must defend ourselves."
And I have heard that in country after country around the world.

My fear, therefore, is that an effort to deal with our trade prob-
lems with Japan in a bilateral context, even if it were based on the
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purest of motives with regard to the multilateral process, and even
if it were linked to macroeconomic and monetary issues, would cut
the other way.

Therefore, my conclusion on your proposal is the following: I
think on balance you are correct in seeking to link together strate-
gically the macro, trade, and burden-sharing issues. I think your
proposal should be grasped by the administration as a fulcrum for
generating a comprehensive U.S. strategy toward Japan. But I
would not pursue that strategy through trying to work out a com-
prehensive bilateral accord. Rather, I would move separately but
deliberately in each of the areas-macroeconomics through the fi-
nancial officials, trade policy through the trade officials, burden-
sharing through the foreign ministries-in a tightly coordinated
and comprehensive way, but without, at this time, going for a new
bilateral accord. I think that would achieve our purposes in each
area, but would avoid the risks of undercutting the multilateral
process and the Uruguay Round, whose outcomes are critically im-
portant to the United States for the reasons that Jeffrey Schott
outlined.

Thank you very much.
Senator BAUCUS. Thank you very much.
[The prepared statements of Mr. Bergsten and Mr. Schott appear

in the appendix.j
Senator BAUCUS. Dr. Choate, you are next.

STATEMENT OF DR. PAT CHOATE, VICE PRESIDENT, OFFICE OF
POLICY ANALYSIS, TRW INC., WASHINGTON, DC

Dr. CHOATE. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
The bilateral relationship is an extremely useful tool for the

United States in the context of the 1988 Trade Act, a historical
piece of legislation through which Congress has mandated that the
U.S. Trade Representative annually come before Congress and
identify a U.S. trade strategy. This morning, we must first consider
the key principles in our trade strategy and in our trade tactics. In
that context, there are some thoughts I would like to share.

First, I think we must start with the agreement that prudent
macromeasures are essential. While this is a necessary condition it
is-in and of itself-an insufficient one.

If we are to examine principles, me must identify how the U.S.
economy is organized. Then, we must compare our own economic
structure with those of our economic trading partners and our eco-
nomic competitors, to see whether-given the differences-existing
approaches, existing institutional arrangements and existing nego-
tiating forms are sufficient to expand trade. Perhaps other supple-
mental actions like bilateral agreements are required.

We start off, for example, with very real differences in the struc-
ture and size of the industrial enterprises of the United States and
Japan. The Keiretsu operates in Japan. Many European countries
have comparable industrial systems.

Today there are economic enterprises of far greater size in Japa-
nese companies than there are in the United States. This has very
important economic implications. Japan's Mitsubishi group, for ex-
ample, claims revenues greater than the combined revenues of
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IBM, AT&T, IT&T, Chrysler, U.S. Steel, and Xerox. There are five
other combines of that size in Japan.

In Europe, formation of massive industrial combines have begun
to form once again. West Germany's Siemens Corp., for exam :Ie, is
operating with enormous hordes of cash-$13 billion.

The distribution systems in Asia are equally different from those
in the United States. This too has very important implications for
opening up Asian markets to American goods.

The question that we face pertains to how we deal with societies
that marshal the whole of their resources for competition, given
that our own system largely is based on traditional market ap-
proaches.

How do we deal with systems, for example, that place a national
priority on production, and not consumption?

How do we deal with a society that permits-even encourages-
the formation and operation of cartels?

How do we deal with a society in which massive quantities of na-
tional funds are funneled at the pre-competition stage for R&D and
other activities which subsidize and help enterprises?

How do we compete in an environment in which, by the very
structure of its enterprises, financial institutions are at the center
of these combines, when we do not permit this involvement in our
own country?

And how do we deal with our own mindset that encourages
trade-offs among a triad of foreign policy, defense policy and eco-
nomic policy? The European Community has some balance in its
trade-offs; our society, on the other hand, has time and again
traded its economic interests for defense and foreign policy consid-
erations. We must not forget that we are competing with Asian
economies-particularly Japan-in which economic interests are
never traded off.

I disagree with Fred Bergsten that we should form a compact
that would allow the State Department to negotiate America's for-
eign policy considerations separately from the Defense Depart-
ment, and the military security considerations in the USTR sepa-
rate from the economic considerations. It seems to me that what is
required here is a meshing of interests.

We have also come to a point where we ask ourselves whether
we are still able to lead the fight for GATT, as we once were.
Today America is more vulnerable: we are now a debtor nation.
And a precipitous increase in foreign investment in the United
States means that many of the levers we might once have used-
i.e., the U.S. market-have been weakened.

Therefore, a number of strategic issues require our attention.
First, how do we reconcile the precepts of free trade with those of
economic nationalism?

In our own mind's eye, free trade is a superior system, it works
well, and it has certainly worked well for us. But we are dealing
with other societies, in which the benefits of free trade may be sec-
ondary to national interest; in which the concept of long-term na-
tional well-being may be secondary to the considerations of individ-
ual consumer gains; in which production is emphasized over con-
sumption. Can we reconcile that in a multilateral GATT system? I
have some doubts.
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Given the nature of the industrial structures of our competitors,
a second set of questions must address how America deals with
concepts as antitrust and cartel formation in a globalized economy?

How do we deal with the fact that U.S. firms often compete
against large combines that work together, that work with the sup-
port of the government, that penetrate our markets, and that effec-
tively can engage in practices that are forbidden for U.S. firms?
More importantly, we have seen circumstances time and again
which foster trade-offs of U.S. economic and trade policy for de-
fense and foreign policy, when we have amply ignored these activi-
ties of our competitors.

In sum, I believe that the multilateral approach has an impor-
tant role: it has certainly served us well in the past, at least until
the 1970's. But we must remember the differences between Ameri-
can policy and practices and the policies and practices of our com-
petitors. We cannot deny the fact that we no longer enjoy easy su-
periority. And we can no longer make the unbalanced sacrifices
that we made in the past. Perhaps other approaches-approaches
like the proposed Baucus compact-merit consideration today.

Senator BAUCUS. Thank you, Mr. Choate.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Choate appears in the appendix.]
Senator BAUCUS. The final witness is Mr. Robert Morris.
Mr. Morris?

STATEMENT OF ROBERT J. MORRIS, SENIOR VICE PRESIDENT,
U.S. COUNCIL FOR INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS, WASHINGTON, DC

Mr. MORRIS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I have to enter a bit of a disclaimer at the beginning, in that my

appearance here today is in my personal capacity rather than that
of an officer of the U.S. Council for International Business, and my
views are my own and do not necessarily reflect those of the coun-
cil.

I am delighted to have this opportunity to expand a bit on some
of the views which I presented in an article that I wrote for the
Brookings Review last summer, in which I outlined the case for a
balanced approach to U.S. trade policy in the years ahead, stress-
ing activity on three fronts: multilateral, plurilateral, and bilateral.

I would like to focus my comments today, Mr. Chairman, on the
second of those three approaches, and particularly your suggestion
about the desirability of extending a plurilateral approach to the
countries of the Pacific Basin.

In the article which I wrote, my intention was to identify a
market-opening alternative to the more widely discussed options of
multilateral negotiations through the GATT or bilateral negotia-
tions through separate comprehensive free trade agreements with
a variety of different countries. In my view, these two options are
neither mutually exclusive, as they have often been presented, nor
do they encompass the full universe of possibilities.

I start from the premise that the interests of the United States
require us to reverse the trend toward growing sectoral protection-
ism of the decade since the conclusion of the Tokyo Round of
GATT negotiations, and to reestablish the momentum toward
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market-opening trade liberalization, which is the best guarantee we
have of both national and global prosperity.

My main concern was to suggest an option to do that which in-
volved less than full GATT participation or less comprehensive cov-
erage than would be required in a GATT-consistent free trade area.

I believe that we can accomplish a great deal to reform and
strengthen the GATT system in the current negotiations; however,
I also believe that we must take other steps, both to make that ex-
pectation a reality and to capitalize on the opportunities that it
will create.

Now, I would like to focus specifically on the suggestions that
you made about a Pacific arrangement. I would like to suggest
that, as an example of the plurilateral approach that I have advo-
cated, a model for such an approach might in fact lie in the recent-
ly concluded U.S.-Mexico framew(,rk arrangement of 1987, but ex-
tended to organize our commercial relations and promote further
market-opening agreements with several countries simultaneously,

Under that model, the agreement would be limited to establish-
ment of a framework arrangement, initially with a core group of
Pacific Basin countries-and we can discuss who they might be-
but expandable later to include others.

The purpose of the agreement would be twofold: First, to estab-
lish principles and procedures which would supplement the com-
mitments of the participants in the GATT as regards trade and in-
vestment relations among them; and second, to create a consulta-
tive or negotiating mechanism which can be used to clarify respec-
tive policies, resolve specific disputes, initiate cooperative projects
for the development of trade and investment opportunities within
the region, and specifically to negotiate the reduction or removal of
trade or investment barriers.

Now, my prepared statement, which I hope will in fact stand in
the record as my regular statement, does outline what the features
of such an arrangement might be, and I would be happy to elabo-
rate on those during the discussion period. However, in the time
remaining for my opening presentation, I would like to move di-
rectly to questions of both how and when.

No trade strategy for the United States will succeed if it ignores
two fundamental realities of the next few years:

The first is the global commitment to conclude the Uruguay
Round by the end of 1990. The United States has too much at stake
in the maintenance of a viable multilateral system, and the need
for improvements in it, to permit any other initiative or preoccupa-
tion to destroy the opportunity for real progress in that round.

However, the initiatives that I have suggested, I believe, can help
stimulate those negotiations to higher levels of achievement, and in
the longer run can help strengthen the GATT itself by providing a
forceful example of what real market opening can accomplish for
an even wider circle of participants.

Now, the second reality is the set of new requirements in the
1988 Trade Act for the a ministration to be much more aggressive
in bilateral negotiations to deal with unfair practices and remove
barriers to American exports.

The United States cannot devise strategies for dealing with
Japan or any other country in a vacuum which denies those im-
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peratives or pretend,, that action on them can be compartmental-
ized in ways that have no effect on other initiatives.

Thus, the Government, both Congress and the Executive, must
work out a strategic plan which permits an optimum outcome on
each separate front.

There are several conceivable ways of meeting the new Trade
Act requirements, and especially those mandated in Section 310,
the so-called Super 301. I will leave it to you to determine how
each of those possibilities might fly in the Congress.

However, I would like to emphasize that, if it is ultimately decid-
ed that some East Asian countries ought to be designated as priori-
ty under Section 310, why not try to make a virtue of necessity?
Instead of apologizing for such a process, or getting excessively self-
righteous and belligerent about it, why not stress that designation
is an invitation to join with the United States in creating a new
relationship, a mutually advantageous relationship of mature
allies, rather than a mutually recriminating relationship of bicker-
ing adversaries?

The more constructive alternative is one which offers the real
prospect of putting our grievances behind us, as a source of con-
stant irritation and stalemate, in favor of a real trade-liberalizing
action across a broad front and involving several key countries in
the Pacific region. It is designed to build from foundations laid in
the GATT negotiations, and not compete with or detract from
them. It is a relationship from which all stand to gain and, there-
fore, to which all are more likely to contribute willingly, rather
than one that results in grudging acquiescence to unilateral de-
mands and which only stimulates the search for ways to get
around the commitments that have been made.

However, it is also an invitation which is not open-ended in time.
Section 310 imposes certain deadlines and other constraints which
preclude a leisurely or complacent approach. These cannot be ig-
nored-they are, after all, the law.

But I would hope that the Congress and the administration could
work out understandings on implementation which would provide
the flexibility that may be required if real progress toward the ar-
rangement I have recommended justified it.

I will reserve the rest of my time for questions. Thank you very
much, Senator.

Senator BAUCUS. Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Morris appears in the appendix.]
Senator BAUCUS. I would like to begin, first, Mr. Bergsten, by

asking you to very briefly outline the reasons for your institute's
conclusions that under current law and current exchange rates,
and if all things remain as they are, that I think you said the cur-
rent account deficit with Japan will increase to $140 billion in 2 or
3 years, or 4 years. I have forgotten your precise dates. Could you
tell us why that is going to happen?

Mr. BERGSTEN. Our estimate is that Japan's global current ac-
count surplus would rise to something like $140 billion, of which
roughly half would be bilateral surplus with the United States.

The reasons are severalfold:
First, the exchange rate changes that brought the dollar down so

sharply against the yen essentially had occurred by the end of
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1987, and it takes about 2 years for those exchange rate changes to
play through into changes in the trade balance. So, by the end of
1989, most of the gains that we got from the depreciation of the
dollar would be worked through, and no further improvement
wouldoccur from that quarter.

At that point, the fact that U.S. imports are still running close to
double U.S. exports would begin to take over again. If imports are
much higher than exports, and both start growing at the same
rate, the imbalance grows at a very rapid pace. And that explains,
then, why the deficit would start to grow again.

But, Mr. Chairman, the fundamental reason for the widening im-
balance is that domestic demand in the United States continues to
rise at a much faster rate than the growth of productive output.
We are now very close to full employment. So, if our domestic
demand growth continues at 3 or 3.5 percent, we are simply going
to have to increase our trade deficit to satisfy domestic demand.
We cannot increase domestic production to satisfy that growth in
output.

In essence, we as a country are still spending a lot more than we
can produce at home. The reasons for that, in my view, relate basi-
cally to the budget deficit. So, having gotten the 2 years of gains
from the exchange rate decline, which brought the deficit down
very sharply, we would again start to deteriorate.

In the Japanese case, one sees almost the reverse situation, in
one sense. Japanese exports are much higher than Japanese im-
ports, and even though their imports have been growing faster
thF i their exports, the beginning imbalance is so great that their
surplus is again rising. So, you have the legacy of huge imbalances,
going back to their peaks in 1985-86, the fact that the effects of the
currency changes that have already taken place will peter out this
year, and the underlying imbalance in the U.S. economy, with do-
mestic demand growing so rapidly.

The main conclusion is that we have to slow the growth of do-
mestic demand in our own economy, if we are ever to get our exter-
nal imbalance under control.

Senator BAUCUs. All right. If that is the case, let me explain why
I think we should proceed along the lines that I outlined. I hear
you making a case that we have got a problem. We have got to ad-
dress that problem in America.

Now, I also tend to believe that the GATT is not going to solve
the problem, for a lot of reasons. First of all, the GATT was intend-
ed to be an interim measure. It was not set up to manage or to deal
with international trade relationships; it was supposed to only be
an interim measure.

Second, it was put together at a time when the United States
dominated the world's economy, and it was basically set up with
the view that the United States could, if not dictate its will, cer-
tainly have a preponderant influence. And not only that, the world
has changed so much since the GATT was set up-it doesn't cover
services, intellectual property, agriculture, textiles, capital goods,
et cetera. In fact, most of the world's commerce is not covered by
the GATT today. But more fundamentally, the GATT is premised
on process, its rules.

99-949 0 - 89 -- 2
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You have just described an imbalance, an American imbalance
with another country-that is, Japan-which I think most observ-
ers will think is less of a process-oriented economy than a results-
oriented economy.

If the United States is going to begin to get its economic house in
order, it seems to me that we have to somehow shift the balance a
little bit away from process and more toward results.

What I am trying to do with this idea of mine is to help move
the United States in that direction, to encourage us to be more re-
sults-oriented and a little less process-oriented. That is not to say
we shouldn't maintain the legal processes that we have; but what I
am saying is, in order to get results, we are going to have to be a
little more results-oriented.

It seems to me that, because most of our trade imbalances are
with Japan and other Pacific Rim countries than with other coun-
tries, we should try to focus on that part of the world and set up a
more results-oriented framework. Namely, we should negotiate
with Japan and other Pacific Rim countries some specified reduc-
tions in trade deficits, some specified reductions in our side of
budget deficit reductions, which will help address what you men-
tioned, the deficiency in our economy, and help negotiate consump-
tion increases perhaps in Japan, just on the macro side, and also
some kind of exchange rate coordination.

So, why isn't it true that this kind of an approach will in fact
complement the Uruguay Round? Because I start with the premise
that the Uruguay Round is not going to help very much, even if it
is moderately successful.

You said we should proceed along this direction, but why
shouldn't we proceed with a little more dispatch, and somehow
better coordinate-State, Treasury, and USTR-in a way that
forces the United States to set some priorities?

I think our priority should be an economic priority; that is, we
have got to get this trade deficit reduced with the Pacific Rim. It
has to happen. We have to in this country start figuring out ways
to increase our net savings rates, and national savings rates. It just
has to happen.

My thought is that, if we do negotiate an agreement with Japan
and other Pacific Rim countries, it is going to force us to set those
priorities; it is going to force us to better address economic as op-
posed to political difference with other countries, with the Pacific
Rim. Why shouldn't we proceed?

You talk about proceeding as usual and somehow consulting and
coordinating this. Why shouldn't we set up a negotiation which
tends to force us to more likely coordinate and to set some prior-
ities?

Mr. BERGSTEN. I think you have put your finger on the crucial
issue. I referred to it in my written statement but, because of time
limitations, I didn't mention it in my oral comment.

I think you are absolutely right that we must get our own house
in order, raise our national savings rate, deal with the budget defi-
cit, and improve the competitiveness of the American economy.

You are making a crucial judgment that entering a negotiation
with Japan, that would bring together this array of issues would in
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turn galvanize the internal U.S. process in the direction that you
and I both want.

Senator BAUCUS. That is correct.
Mr. BERGSTEN. I think the critical question is whether that

would in fact occur, and if so, why?
Let me put a question back to you as a Member of the U.S.

Senate. Suppose the United States were to launch such a negotia-
tion. Would that break the budget deadlock here on Capitol Hill?
Because the most obvious single step the United States should take
to get our national savings rate up, to stop excessive consumption,
to put our own domestic house in order, almost everybody agrees,
is to eliminate the budget deficit, which remains unhandled despite
Gramm-Rudman targets and everything else.

Now, if you could tell me that launching this effort with Japan,
or in the Pacific Rim more broadly, would turn the tide on our in-
ternal political process, and thereby get us decisively on a path
that would eliminate the budget deficit over 4 years-which I will
confidently tell you would be by far the best step toward getting
our trade deficit under control-then I think you would convince
me to go with your program.

Senator BAUCUS. Well, I am going to answer that question by
saying I am not sure I know the answer to that question. I don t
think anybody does.

But I tend to think that the President and the Congress are more
likely to achieve meaningful deficit reduction, as opposed to smoke
and mirrors-the more we in America see that in fact Japan com-
mensurately or proportionately is stimulating its consumption,
opening up its borders, addressing the distribution problem, and so
on and so forth. I think that would be a factor.

My thought is, if we can enter into negotiations with Japan, then
each country can help the other country do what it knows it should
be doing.

Mr. BERGSTEN. Well, I agree fully with the objective. Let me tell
you my fear. My fear is that pushing in the direction you suggest
might, given domestic politics here, have very little effect on the
things we need to do at home, and that instead it would provide a
convenient excuse for a copout, and enable the American political
process to say, "It is up to the Japanese now"-not just to main-
tain domestic demand growth, which they are doing; not just to let
the yen rise by 100 percent in value, which they have already done;
but to bust up the Keiretsu, change the distribution system, get rid
of agricultural protection, and do all of those things that we want
and are essential and that the Japanese should do in their own in-
terest.

But I am afraid that if you put it in this context, then the inevi-
table slowness of the Japanese to do all those things would be used
as an excuse back here not to do what we should do anyway.

Moreover, it would, as I suggested earlier, run the risk of under-
mining the multilateral process.

Now, I don't have a handy answer for you on how to get the mul-
tilateral process to galvanize us internally to do what we should. I
have ideas about target zone systems, which I know you share, on a
multilateral or at least a G-5 or G-7 basis that I think could be
used in that direction.
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I worry that the effort to conclude a bilateral deal with Japan
might have effects different from, even opposite to, what you put
forward. But, I admit, it is a matter of judgment. If you really
thought it would galvanize our internal process, then you would
have a convert.

Senator BAUCUS. Dr. Choate, do you have any thoughts on this
subject?

Dr. CHOATE. Yes, I do.
First, I do not think that we should be looking for an external

stimulus to deal with what are very naturally domestic measures
that must be taken with the budget deficit. Nor do I think that any
measures that we might take in trade negotiations would lead to
that. I think they are separate topics. So it seems to me that the
measures to deal with the budget deficit are going to have to follow
their own track.

Second, I see nothing to suggest that the Japanese are going to
make the internal changes that are required internally without
outside pressure and stimulation and negotiation-with the Keir-
etsu, the distribution system, and with the dominance of the agri-
cultural interests.

Senator BAUCUS. What about that, Mr. Bergsten? Isn't outside
pressure needed on Japan?

Mr. BERGSTEN. Oh, yes.
Senator BAUCUS. What is the best form of outside pressure?
Mr. BERGSTEN. I think the Japanese have given us a clear signal,

on every issue, year after year, that they need pressure in order to
be able to move internally. The issue is what type of pressure.

Senator BAUCUS. But if we pursue it on the Uruguay Round, it
seems to me that is not going to be very much pressure.

Mr. BERGSTEN. Well, a combination of the Uruguay Round, with
the negotiations on individual sectors already mandated under Sec-
tion 301, and continuing what we have done the last 2 years, al-
though it amounts to slogging away in the trenches, probably will
lead to about as good results as you would get more broadly.

My fear, as I said, is that you could actually undercut the Uru-
guay Round if you launched a big bilateral deal with Japan. Then I
think you would have thrown out the baby with the bath water.

Senator BAUCUS. I am sorry, Mr. Choate, I interrupted you. Why
don't you go ahead?

Dr. CHOATE. The other point is, I think we are too fearful of de-
stroying the Uruguay Round by these types of arrangements. The
U.S.-Canadian Agreement isn't going to threaten the Uruguay
Round. Europe 1992 is not threatening the Uruguay Round. The
closeness of the Japanese market itself may actually threaten the
Uruguay Round.

We find, as the Japanese will not take goods from other South-
eastern countries, those goods wind up being diverted into the
United States, which raises pressures, which causes great difficul-
ties.

And I would say one other thing. The Uruguay Round has
shared benefits for Europe, for the Japanese, and for other coun-
tries. They have a shared responsibility to continue those rounds.

If we assume that the burden falls exclusively on the United
States to provide the leadership in those rounds, we are setting
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ourselves up, then, to make disproportionate sacrifices. It is shared
benefits; it should be shared responsibilities.

I think if we have negotiations such as this, then we are more
likely to ensure the success of those rounds; we will put pressure to
that.

Senator BAUCUS. Mr. Bergsten, what about that? The Canadian
agreement hasn't destroyed the Uruguay Round. What about the
points that Dr. Choate mentioned?

Mr. BERGSTEN. I agree. I was a strong supporter of the U.S.-
Canada Agreement. But I think there is literally a world of differ-
ence between the U.S.-Canada deal and a U.S.-Japan pact, either of
the type you propose or simply of the more conventional free trade
type.

The first reason is, of course, geographical propinquity. The
United States and Canada are huge trading partners, and trade is
already pretty free and roughly balanced between them, or at least
much less imbalanced than trade between the United States and
Japan. The U.S.-Canada agreement is regarded, I think, in both
countries and around the world as fully compatible with the GATT.
Indeed, I have heard GATT experts say that the U.S.-Canada deal
is the most compatible with the GATT of any bilateral trade deal
ever struck; that is, it includes most trade and meets the test of
article XXIV.

Would a U.S.-Japan bilateral trade pact come anywhere close to
meeting the tests of the GATT? Would it include agricultural
trade-which we would certainly insist on? Would it include the
things Mr. Choate wants to hit-the distribution system, the Keir-
etsu? Technically, how could you include these things? And if you
didn't, would the U.S. Congress approve the deal?

We go into the U.S.-Japan relationship with a huge imbalance.
Indeed, correcting that imbalance is one of your targets, and right-
ly so. Would the United States agree to a free trade agreement
with Japan that did not include changes in all of their practices
and policies that we felt were necessary to bring down that imbal-
ance very, very sharply?

Senator BAUCUS. Why would an agreement with Japan that did
address distribution be incompatible with the GATT?

Mr. BERGSTEN. No, if it did include all of the things that Mr.
Choate has outlined, then it would be very compatible with the
GATT. I am expressing grave doubts not only that you could get
that in negotiating terms but that there is technically any way to
do it.

Senator BAUCUS. But is it worth trying?
Mr. BERGSTEN. Well, it is worth trying. But that comes back to

the dynamic of trying, and how the effort to do it would affect the
multilateral process. I would like to hear from Mr. Choate.

Senator BAUCUS. What if it is non-discriminatory? Isn't a non-dis-
criminatory agreement less likely to threaten the GATT?

Mr. BERGSTEN. Yes. And I think if you negotiated an open-ended
agreement, or an agreement that generalized all of the benefits,
then in fact you would meet that test of the GATT. But to me, the
first test of the GATT that would have to be met is the test that
the Common Market supposedly met, and that the U.S.-Canada
deal does meet, namely, the coverage of virtually all trade.
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What I want to hear from Mr. Choate or other advocates is how
a bilateral agreement would break up the Keiretsu, how it would
alter the distribution system. I have in mind some ways to do that,
but I don't think they stem from a bilateral trade agreement.

Senator BAUCUS. All right. Dr. Choate?
Dr. CHOATE. It may not be possible to break up the Keiretsu. It

may not be possible 'or the Japanese-in any meaningful time
period-to alter their distribution system, and it may not be possi-
ble for them, given the dynamics of their internal politics, then to
deal with the imbalances that they have in agricultural trade.

Now, the question that we face if they are unwilling to do that
under a reasonable time period, is this: How do we respond? Do we
continue to run these current imbalances and allow Japan's trade-
distorting to occur?

Mr. BERGSTEN. Mr. Chairman, your proposal, in a very interest-
ing and creative way, brings together three different sets of issues,
and it might be useful to try to sort them out.

You talk about results versus process. That is one set of issues. A
second set is multilateral versus bilateral--a completely separate
set of issues. A third is GATT-type trade policy negotiations versus
macromonetary types of negotiations. These are three separate
issues, and I think it is very important to keep them clear.

You could establish a very results-oriented approach through a
multilateral macroeconomic focus. That is what I want with my
target zone proposal, and I know you endorse that to a wide extent.

If you could get a meaningful target zone system adopted by the
G-7, G-5, G-3, or G-2, which set current account objectives and
then set macroeconomic policies and exchange rates to meet those
objectives, you would have it. And nothing could be more results-
oriented. I simply think that is more likely than achieving it in
either the bilateral or the GATT-oriented framework.

Senator BAUCUS. Well, this can go on forever. [Laughter.]
Senator Danforth just arrived.
Mr. BERGSTEN. Mr. Chairman, could I add one question to Mr.

Choate, since I made a little headway in the last one?
Senator BAUCUS. Sure.
Mr. BERGSTEN. In his opening statement, he railed about these

giant combines that we face in the rest of the world, and he men-
tioned the Japanese trading groups and one or two European com-
panies. I would like to ask him why we have to be so afraid of
these giant combines.

One, why is "big" beautiful? I am not sure that there is any evi-
dence that bigness means international competitive success.As we
look at the U.S. economy, some of our big firms are viewed as dino-
saurs. They are not viewed as our most competitive firms. Our
export success, our competitive success, has come from small and
medium-sized firms, the American Business Conference companies.
Their exports have been booming. It is the same story abroad. Why
is "big" so much to be feared?

Two, why do we fear combines? I thought cartels were bad for
competitiveness. I have never seen any evidence that cartels suc-
ceed in international trade better than market-oriented companies
and firms. Indeed, I think one of the big mistakes of U.S. trade
policy in the last 10 years is that we promote foreign cartels.
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When we put in place auto restraints, steel restraints, textile re-
straints, or machine tool restraints, and ask the other country to
allocate those quotas, limit access to our markets, what they then
do, of course, is drive the price up 20, 30, 50 percent, rake off $1
billion or $2 billion more in profits, and augment the competitive
position of their firms over time.

U.S. industrial policy has promoted the industrial competitive-
ness of our main competitors. And if you don't believe me, talk to
the Japanese. They will tell you, in their honest moments, "We
love your American trade controls. We have been carrying them to
the bank for the last 10 years. Please do them some more."

In the automobile sector, we increased the profits of Nissan,
Toyota, and Honda by over $2 billion in 1984, and again in 1985,
and they plow those profits back, improve their competitiveness,
and increase their market share.

We promote foreign cartels, and I know of no evidence that it
helps our competitiveness.

Senator BAUCUS. Okay.
Dr. Choate?
Dr. CHOATE. Well--[Laughter.]
Senator BAucus. Briefly, please. [Laughter.]
Dr. CHOATE. Mr. Bergsten asks whether "bigger" is better. "Big"

gives deep pockets. With deep pockets, a country can engage in
both long-term activities and in predatory practices that under-
price its goods and services and drive its competitors out of the
market.

With regard to cartels, what we find, byand large, are these
combinations of industry-state relationships that are cartels, that
work together, that are guided by their governments. When they
penetrate our markets, we often do not see them for what they
really are.

The clearest example of this is underscored by the way Japan's
television cartel dominated the television industry inside the
United States. When private U.S. companies-Zenith, Emerson
Electric-then National Union Electric-went to the Supreme
Court, the U.S. Government also went to the Supreme Court and
filed an amicus brief on behalf of the Japanese companies. Our gov-
ernment made a very intriguing argument: "Please find on behalf
of the Japanese cartel and companies, because, if there is an anti-
trust violation, it was due to 'sovereign compulsion,' and of their
state makes them do it, the companies should not be held accounta-
ble." Moreover, our government pleaded a case on behalf of Japan,
effectively arguing, "This should be done because of defense and
foreign policy considerations."

The point that I make is that, either in our trade policy or in our
antitrust policy, we must find a way to deal with these cartels if we
are to have the market benefits that Mr. Bergsten and I both want
to see in this economy.

Senator BAUCus. Thank you very much.
Senator Danforth?
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OPENING STATEMENT OF HON. JOHN C. DANFORTH, A U.S.
SENATOR FROM MISSOURI

Senator DANFORrH. Mr. Chairman, thank you very much.
I want to apologize to the panel for being in and out of the room

so frequently during their presentation.
I don't really have a question. I would like to make a comment,

if that is permissible, Mr. Chairman.
Senator BAUCUS. Certainly.
Senator DANFORTH. I want to say that I really don't like compre-

hensive bilateral free trade agreements. I just don't like them. I
think that they are traps.

I think the reason they are traps is that, when the United States
gets involved in bilateral agreements, it is on the basis of what we
allege to be special relations with the country with which we are
negotiating, and the special relationship means that it is not just a
commercial deal-it involves all kinds of cultural or diplomatic en-
gagenents. As a result, once you begin negotiating a bilateral
agreement, it becomes unthinkable to walk away from the table. It
can't be done, because it would be viewed -As such a major event
between the two countries, which share a special relationship.

So, I think that bilateral agreements are too personal, and that
there is too much pressure to consummate the deal.

You know, in resent years we have been increasingly concerned
that international trade has been relegated to second or third place
compared to other considerations we have as a nation. Most recent-
ly, for example, some of us who have looked at, the proposed FSX
deal with Japan wonder why the Commerce Department or USTR
weren't even part of the negotiations from the very beginning.

That is my concern, the same concern about bilateral trade
agreements, that the President and the State Department have a
tremendous interest in bringing the agreements to fruition.

I was in Senator Baucus' position during the Israel-U.S. agree-
ment. I was chairman of the Trade Subcommittee and had a big
role to play in that legislation-and I was glad I did. I think it was
important for the general relations between Israel and the United
States, but as a commercial deal.

And then you get to the agreement with Canada, where I felt
that we really made major concessions to Canada, that it was not a
good deal overall for the United States but that we were locked
into it. And then, we didn't really even buy ourselves much friend-
ship, because the Canadians thought that they had been euchred.
So they had this major flap and anti-American uprisings in Canada
in connection with a deal that we felt was absolutely necessary.

I can remember early in that process with Canada when we were
granting negotiating authority to the administration, we had a
very close vote. In fact, it involved having the President of the
United States, President Reagan, call the Senate Finance Commit-
tee up to the White House. And I can remember the President
looking across the Cabinet table at me and saying, "Just what
the"-expletive deleted-"do you think you are doing?"

So, that is the nature of my concern, and thank you very much
for indulging me. [Laughter.]

Senator BAUCUS. Thank you, Senator.
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Mr. BERGSTEN. Could I make two observations real quickly on
what the Senator said?

The first is, maybe he has defined the outcome for any successful
trade negotiation; you know, if each country thinks it has been eu-
chred, therefore maybe that is why you have a deal.

But the broader point was maybe to link what he said with some-
thing that came out of our conference that we had on this topic a
few months ago. Senator Danforth said that the United States
should not get into bilateral deals because other countries would
then benefit, the U.S. feeling at that point, "Can't walk away from
the table; have to maintain it."

That is consistent with a very interesting conclusion that came
out of our conference. Every single country that presented a paper
from its standpoint on a bilateral deal with the United States was
very interested in the prospect-Korea, Taiwan, the ASEAN coun-
tries, Japan, Mexico; exception for Australia. But maybe they take
the same view that Senator Danforth does, that once into a deal
like that, you get special treatment.

Senator BAUCUS. That works both ways, then, that they can't
walk away.

Mr. BERGSTEN. Well, if they get special treatment--
Senator BAUCUS. It is special treatment.
Mr. BERGSTEN. Well, I have the view that they are kind of hard-

nosed types.
Senator BAUCUS. What you are saying, then, is an indictment of

the U.S. system, not of bilateralism per se. That statement is really
a statement that the United States tends to put political--

Mr. BERGSTEN. Oh, I am prepared to indict the U.S. system.
[Laughter.]

Let me do away with these amenities.
Senator BAUCUS. Mr. Morris hasn't had a chance to comment on

this.
Senator DANFORTH. Can I just say, in response to Fred, I think

when other countries approach the negotiating table, they ap-
proach it from the standpoint of a national policy which is designed
to foster the commercial interests of the country, even targeting in-
dustries, and they ask themselves, "What can we do to improve our
economic situation?"

I think when the United States goes to the table, that is a sec-
ondary or even tertiary interest, and that the primary interest is in
overall foreign policy terms, particularly when we are close enough
to the country to be speaking with them bilaterally in the first
place.

Mr. BERGSTEN. Just to be clear on that, I agree fully with Pat,
that the United States has not given adequate priority to these
issues. The difference between us is in how to go about it.

Senator BAUCUS. Mr. Morris, do you think bilaterals are a trap?
Mr. MORRIS. Well, to a certain extent they are, and that is why I

think we ought to look for other options.
Senator BAUCUS. Exclusively? Should we forget bilaterals entire-

ly?
Mr. MORRIS. Well, there is a limited scope for further bilaterals. I

mean bilateral free trade agreements, in the sense that we have
done one with Canada.
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Senator BAUCUS. Oh, I don't mean that kind. I am talking about
more bilateral negotiations.

Mr. MoRRIs. Well, Senator, forgive me. Maybe it is a semantic
problem, but the Trade Act mandates a whole lot of negotiating be-
tween now and the next couple of years about trade problems, and
they mandate them on basically a bilateral basis.

I don't regard those, however, as bilateral trade negotiations. I
regard that as making unilateral demands to which the other party
must accede, "or else." And it is the "or else" that bothers me and
worries me very much.

That is why I think we have to establish-I recognize the fact
that you are not wildly enthusiastic about process arrangements,
but I do believe we need a framework, some kind of a process
which permits us to manage these problems in a way which does
not result in the breakdown of the trading system, the open trad-
ing system.

And believe me, Senator, it is under a very, very severe threat,
not just from the so-called unfair trading practices of others but
not least from the potential for the United States to go off on its
own on basically a unilateralist direction.

That is why I think we really have to look more carefully at
what the other options are. I am not as pessimistic as you are that
the GATT negotiations will not bring forth satisfactory agree-
ments; but, there is no question but that they will not be so fully
satisfactory as we would like, primarily because we cannot expect
some of the developing countries, particularly, to accede to all of
the things that we would like to have accomplished in that round.

Now, I view the proposals which I have made for plurilateral ar-
rangements among like-minded countries to be a way station, a
way station on the road to more extensive GATT commitments
among countries, and certainly as a vehicle for bringing a greater
degree of coherence into the trade strategy which we are trying to
mobilize among various countries, and particularly, as I say,
through this process that we have initiated ourselves in the Super
301.

May I also make a distinction about the results-oriented trade
policy for which you appealed earlier?

I think I have to agree basically with Fred when he suggests that
if we want real results on the U.S. trade deficit, we must look to
the macroeconomic coordination process as the primary instru-
ment.

Indeed, if the results that you are looking for are primarily to be
expressed through commitments by another country-let us say,
for example, Japan-to increase its imports from the United
States, you are really sending a signal to the rest of the world that
the United States is no longer interested in a non-discriminatory
trading system, that what we really want is that the Japanese Gov-
ernment will assure us will bring results to the United States.

If, on the other hand, you are looking for commitments from the
Japanese that the government would enforce to get imports in-
creased from all sources, so that you remain consistent with the
GATT requirements, I don't know why it is that the U.S. Govern-
ment as to expend a lot of its negotiating capital arguing for a
process that may indeed end up benefiting other countries more
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than us. In other words, it is not U.S. exporters who directly are
going to benefit from that.

On the other hand, I do see some scope for using results as a cri-
teria, in particular sectoral problems. Now, I think that this scope
is indeed extremely limited; but, let us take as a case in point the
problem of rice in Japan.

Here the problem is fundamentally one in which the government
is responsible; it is a government policy that effectively keeps rice
out of Japan. Second, it is an area in which U.S. suppliers are cer-
tainly highly competitive on world markets. Whether they have
the desire to go off and really make an effort to get into the Japa-
nese market depends entirely, or almost exclusively, on them, but
it is something that we need to be assured of. But it is an area or
sector in which we could look in fact to results as a touchstone for
determining whether or not the agreement that would be made is
in fact working, because we can assume that the United States
would be the competitive supplier, or one of the most competitive
suppliers.

I don't think that that possibility, however, exists well beyond
very many sectors in which the United States really does have that
kind of competitive clout, and where-and it is terribly important
these days to bear this in mind-where we have the excess capacity
in order to supply these markets.

So I would just conclude by again making a pitch for something
less than a total free trade agreement, certainly more than an ar-
rangement which is simply used as a battering ram to insist that
other countries unilaterally exceed to whatever our demands are,
and less than perhaps we can fully expect from the GATT, but
which could act as a strong stimulus to further expansion of the
liberal trading system in the GATT. And whether we do it contem-
poraneously or in sequence, I think, is a tactical issue.

But I think we cannot ignore the Super 301 problem, and there-
fore negotiating an arrangement such as I have suggested, in
which you are looking toward establishing a framework arrange-
ment that will permit you to resolve disputes, is something that we
ought to seriously take into account as we proceed in the first
tranche of the 301 system, which must be undertaken not later
than May of this year.

Senator BAUCUS. Let me just try to sum up.
I have the sense that, first, Europeans in 1992 are going to try to

protect their agricultural system to a large degree. I therefore
sense that it is going to be difficult for there -o be much progress
in the Uruguay Round. The problem is the timing; 1992 is 2 years
after 1990.

I sense that, therefore, the Uruguay Round is going to eventually
not accomplish much in 1990, until Europe 92 is more definitely re-
solved. This means that perhaps there will be some results of the
Uruguay Round in 1990 but maybe significant results will be post-
poned to 1992, so that the Europe 92 is somehow dovetailed into 90
as the problems of 92 are worked out.

My thought is that, at the same time, it may therefore be impor-
tant to us to enter some plurilateral agreements-non-discrimina-
tory-with the Pacific Basin, both to help encourage 92 and Uru-
guay to be more in the way we would like it to be-that is, more
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open and address more comprehensively more subjects-and also
as potential insurance to some degree in case 92 or 90 break down,
and don't really do what they should be doing.

I am just curious how each of you would react to that. I will start
with Dr. Choate.

Dr. CHOATE. I agree with your logic. It seems there is almost a
chain of thoughts among us here.

First, the macroeconomic measures are essential but insufficient.
Second, it is important that we do all that we can to ensure the

success of the current GATT round.
Third-and here is where we have some disagreement-is that

one of the ways we can enhance that possibility is by considering
and perhaps implementing some other flexible negotiations-pluri-
lateral, bilateral-particularly along the lines of Mr. Morris' in-
sight.

And the fourth thing that we should do is make aggressive use of
the requirement of the 1988 Trade Act that the USTR come forth
with a trade strategy which implies something more than dealing
ad hoc with individual problems.

It seems to me that that may be one of the most important
things of all, so that we may balance our foreign policy, our de-
fense, and our trade interests.

Mr. BERGSTEN. Well, the critical question is Mr. Choates' third
point. That is where we have disagreed, on whether an effort now
to negotiate bilateral or regional deals would promote or under-
mine the Uruguay Round.

If the Round were to fail, I would then be the first to say you
have to look for alternatives, and at that point bilateral talks
might turn out to be the name of the game. But I do fear, for rea-
sons I have indicated, that they would undermine the effort now.

I do have one specific thought that relates exactly to what you
said about the relationship to Europe. I agree with the risk you
pose.

Suppose for a moment the Uruguay Round achieved its maxi-
mum success, whatever that was, and ended in 1990, and then the
European process went on. The Europeans, like everybody else,
leave the tough issues to the end, so they would be negotiating the
hard issues in 1991 and 1992. The pressure would be to export some
of the costs to the outsiders. This is particularly important because
by then we may have a world recession, and the Europeans are
going to have to accept a big reduction in their trade surplus to ac-
commodate our improvement, et cetera, et cetera.

I therefore think we should make a virtue out of necessity:
Change the target date for the Uruguay Round to 1992; keep the
Europeans' feet to the multilateral fire all the time that they are
pursuing their internal regional negotiation, so that the disjunction
in time that you mention would not take place, and that right from
now we would be making it clear that the two processes have to
move in sync.

I think that would help deal with the problem. It would add, in
my view, to the need to put all the focus on the Round rather than
on other regional talks that might encourage the Europeans to
tighten their own regional pact rather than work multilaterally.
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Senator BAUCUS. You know, 1992 is a way off, and in the mean-
time our deficit is getting worse and worse, and our economy is
going down the drain.

Mr. BERGSTEN. But, Mr. Chairman, we do have to be clear. I
think we cannot expect either the-Uruguay Round, or the U.S.-
Canada FTA, or a U.S.-Japan trade agreement of any type to do
very much about our trade imbalance.

This may be a fundamental point of difference between me and
others. But I really see no conceivable way that any other country
is going to negotiate a bilateral agreement with us, and then go
back to its parliament and public opinion and say, "The objective
of the exercise was to reduce our trade surplus with the United
States by $30 billion." That is not going to happen.

If the notion that we sought improvement in the trade balance
through the U.S.-Canada FTA had ever been mentioned in the Ca-
nadian election, Mulroney would have lost and Turner would have
won, and there would be no FTA. You can't pursue trade balance
goals through trade policy agreements.

Now, your approach broadens the thing, but that is a separate
component of it. We just can't have the illusion that FTA's--

Senator BAucus. I am not talking about FTA's. My thought is
that Japan, whoever is Prime Minister in x-year, could more easily
go to his parliament and say, "Yes, an objective is to reduce the
trade deficit; but in addition, we have succeeded in getting the
United States' budget deficit reduced, and their private savings
rate up," and so forth.

I think both Japan, for example, and the United States realize
that as one goes, the other goes, too.

Mr. BERGSTEN. Right.
Senator BAUCUS. That we are in this world together, and we

have to figure out how to get along together.
Mr. BERGSTEN. I fully agree. If he could say that, then he would

be in a stronger position. But that goes back to the question before.
Senator BAUCUS. I understand.
We interrupted, so quickly, Mr. Morris.
Mr. MORRIS. I just would comment on the EC-92 process. The

timetable for the adoption of those directives, the roughly 300 di-
rectives, is to adopt them by the end of 1990 and to have them im-
plemented, or most of them implemented, by the end of 1992. That
means, Fred, that we are contemporaneous with the GATT round.

The second comment I would make is that I think it is easy to
exaggerate the deleterious effects of this program on American in-
terests, both as exporters and investors, and to overlook that it also
has the potential for being a major contribution to both our own
economic and business interests as well as that of an open world
trading system.

Therefore, the burden is really very much on our negotiators to
manage a two-tack process:

One is to exploit to the maximum extent possible the opportuni-
ties of the Uruguay Round, to nail the Europeans down to as open
agreements as possible in such areas as services and government
procurement, where the major challenges to American interests
right now seem to be shaping up.
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The second is to manage the bilateral relationship with the Euro-
peans in such a way that we can constructively come out of this
process ahead of the game. And I have in mind particularly the
need to do something about the standard-setting process between
the United States and the Europeans, because right now it is quite
unsatisfactory, and it has the potential for being far more damag-
ing to American export interests and indeed to the globalized strat-
egy of most American companies than does virtually anything else
that is in that program.

That is going to have to be resolved primarily through bilateral
talks and bilateral mechanisms, with a strong re-invigoration of
the International Standards Agreement that was done in the last
GATT round.

Mr. SCHOTT. Mr. Chairman?
Senator BAUCUS. Mr. Schott, and then that has to be it.
Mr. SCHOTT. One final point, and that is on agriculture, since you

mentioned your view that not too much would be accomplished.
I would caution against putting too much weight on an overall

result in agriculture for "he Uruguay Round. I think half a loaf on
agriculture would still be very nourishing, and it would be perhaps
as much as would be tolerated in the political system, both here
and abroad.

I know, as a former negotiator, one has to worry about how it is
going to be received when we come back home and bring it before
you and your colleagues here. I think perhaps we have been overes-
timating what will be acceptable to the U.S. farm community as
far as total elimination of farm subsidies.

So I Would just give that one caution, as far as the extent of re-
sults that are feasible and desirable on agriculture.

Senator BAUCUS. I want to thank you all very much for helping
us finally decide this issue. [Laughter.]

Thank you very much.
Mr. BERGSTEN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator BAucus. Our next panel will be Mrs. Doral Cooper, who

is president of C&M International Ltd., a former Assistant USTR
for Asia, Africa, and the Mid-East; and Mr. Michael Aho, director
of economic studies, Council on Foreign Relations; and Mr. Guy
Erb, director of the U.S. Council of the Mexico-U.S. Business Com-
mittee.

Mrs. Cooper, why don't you proceed first?
Mrs. COOPER. Thank you.

STATEMENT OF DORAL S. COOPER, PRESIDENT, C&M INTERNA-
TIONAL, LTD.; FORMER ASSISTANT U.S. TRADE REPRESENTA-
TIVE FOR ASIA, AFRICA AND THE MIDDLE EAST, AND CHIEF
NEGOTIATOR, U.S.-ISRAELI FREE TRADE AGREEMENT, WASH-
INGTON, DC
Mrs. COOPER. Good morning, Mr. Chairman.
I appreciate the opportunity to appear before the committee

today to discuss free trade agreements, as well as to appear with
two old colleagues from the trenches of trade policy formulation.
We have had many debates in the past, and I expect we are going
to have another one this morning.
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My name is Doral Cooper. I am the President of C&M Interna-
tional, an international trade and consulting firm. Although C&M
International represents countries in the Pacific Rim, I am appear-
ing today on my own behalf.

I was formerly the Assistant U.S. Trade Representative for Asia,
Africa, and the Middle East, and in that capacity I was the chief
negotiator for the U.S. Government for the U.S.-Israeli Free Trade
Agreement.

I want to share the history of that experience with you today, as
well as my support for additional FTA agreements. I will begin
with background on the genesis of that agreement.

The Government of Israel suggested an FTA to the United States
in 1981. The U.S. Government was at first reluctant to pursue the
suggestion, because we had never negotiated a bilateral FTA in the
past and were historically and philosophically committed to the
multilateral process.

However, multi-country negotiations in the GATT were stalled,
and the multilateral system was not addressing many issues of
keen importance to the United States, such as trade in services, in-
vestment, and the protection of intellectual property rights.

The major debate surrounding the possible commencement of the
negotiations was very similar to debates which have been held sub-
sequently concerning the negotiation of additional FTA's and to
the examination of the issue here this morning.

Should the United States embark on a course of comprehensive
bilateral negotiations? Would such a course spell the end of the
GATT system?

Numerous, long and often acrimonious inter-agency discussions
were held on this very subject, including two Cabinet meetings. In
the end, it was decided to move forward, for the following reasons:

First, the FTA negotiations would not replace the GATT; in fact,
FTA's are sanctioned by the GATT in article XXIV. Second, FTA
negotiations would provide a model for trade liberalization for the
rest of the trade community, and they would allow the United
States to introduce in a concrete way new subjects of international
trade negotiations, increasingly important to our economy. The
reasons that gave rise to the U.S.-Israel FTA are no less true today
than they were in 1982.

Another part of this brief history is important to our discussions
today. The U.S.-Israel FTA was meant to be a model for additional
agreements to follow. In fact, before those negotiations began an
offer was extended to Egypt to negotiate a similar accord when and
if that country was ready. Likewise, then-USTR Ambassador Bill
Brock suggested the initiative to the member countries of ASEAN
in 1983. And as hoped and expected, the agreement with Israel pro-
vided the foundation for the successful FTA negotiations with
Canada.

The U.S.-Israel FTA agreement has had a significant positive
effect on U.S.-Israeli trade and investment. The FTA became effec-
tive in 1985. From 1986 to 1987, U.S. exports to Israel increased 18
percent, and by another 17 percent in 1988. U.S. investment in
Israel also has expanded. Numerous companies have established or
expanded existing manufacturing operations in Israel to take ad-
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vantage of the FTA with the United States, as well as the FTA
that Israel has with the European Community.

Bilateral free trade arrangements complement the multilateral
trade liberalization effort. FTA's are not designed to nor do they
have the effect of replacing the GATT system. They can, however,
act to spur needed changes in the multilateral trading system.

It cannot be said that either the U.S.-Israel Free Trade Arrange-
ment or the U.S.-Canada agreement has weakened the GATT
system. Indeed, I firmly believe that they have encouraged the
multilateral system to reach for higher, improved levels of trade
liberalization. They have also provided very significant political
benefits to the United States, by signaling to the rest of the world
that we will not allow the dialogue in international trade negotia-
tions to be dictated by the lowest common denominator, that we
will re-exert our leadership in the GATT and elsewhere through
the example of liberalized bilateral trade, and that we welcome the
challenge of trading with any country openly and fairly on the
basis of reciprocal market access.

The U.S. economy is the largest, most open economy in the
world. Therefore, the relative cost to the United States of reducing
tariffs and nontariff barriers as part of an FTA are small. In con-
trast, the benefits are considerable.

First, since FTA's are reciprocal, other countries are required to
eliminate tariff and nontariff barriers that generally are much
hi gher in their country than they are in the U.S.

Second, since the tariff and nontariff barrier reductions negotiat-
ed under an FTA are only available to the countries participating
in the negotiations, the United States will enjoy a margin of prefer-
ence for its exports to FTA countries. This will mean that our ne-
gotiators will not be liberalizing, as they have been, international
trade for the benefit of exporters in Asia and in other European
competing countries.

I am very supportive of the United States negotiating FTA's, and
in particular with our trading partners in the Pacific Rim. The
countries of the Pacific Rim have experienced extraordinary real
growth recently, growth that bodes well for increasing U.S. exports.

In addition, the countries in this region are economically stable,
there is no fear of hyper-inflation, they are well able to service
their foreign debts, their infrastructures are well developed, their
labor forces are literate, skilled, and inexpensive compared to the
United States. And in fact, a number of countries in the region
have expressed an interest in seriously exploring an FTA with the
United States.

Finally, the full integration of the European economy slated for
1992 offers us a challenge to expand our vision and our economic
borders across the Pacific.

FTA's demonstrate the real benefits provided by increased trade
liberalization. This in itself is a significant benefit. In addition, the
1988 Trade Act sent a message to the international trade communi-
ty: the United States will exercise the leverage of access to our con-
siderable market to open markets overseas. That negative message,
however politically or economically necessary, has caused a grow-
ing number of our trading partners to question our leadership in
the multilateral system as well as our commitment to free trade.
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I would like to suggest this morning that offering these trading
partners an additional incentive in the form of the negotiation of
an FTA would make very clear that we are not afraid of fair com-
petition, and it would allow the United States to provide positive,
forward-looking leadership to the rest of the world.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator BAUcus. Thank you, Mrs. Cooper, very much.
[The prepared statement of Mrs. Cooper appears in the appen-

dix.]
Senator BAUCUS. Mr. Aho?

STATEMENT OF C. MICHAEL AHO, DIRECTOR OF ECONOMIC
STUDIES, COUNCIL ON FOREIGN RELATIONS, NEW YORK, NY
Mr. AHO. Mr. Chairman, it is a pleasure to be here to discuss bi-

lateral trade agreements and whether the historic agreement with
Canada can or should be replicated elsewhere, in particular with
Japan.

And Doral is correct: we probably will disagree fairly substantial-
ly this morning.

In the past I have probably been fairly critical of the Reagan ad-
ministration on trade policy, and of course the administration has
now passed into history; but that administration does deserve
credit for negotiating the pact with Canada, because it did signal
that trade liberalization is still possible, and that international ne-
gotiations can still bear fruit.

The Canadian pact has gone further faster than the multilateral
GATT talks and could be a catalyst for those talks. The agreement
was comprehensive, spanning virtually the entire GATT agenda.

However, before replicating that historic bilateral agreement, the
U.S. should stand back and take stock of the agreement. It is a
complex agreement that was complicated to negotiate, despite the
vast similarities in both countries' legal and business environ-
ments. The signing of the agreement was not meant to be the end
of the process, but only the beginning. And what happens next?
Several questions arise.

How durable will the agreement be? That, of course, will depend
upon the first major tests of the dispute settlement apparatus, or
possibly on the pressures for protection emanating from an eco-
nomic downturn.

How will the agreement evolve? How and when will the blanks
be filled in, for example on specific service sectors or on developing
common laws on subsidies?

Can serious negotiations on subsidies begin before the conclusion
of the Uruguay Round, or will one country or both prefer to wait
until the Round is completed?

Specifically, how will the bilateral blend with the multilateral
talks, and will Canada seek to recontract if the United States ex-
tends similar privileges to other countries during the Round?

How will both countries behave in response to changing circum-
stances-say, generated by Europe 1992, or by the prolonged dis-
agreement over agricultural issues? A common position may be
possible on Europe 1992, but will the United States and Canada

99-949 0 - 89 -- 3
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share a common interest in cutting a deal with the Community on
agriculture?

What about third-country issues? The most significant third
country, of course, is Mexico. The United States and Mexico have
established a framework agreement, and now there is talk of sec-
toral agreements. But Canadian and Mexican exports to the United
States overlap significantly in autos and auto parts, energy, petro-
chemicals, and agriculture. I am sure that if the United States and
Mexico were to sign a trade agreement in auto parts, Canada
would want to have something to say about it.

The U.S.-Canadian agreement is a good agreement, but it did not
address many of the central trade difficulties between the two
countries, including subsidies, trade remedy actions, government
procurement, and intellectual property. It took almost 2 years to
negotiate, and the talks came perilously close to collapse on several
occasions.

Before launching another bilateral, would it not be better to wait
to see how this one works out? Furthermore, additional bilaterals
may create more problems than they solve. -

Fred Bergsten and Jeff Schott have covered many of the econom-
ic arguments against additional bilateral agreements, and more are
in my statement.

Leaving aside those economic arguments, however, let me focus
on the political arguments against additional bilateral agreements.

Internationally, the essence of a bilateral agreement is that you
play favorites, and this creates foreign policy problems with those
that are discriminated against. If pursued, a misguided bilateral
strategy could even end up altering the political contours of the Al-
liance.

But domestic political problems are also caused. Congress will be
under pressure to withdraw trade preferences or withhold further
liberalization if countries are deemed to be acting inconsistently
with U.S. foreign policy objectives, or if important domestic sectors
are suffering from increased competition with the country in-
volved.

Do Members of Congress want to get involved in such microman-
agement of trade and foreign policy initiatives? Does Congress have
the time, resources, or political will to review, oversee, and legis-
late a series of bilaterals with all of the attendant political pres-
sures they entail?

To elaborate further on the practical and tactical problems with
additional bilaterals, consider a possible U.S.-Japanese free trade
bilateral agreement.

One of the reasons cited for pursuing a bilateral accord with
Japan-and it has been brought up this morning-is the EC's
effort to establish a Europe without borders by the end of 1992.

The assumption is that the EC will discriminate against outside
interests as it liberalizes internally. I agree. If we don't pay atten-
tion, the European Community probably will discriminate against
us. Advocacy of the bilateral trade agreement may be useful as a
threat, however, now is not the time to begin exploring bilateral
options with Japan. The external consequences of 1992 have not
been debated or even discovered by the Community as yet.
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Now is the time for other governments and firms to put pressure
on the Community to open up the process to comments and criti-
cisms. If we wait too long, however, the Community's position will
be set in concrete, leaving little room for them to negotiate at the
Uruguay Round or elsewhere.

I would make the Europe 1992 exercise a focal point at the Uru-
guay Round, to ensure or to try to ensure that the rest of the world
is not discriminated against.

This however raises a further problem, when it comes to bilater-
al agreements, and this is really the question of flexibility. If the
United States and Japan were to go out and strike a bilateral deal,
that might help us in keeping the Community open after 1992; but
for all the reasons we have been discussing concerning market
access problems with Japan this morning, I am not certain that the
United States and the EC might not form a coalition at some point
in the multilateral talks and focus solely on opening that Japanese
market.

Coalitions will shift from issue to issue, and I think the United
States would lose that flexibility if it were to marry up with an-
other particularly large pillar of the trading system.

Frankly, I don't know, between the United States and the EC, or
maybe some of the other countries that Doral was mentioning, who
is the most appropriate partner, and who decides and how do we
decide. I think we would sacrifice some flexibility.

If I might be permitted an advertisement for you and for myself,
we do have back-to-back articles in the forthcoming Cornell Inter-
national Law Journal, and the pros and cons of additional bilater-
als are laid out in my article which I have included for the record.

Let me jump to a concluding comment, if I may.
First, on Canada itself, I think we need to pay more attention to

the Canadian Agreement, because if it begins to look like that
agreement is failing, others are going to take notice. tf we ignore
the Canadian Agreement we will lose the credibility of our bilater-
al option, and others will be able to say, "Hey, look, the U.S. and
Canada couldn't even cut a deal in some of these sectors; so why
should we go out and do anything multilaterally?"

But let me conclude with a more general comment about the im-
portance of a threat as far as bilateral agreements are concerned.

I would say the United States should stick to the multilateral
process and, if that flags, should stick it to other countries unilater-
ally in order to prod progress. Bilateral agreements may be useful
as a threat, but to be credible the administration and Congress
must be willing to carry out that threat.

The only other possible bilateral trade agreement that is clearly
in the U.S. long-run interest is one with Mexico, for reasons that
range from debt to demography to drugs. If the administration is
serious about threatening further bilaterals, it should continue to
explore those bilateral options with Me,:ico, because to move
beyond Mexico would create significant foreign policy problems.

Push hard on the multilateral negotiations, and use Mexico as a
credible threat. Besides, could the United States really contemplate
giving preferential access to other major trading partners while de-
nying it to Mexico?

Thank you.
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Senator BAUCUS. Thank you, Mr. Aho.
[Mr. Aho's prepared statement appears in the appendix.]
Senator BAUCUS. That leads into you, Mr. Erb.

STATEMENT OF GUY F. ERB, DIRECTOR, U.S. COUNCIL OF THE
MEXICO-U.S. BUSINESS COMMITTEE, AND MANAGING DIREC-
TOR, ERB & MADIAN, INC., WASHINGTON, DC
Mr. ERB. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
My name is Guy Erb. I am a managing director of Erb and

Madian, and the director of the U.S. Council of the Mexico-U.S.
Business Committee. It is a pleasure to share my personal thoughts
with you this morning on the Mexico-U.S. Bilateral Agreement.

In 1987 Mexico and the United States signed that agreement on
bilateral trade and investment. The agreement became possible as
a result of changes in the composition of bilateral trade, a very im-
portant Mexican shift toward outward-looking development poli-
cies, and increasing business and government awareness of the ben-
efits of a more certain framework fbr an important bilateral trade
relationship.

It is a modest agreement; nevertheless, it is a major innovation
for the two countries. We can now build on that agreement, but we
can also go beyond it.

I will be mentioning some options for future trade and invest-
ment negotiations this morning with you.

Let us look backwards, if we may, for a moment. At the time of
the agreement signature, it had been a period of over 40 years
since the United States and Mexico had had a consultation mecha-
nism on trade.

In spite of the very tight trade links between the two countries,
indeed commercial links of all sorts, they had managed an increas-
ingly complicated relationship without a formal mechanism for
consultation.

However, in the aftermath of the debt crisis of the early eighties
and the sweeping changes that became obvious as needed for the
Mexican economy, then-President Miguel de la Madrid of Mexico
announced significant trade reforms in early 1985.

By 1986 Mexico had resolved its dispute with the United States
on subsidies and countervailing duties, had joined the GATT, and
we opened negotiations on the bilateral agreement. That agree-
ment, as you know, is now with us for over a year, and it has led to
some significant accomplishments.

In the context of the Mexican reforms that are taking place even
as we discuss this morning, it is important to note that support for
the old regime in Mexico lingers. But I am convinced that Presi-
dent Carlos Salinas is determined to continue the modernization of
the Mexican economy.

We can therefore expect, in whatever framework is finally
chosen, negotiations on trade, debt, and investment with an in-
creasingly growth-oriented and modern country on our Southern
border.

Another important aspect of this whole process was the strong
business and government support for the formation of the agree-
ment. That is in sharp contrast to the period in the 1970's, when
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Mexico's tentative move toward GATT membership in 1978 and
1979 lacked domestic support, lacked a business constituency.

As a result of its reforms, Mexico's highest tariff is now only 20
percent, and only about 20 percent of its imports require import li-
censes-historically a very low ratio for Mexico.

However, views in the United States of Mexican economic and
trade policy have not kept pace with the changes that country has
introduced. We often encounter here business and political atti-
tudes that are based on prior experiences with Mexico's relatively
closed economy. We have to change, "catch up," as it were, with
events in Mexico.

For their part, Mexicans are also skeptical of the United States.
Although we have not always implemented obstacles to Mexican
exports, those cases that did occur, and even the discussion of cases
where we might have imposed barriers to Mexican exports, have
convinced many in Mexico that they face a hostile market in the
Unite States. That is a view with which I do not agree, but it is a
perceptio. in Mexico.

The attachment to my testimony chronicles the major events
that led to the bilateral agreement. It took 6 or 7 years of effort
from the initial discussions to the final signature.

Attachment 2 to my written statement is the agreement itself.
First are the principles which earlier speakers, in the panel before
us, have mentioned as a possible model for other agreements. That
statement of principles may seem like motherhood, Mr. Chairman,
but we have to bear in mind the lack of common ground that exist-
ed in the past between the United States and Mexico.

The importance of these principles are that they are a shared
starting point for an important commercial relationship, a starting
point that we lacked in the past. They fall into categories such as
the general and economic and political goals of the two countries,
the unique nature of the bilateral relationship and the interest
that both countries have in it, and principals on key issues such as
services, intellectual property, border development, and private in-
vestment.

Very importantly, the agreement also sets out procedures for
consultation and dispute settlement, including a timetable, and an
agreement to seek settlement through the GATT if either country
feels that is desirable.

Also an important feature of this is either one of the parties can
seek consultations at any time.

The negotiators, at the time they did the agreement, established
an immediate-action agenda, which did indeed lead to negotiations
in such important areas as steel, textiles, and broad liberalization
of Mexican barriers.

What are the options to continue the process that has been
begun with the framework agreement? We could, of course, contin-
ue to implement it, which is a worthy but not very ambitious objec-
tive.

Some in Mexico have proposed as an option the expansion of U.S.
trade preferences or tariff preferences for Mexico, in order to rec-
ognize the very significant unilateral reforms and liberalization
that Mexico has undertaken. This idea, for reasons which I discuss
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in more detail in the written statement, has little political appeal
here in the United States.

Another option which Mike Aho mentioned is the sectoral ap-
proach. Indeed, in 1989 Mexico and the United States are expected
to commence these negotiations, but they face problems of their
own, not the least of which is the Canadian historical experience
with such an approach.

Another means is a more ambitious comprehensive trade and in-
vestment negotiation, which would seek through staged concessions
the full liberalization or the liberalization of substantially all bilat-
eral commerce.

We would look for, here, a staging asymmetrically, so that the
United States would recognize the vast differences that went into
the United States and offer concessions on a more accelerated time-
table, in the context of shared commitments toward that final ob-
jective.

I might mention here that the Spanish accession to the European
Community is an example of an exchange of mutual commitments
to stage concessions between unequal partners.

Just to conclude, Mr. Chairman, I think that the sectoral ap-
proach and the comprehensive approach do merge at some point, if
you recognize-as happened in the case of Spain and the European
Community-that particular sectors will be on their own timetable
for liberalization, and we can easily envisage that process in
Mexico and the United States.

Finally, if you seek an objective which is fully compatible with
the GATT and with the free trade area, I think we have met some
of Senator Danforth's concerns on the subject of the special rela-
tionship and its possible impact on trade policy.

There is no question, as Mr. Aho has mentioned, that we do have
very serious non-trade interests in Mexico. But if we put our trade
objectives on the solid footing of a mutual commitment to elimi-
nate trade barriers, over whatever length of time is necessary, I
think we have met what could otherwise be a serious concern.

Thank you.
Senator BAUCus. Thank you very much, Mr. Erb.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Erb appears in the appendix.]
Senator BAUCUS. What about Mr. Danforth's point, Mrs. Cooper,

that bilateral agreements are a trap? That is, we have faced them
somewhat--to paraphrase his argument-on "special relation-
ships," and once we get close to reaching an agreement we feel
that, you know, for political and other reasons, we have to reach a
conclusion, which often tends to be detrimental to the United
States' best interests. That is a very real concern of his. What do
you say in response to that point?

Mrs. COOPER. Mr. Chairman, the relationship that the United
States has with every major trading country is special. True, Israel
is special, Canada is special, Mexico is special, Taiwan is special,
Sinqapore is special-Korea, Japan. Each country is special. So I
don t think that we have necessarily begun or finished FTA's with
only those countries which are special.

That is why the fear about not wanting to leave the table until
you sign an agreement, I think, is in part taken care of through
the separation of powers. We have the Congress, which will review
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the agreement, as it did in the Tokyo Round, as it will in the Uru-
guay Round, certainly as it did in an extraordinarily detailed fash-
ion for the Israel and Canada FTA's. And I think we have that
check in order to ensure that the United States is not selling out to
the foreign interests in a negotiation.

No one ever wants to step away from a negotiating table, wheth-
er it is in an FTA or whether it is in the Uruguay Round. But I
think the checks-and-balances process, thus far in the history of
trade negotiations of this country, has ensured that each agree-
ment was as fair and as equitable to the citizens of this country as
possible.

Senator BAUCUS. You heard Mr. Bergsten say that the Canadian
FTA was probably a good agreement, but that Japan is different. I
mean, Japan is not our neighbor; Japan has an economy that is
much larger than ours, has a different culture. It is so different
that you can't compare the free trade agreement with Israel or
with Canada along with that of Japan.

What is your response?
Mrs. COOPER. Two things. First of all, as an old trade negotiator,

it is much harder to negotiate with your friends than with people
who are not like you. You can ask anyone in this room who has
ever negotiated with Canada, for instance, that those are the
toughest and most acrimonious negotiations that we have ever had.
So, I don't think it is necessarily easier to negotiate with your
neighbors; indeed it is much more difficult.

Second, nowhere in the GATT history does the GATT say that
FTA's should only be negotiated with neighboring countries. That
was never envisaged when article XXIV was drafted, and in fact I
would say that some successful FTA's are in place with non-neigh-
boring countries. So, I see no reason to not consider seriously nego-
tiations with our Pacific Rim countries. And in the Pacific Rim, I
do indeed include Mexico.

Senator BAUCUS. What about his point-he didn't quite say this,
but maybe it was implied-that the United States and the Canadi-
an economies are somewhat similar, we have similar background,
culture, et cetera, but with Japan we are dealing not very much
with formal trade barriers, although we are in some cases, but in
many cases with non-formal trade barriers-namely, Japan's distri-
bution network?

You know, the classic FTA can make sense when you are dealing
with a culture and a society that is similar, but not in trying to
somehow reform the Japanese distribution system.

Mrs. COOPER. It is easier to negotiate tariffs in free trade ar-
rangements than it is nontariff barriers; there is no doubt about
that. And the more difficult nontariff barriers are indeed things
that you can't touch, like the distribution system in Japan.

If I may offer a suggestion for the Pacific Rim trade initiative
which is slightly different than yours, Senator: that we consider ne-
gotiating FTA's with those countries in the Pacific Rim which have
tariff barriers in place-easy ones to negotiate-and that are
neighboring countries of Japan, and that we consider negotiating
an FTA with Japan last rather than first, thereby increasing our
negotiating leverage on the Japanese distribution system consider-
ably.
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Senator BAUCUS. While I am talking with you, Mr. Aho said-I
don't want to put words in his mouth, but I think this is what he
was saying-that while maybe the Canadian FTA was probably
okay, there are sure a lot of blanks to be filled in yet, so the jury is
out. I take it you agree that the Canadian FTA was a good idea.
Would you share with us your concerns about the blanks?

Mrs. COOPER. Yes, there are number of blanks. I think probably
the most crucial one will be when we have a serious dispute with
Canada. That is inevitable.

Let me just share my experience with Israel, since our history
with that agreement obviously is much longer. The U.S. Govern-
ment has had a number of serious disputes with Israel, but we
found that the fact that there was an FTA in place, coupled with
the threat of calling a panel in the dispute settlement process, has
helped the U.S. Government to resolve those disputes much more
expeditiously than would have been the case had the FTA not been
in place.

Senator BAucus. Mr. Aho also said that the bilateral had the un-
fortunate result of playing favorites, to the detriment of our rela-
tions with other countries. What about that?

Mrs. COOPER. Well, don't say "favorites." Put an FTA on the
table and let any country sign on that wants to, a non-discrimina-
tory FTA.

Senator BAUCUS. Mr. Aho, that is your opening. What about
that?

Mr. AHO. Well, one, I am not sure, despite all of the old negotia-
tors in this room, that we have enough of them in this country to
be able to conduct a number of these things simultaneously. They
turn out to be somewhat inconsistent with one another, and it
would set up an entirely different and separate operation from the
multilateral talks. So I think it would divert, if nothing else, an
awful lot of attention from the Uruguay Round.

But in thinking about a negotiation along the Pacific Rim or
with Japan, specifically, consider the concessionary nature of nego-
tiations. And with Japan in particular, what is the United States''going to give up"? Our voluntary export restraints in autos and
steel and machine tools, and things like that? We know what we
might like to get from the Japanese, but these are very tough polit-
ical things that we are going to be asking of them; what are they
going to ask of us? And are we going to be willing to take that
step?

Senator BAUCUS. Well, they are asking us basically to reduce our
federal budget deficit. That is one big request of theirs. I think you
would agree we should do that.

Mr. AHO. I definitely agree we should do that.
Senator BAucus. Mr. Erb? You had your hand up.
Mr. ERB. Not on that point, Senator. I did want to make a state-

ment on the time involved, prompted by what Mike said about the
necessity to have a team, and by Doral's remarks about putting a
draft FTA on the table and saying anybody who wants to sign it
can do so.

First, on the question of time, just as I proposed that time is the
solution to some of the disparities that exist between Mexico and
the United States from their point of view, and some of our con-

i
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cerns about competition towards sensitive sectors here, it should be
noted that it does take time to do these things.

The Canadian agreement perhaps is underestimated, that the
two years that it took really was the end of a long process, which
included 20 years ago the automotive agreement-more than 20
years ago-and then an attempt by Canada through much of the
late seventies and early eighties to pursue an entirely different
option, which was the sectoral approach. The 2-year process was
the peak, on top of a rather long and arduous mountain that had
to be climbed.

In the case of Spain and the Community, it took 23 years from
the moment of the first Spanish application to the signature on an
agreement to accede to the Community, and it will take another 10
years, from 1985, for them to be a full member of the Community.

In each of these negotiations-whether it is Israel, Canada, or
Spain and the Community-peculiar characteristics of each coun-
try and each trading relationship have to be taken into account.

Therefore, I do doubt that drafting an all-purpose generic FTA
and saying, "Sign here, just fill in the blanks," would work. I
mean, each country is going to bring to the table--

Senator BAUCUS. How about a regional one?
Mr. ERB. Well, even more so, Senator, because each country has

its own "coruzonsito," as they say iri-Mexico-you know, its own
thing that is very special to them. We have steel and textiles and
automotive. Mexico has a very backward agricultural sector that
will need to be addressed, which is paralleled by a very aggressive
and competitive agricultural sector. -

So, we have to find a way to ease the pain on our side of Mexican
exports, and to ease the difficulties that they will have of bringing
their agricultural sector, broadly defined, into full competitiveness
on the world standard.

So, I really think that each case will require a very long and ar-
duous negotiation. I would argue, as well, that propinquity, the
"three D's" that Michael mentioned as well as some other more
positive aspects of the relationship, justify a careful look at that
particular bilateral-not to the exclusion of others, but I would
hope with a sense of priority that relates to some of the particular
aspects of the interrelationship between the United States and
Mexican economies.

Senator BAUCUS. I was wondering, Mr. Aho, when, in your judg-
ment, do bilaterals-however you define them-make sense in the
future?

Mr. AHO. Well, I guess we would have to postulate. If a failure of
the Uruguay Round were be one of the things that led us in that
direction, then I would prefer a Pacific Rim agreement, a preferen-
tial agreement along the whole Rim, as opposed to picking and
choosing among countries.

But if you are going to go with a country for the reasons of a
threat, or whatever, I would go with the long-term interest that we
have in doing one with Mexico.

But in the wake of a failed Uruguay Round, I would try to do
something along the Pacific Rim. However we are far away from
that at this stage.
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Senator BAUCUS. What about Mr. Erb's point that it takes for-
ever to conclude these things; so you might as well begin now?

Mr. AHO. But if you begin now, how can we ensure how that will
change the behavior of other countries? Read here the European
Community. Will they find it in their interest to go out and start
negotiating some of their own bilaterals? Will it bring them to the
table, or will it force them away from the table? That is difficult to
judge at this stage.

And also like Fred, traveling around the world I get the sense
that the Community would probably-and they are very good at
it-start cutting their own preferential deals and move away from
us, and not towards us.

Senator BAUCUS. Mrs. Cooper?
Mrs. COOPER. Senator, if I may clarify one earlier remark for the

record, when I suggested putting an FTA on the table, I suggested
the concept of an FTA. Of course, each and every one would have
to be negotiated separately, because the economies obviously are
very different. and the phase-in periods would be very different.

Mr. AHO. I thought that was what you meant.
Mrs. COOPER. Thank you.
Senator BAUCUS. Does anybody have anything to say in response

to something that someone said that you found "outrageous" or
that "got under your skin" before we wrap up here? Or do any of
you have any final points you want to make? [Laughter.]

Mr. ERB. A final point, Senator. I do applaud you for commenc-
ing this debate. I think that it is one of the critical issues that U.S.
trade policy must address.

I think I would emphasize the Uruguay Round, recognizing, as
the earlier panel pointed out, as well, that all trade negotiations
take time.

In the trough of one particular negotiation, as we seem to be
now, it looks darkest perhaps before the dawn, and I certainly am
not ready to write off the Uruguay Round as a valid and priority
negotiating option for the United States; nor would I suggest that
the introduction of a bilateral negotiation with Mexico should in
any way derail the attention that the Uruguay Round deserves.

Senator BAUCUS. On that point, though, how do we exercise le-
verage, given the current multilateral framework, to get a success-
ful Uruguay Round on agriculture, intellectual properties, services,
and so forth? what is our leverage? Remember we have much less
leverage now than we did 20 to 30 years ago.

Mr. ERB. We still have an enormous market and countries all
over the world that desire access to that market. As we have seen
in trade disputes with the Community, that is a respectable point
of leverage.

Senator BAUCUS. But is it a credible threat?
Mr. ERB. Oh, I think so.
Senator BAUCUS. Because this country is not very likely to imple-

ment quotas or tariffs.
Mr. ERB. Well, a very large proportion of our trade is now under

quantitative restraints.
Senator BAUCUS. No, I am talking about additional.
Mr. ERB. Well, I wouldn't rule it out. I have watched over the

past 25 years increasing limits on executive branch discretion, in-
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creasing use by both the Executive and at the instigation of the
Congress of quantitative restraints, and the Super 301 is another
example.

Senator BAUCUS. So you suggest using Super 301 as a potential,
and 301 generally as a potential threat?

Mr. ERB. Certainly the threat is credible, and I think other coun-
tries are very concerned about that.

Senator BAUCUS. I agree with that. We probably do have to use
it, or at least be ready to use it if we have to.

Mrs. Cooper?
Mrs. COOPER. Senator, like Mr. Erb, I applaud your initiative in

stimulating the debate on this subject. I think the fact that the
Congress of the United States is seriously considering the idea of
FTA's with other countries in the Pacific Rim, in particular, sends
a warning to our trading partners but likewise creates an opportu-
nity for our trading partners.

I think the discussion will, if nothing else, increase the leverage
on the Europeans as they start to think about 1992. I do not think
the debate on free trade areas in any way diminishes our will and
our negotiating goals in the Uruguay Round.

And finally, I would like to reiterate a point that was made earli-
er by others. The trade law does send a message to our trading
partners that is quite aggressive. I think the notion of discussing at
the same time the opportunities that we can afford our trading
partners with free trade area negotiations balances that message
that we are sending the rest of the world.

Thank you.
Senator BAUCUS. Thank you.
Mr. Aho?
Mr. AHO. Yes. I, too, applaud your- putting ';hese questions on the

table, because we have got to have at leasc the thought process
going on in order to challenge the people overseas.

But I would come back to the point that I had made earlier
about shifting coalitions. I think, from issue to issue, it will vary.
And I saw, in the launch of the Uruguay round at Punta del Este,
the importance of the Cairns group on agriculture which, in prod-
ding that process, helped. And I think if we move and select other
countries to prod the Europeans in some cases, or the Japanese in
others, we can probably move that process forward.

But I wouldn t leave out one other form of flexibility, and that is
what we did in the Tokyo Round, with conditional most-favored-
nation agreements. If we want something on services and there are
foot-draggers like Brazil or India out there, don't deal them in.
Don't go for the lowest common denominator. Just set up a like-
minded group who want stronger disciplinary action on services, or
investment, or intellectual property. That gives you the flexibility.
And I think the countries that will buy into those individual agree-
ments will vary from issue to issue.

Senator BAUCUS. Thank you all very much.
What all this comes down to, as I see it, is leadership in this

country and in Pacific Rim countries, and all major countries of
the world, for that matter.

It is a real challenge, and the proof is in the pudding as to
whether we and other countries meet that challenge. I hope we do,
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and certainly your discussion here today will give us more informa-
tion to enable us to do so.

With that, I want to thank you very much for coming. I appreci-
ate it.

Mrs. COOPER. Thank you.
Mr. AHo. Thank you.
Mr. ERB. Thank you.
Senator BAUCUS. The hearing is adjourned.
[Whereupon, at 11:45 a.m., the hearing was concluded.]
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ALPHABETICAL LISTING AND MATERIAL SUBMITTED

PREPARED STATEMENT OF C. MICHAEL AHO

Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, it is a pleasure to be here to dis-
cuss bilateral trade agreements and whether the historic agreement with Canada
can or should be replicated elsewhere, in particular with Japan. In the course of
this statement I will also comment upon the state of the multilateral talks in the
Uruguay Round, Europe 1992 and possible U.S. policy responses to the European
unification effort.

Several proposals for other bilateral trade agreements have come on the heels of
the Reagan administration's negotiation of the bilateral agreement with Canada,
our largest trading partner. (A less comprehensive agreement was negotiated with
Israel in 1985.) The Reagan administration deserves credit for successfully negotiat-
ing the pact with Canada, because it did signal that trade liberalization is still possi-
be and that international negotiations can still bear fruit. The Canadian pact has
gone further, faster than the multilateral GATT talks and could be a catalyst for
those talks. The agreement was comprehensive, spanning virtually the entire GATT
agenda, including most of the new issues, services and investment, but not intellec-
tuial property. However, additional bilaterals could result in increased trade fric-
tions and could eventually fragment the trading system.

THE FUTURE OF THE U.S.-CANADIAN AGREEMENT

Before replicating the historic bilateral free trade agreement with Canada, the
U.S. should stand back and take stock of that agreement. It is a complex, compre-
hensive agreement that was complicated to negotiate despite the vast similarities in
both countries' legal and business environments. The sigiiing of the agreement was
not the end of the process, only the beginning. What happens next? Several ques-
tions arise.

How durable will the agreement be? That will depend upon the first major tests
of the dispute settlement process or possibly on the pressure for protection emanat-
ing from an economic downturn. How will the agreement evolve? How and when
will the blanks be filled in, for example, on specific service sectors and on develop-
ing common laws on subsidies? Can serious negotiations on subsidies begin before
the conclusion of the Uruguay Round or will one country or both prefer to wait
until the Uruguay Round is completed? Specifically, how will the bilateral blend
with the multilateral talks and will Canada seek to recontract if the U.S. extends
similar privileges to other countries during the Uruguay Round? How will both
countries behave in response to changing circumstances say generated by Europe
1992 or by prolonged disagreement over agriculture trade? A common position may
be possible on Europe 1992 but will the U.S. and Canada share a common interest
in cutting a deal with the Community on agriculture?

What about third-country issues? The most significant third country is Mexico.
The U.S. and Mexico have established a framework agreement and now there is
talk of sectoral agreements. But Canadian and Mexican exports to the U.S. overlap
significantly in autos and auto parts, energy, petrochemicals and agriculture. If the
U.S. and Mexico were to sign an agreement in trade in auto parts, I am certain
Canada would want to have something to say about it. There will be no escaping
these issues when the U.S. and Mexico ultimately sit don to negotiate.

The U.S.-Canadian agreement is a good agreement, but it did not address many of
the central difficulties of trade between them including subsidies, trade remedy ac-
tions, government procurement, and intellectual property. That agreement took

(41)
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almost two years to negotiate and the talks came perilously close to collapse on sev-
eral occasions. Before launching another bilateral, would it not be better to wait to
see how this one works out? Furthermore, additional bilaterals may create more
problems than they resolve.

GENERIC PROBLEMS WITH BILATERAL FREE TRADE AGREEMENTS

Bilateral free trade agreements are justified only in special cases. Israel, for politi-
cal reasons, and Canada, for reasons of proximity and interdependence, are special
cases. The EC is also a special case on the latter score. President Reagan in his 1988
State of the Union address spoke of including Mexico in a North American accord.
Mexico may also be a special case, but after that it is hard to see other countries or
the private sector in the U.S. going along with any other bilateral agreements.

To put it bluntly, a succession of bilateral trade agreements is a recipe for RIBS-
resentment, inefficiency, bureaucracy and silly signals. Resentment would prevail
among outsidei-s. Inefficiency would be spawned by the fragmentation of markets.
Bureaucratic nightmares would result for the government and private firms trying
to cope with the discrimination among countries. And silly or stupid signals would
be sent to those policymakers in developing countries who are proponents of mar-
kets and multilateralism. Lastly, other countries would protest if the U.S. tried to
go beyond these special cases. After Canada, Israel and maybe Mexico sometime in
the next century, the options are, or should be, spent.

History can be instructive on bilateral trade agreements and a number of lessons
can be learned from the 1930s. In the wake of the Smoot-Hawley tariff and subse-
quent retaliation, many countries tried to establish bilateral or regional agreements.
But a proliferation of bilateral agreements is inconsistent with an expanding trad-
ing system. Attempts in the interwar years to establish some predictability f6r
trade, largely through discriminatory bilateral agreements, failed because the kind
of certainty gained was illusory: the conclusion of the second or third discriminatory
bilateral agreement necessarily disappoints expectations created by the first. Fric-
tions, if not downright hostility, are bound to arise between the parties. Further-
more, if other countries were to follow the U.S. lead by trying to negotiate through
bilateral agreements offering mutually incompatible privileges, predictability and
stability would be destroyed for all countries.

Discriminatory bilateral agreements cannot combine to form a globally consistent,
stable system of national trade policies. And bilateral or like-minded groupings are
inferior alternatives when compared with multilateral liberalization on a nondis-
criminatory basis. Inevitably, some countries will be left out. How will they be
chosen and who will decide? In this country, Congress will have to play a role. Con-
sider how members of Congress will be whipsawed by country interests and, disag-
gregating further, by sectoral interests. Legislative action on separate agreements
also opens up the possibility that trade will be used as a weapon of foreign policy
against countries that are not following in lockstep on recent foreign policy initia-
tives of the United States. How will domestic trade laws be interpreted or revised
vis-a-vis non-members? Some legislators, pressed by special interests, may seek to
discriminate in the application of domestic law. All of this would raise trade policy
from "iow-level" to "high-level" foreign policy. The Secretary of State would end up
spending more time on the balance of trade, leaving him less time to spend on the
balance of terror. That would be a gross misallocation of resources.

Bilateral or like-minded agreements also will smack of colonialism to left-of-center
politicians in many developing countries. Even for countries given preferential
treatment, such an arrangement would add fuel to domestic political battles to say
nothing of the domestic political battles in countries discriminated against.

The United States, Japan and the EC, the major pillars of the trading system,
cannot afford to be in rival blocs. Although, the U.S. has expressed some frustration
with the EC for slowing the multilateral process and with Japan over market
access, Western cooperation remains important for strategic and security reasons
and must not be undermined. The best message of Alliance cohesion the Western
nations can send to the Eastern bloc is a flourishing, unified, nondiscriminatory
trading system. A fragmented system would send precisely the wrong signal.

In short, the arguments against a series of bilaterals are both political and eco-
nomic. Politically, the essence of bilaterals is that you play favorites and that cre-
ates forei policy problems with those that are discriminated against. If pursued, a
misguided bilateral strategy could alter the political contours of the Alliance. Do-
mestic political problems are also created. Congress will be under pressure to with-
draw trade preferences or withhold further liberalization if countries are deemed to
be acting inconsistently with U.S. foreign policy objectives or if important domestic
sectors are suffering increased competition from the country involved. Do members
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of Congress want to get involved in such micromanagement of trade and foreign
policy initiatives? Does Congress have the time, resources or political will to review,
oversee and legislate a series of bilaterals with all of the attendant political pres-
sures that they entail?

Finally, the economic argument is that if the trading system should fragment as a
result of a misguided bilateral strategy how will the U.S. be able to generate trade
surpluses of up to $50 billion to service its trillion dollar foreign debt in the 1990s?
Without an open multilateral trading system, that will be next to impossible. In
order to appreciate the drawbacks of additional bilateral agreements, it is instruc-
tive to examine a possible bilateral agreement with Japan.

A BILATERAL TRADE AGREEMENT WITH JAPAN?

Proponents of a bilateral trade agreement with Japan cite the corrosive effect
that bilateral disputes have had on the U.S.-Japan relationship and the ineffective-
ness of the piecemeal approach to solving disputes. But without internal reforms of
the trade policy process in the U.S. to establish priorities and to give trade issues
the greater attention they deserve, it is hard to see how a bilateral with Japan
would overcome these difficulties. And why should the U.S. assume that on the con-
tentious issues (e.g. agriculture, construction, etc.), Japan would be any more able or
willing to accede to American demands in a negotiation to establish a bilateral
agreement? Multilateral pressure would be more effective and more palatable politi-
cally within Japan. Furthermore, if somehow the U.S. succeeded in resolving fester-
ing disputes with Japan, the principle of unintended consequences would surely
come into play and one set of problems would be replaced by another as those coun-
tries discriminated against take policy actions to minimize the damage to them.

Another of the reasons cited for pursuing a bilateral accord with Japan is the
EC's effort to establish a Europe without borders by the end of 1992. The assump-
tion is that the EC will discriminate against outside interests as it liberalizes inter-
nally. But why isn't a unified, thriving EC in the U.S. interest as it was thirty years
ago? It is! If these reforms are carried out, European national income could rise by
5-7 percent and up to 5 million new European jobs could be created. Europe would
be richer and could afford to buy more from the rest of the world and pay more for
the Alliance's common defense.

What if it were to fail, and, worse yet, what if the U.S. was seen to be part of the
blame? The price of failure would be very high. The frustrated expectations would
sour European attitudes toward the United States. In a backlash, trade protection-
ism would increase. Little if anything would be accomplished in the Uruguay Round
of multilateral trade talks. A weaker Europe would be less willing and less able to
bear its share %;f the burden for the common defense. And it would play into the
hands of the Eastern bloc, as more Community policymakers would turn East for
markets and support.

That isn't to say there is nothing to be concerned about. Watch out to see: if Com-
munity directives call for a narrow application of reciprocity and establish Europe-
an preferences to discriminate against outsiders; if the directives provide long
phase-in times and safeguards for lagging sectors or for the poorer European coun-
tries; who negotiates regulatory standards for the Community, and on what basis
outsiders can get mutual recognition of standards; if the multilateral talks are held
hostage to the internal restructuring; how bilateral quotas on cars and textiles at
the national level are converted to EC-wide quotas, and whether the directives are
produced in a transparent way or behind closed doors with maximum uncertainty
which would have the same effect on firms outside as an increase in trade barriers.

Advocacy of a bilateral trade agreement may be useful as a threat, but if it were
carried out, the trading system would fragment and all nations would suffer. Now is
not the time to begin exploring bilateral options with Japan. The external conse-
quences of 1992 have not been fully debated or even-discovered by the Community
as yet. Now is the time for other governments and firms to put pressure on the
Community to open up the process to comments and criticism. Outside interests
need to be more vigilant in monitoring what is going on in Brussels because if they
wait until 1992, it will be too late. The Community's position will be set in concrete,
leaving no room to maneuver at the Uruguay Round or elsewhere. The 1992 inter-
nal restructuring should be made a focal point of the Uruguay Round so that the
Community feels constrained when reaching internal decisions.

A bilateral trade agreement with Japan would tie the hands of American trade
negotiators. The launch of the Uruguay Round at Punte del Este demonstrated the
importance of coalition formation as a means for making progress. But coalitions
shift from issue to issue. On market access to Japan, the U.S. might agree someday
to join with the EC to gang up on Japan in a multilateral forum. But, the U.S. and
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Japan may have to join together to ensure that the EC does not use the 1992 effort
as a means to discriminate against outside interests. It is better to retain the flexi-
bility to form different coalitions and to use unilateral retaliatory measures to prod
the process, than to limit options by joining a bilateral with another major pillar of
the trading system. And if other bilaterals are contemplated, it is not at all obvious
which is the most appropriate partner, Japan or the EC. Who is going to decide and
on what basis?

Granted, new options are needed in this highly pluralistic world to bring more
pressure on free riders and foot draggers. The preferred approach, however, should

a conditional MFN approach as was done with the Tokyo round codes in which
only those signatories to the code get the benefits from abiding by the additional
discipline. Since the free riders and foot draggers will vary from issue to issue, this
approach allows for greater flexibility.

Beyond these tactical issues, there are many practical reasons to reject a bilateral
agreement with Japan. First, negotiation of a traditional free trade agreement cov-
ering tariffs and non-tariff barriers or even including the new issues is too modest a
goal. The most difficult problems the U.S. has with Japan including the distribution
system and cultural preferences are not susceptible to negotiation by formula or by
drafting new rules.

Second, both countries have substantial trade interests and investments in other
countries. Establishment of a free trade agreement would divert trade and invest-
ment resulting in economic inefficiencies raising consumer costs and altering source
ing patterns for firms with subsidiary operations in other countries. The extent of
the net inefficiencies created would depend upon the balance between trade creation
and trade diversion. Nonetheless, some consumers, affected multinational corpora-
tions and third-country business interests would find cause to complain.

Third, even the onset of negotiations would cause other countries to change be-
havior and not necessarily in ways conducive to reaching a multilateral agreement.
Other Asian countries would clamor for similar negotiations with either or both
Japan and the United States, their major trading partners. The U.S. does not have
the capability of conducting a series of bilaterals simultaneously, but could it afford
to defer resolution of these requests until the U.S.-Japanese negotiations are com-
pleted? Since U.S. actions are often emulated, how would America respond if the EC
moves to establish bilateral agreements of its own? And what happens to the indebt-
ed countries of Latin America that depend on trade surpluses to service their debts
but that would surely be harmed by the trade diversion entailed in bilateral agree-
ments?

Fourth, what would the consequences of failure be? The costs and consequences of
failure need to be compared with the likely gains from any agreement. Can the
gains be so great that risking the trading system as it now stands is worth the
chance? As any negotiation of this type proceeds it occurs to the negotiators that
the status quo ante is not the alternative in the wake of failed negotiations. Under
those circumstances, negotiators are hard pressed to come up with an agreement, no
matter how good or how workable. Can we afford to take that risk?

Finally, the concessionary nature of negotiations requires that the U.S. "give up"
something in the process. Will the U.S. go along with dismantling import restraints
on steel, autos, semiconductors, machine tools, textiles and the other barriers that
remain to Japanese exports to this country? Would Congress be willing to set up an
institutional apparatus for dispute settlement that would allow frictions with Japan
or other countries to skirt U.S. trade remedy laws?

A PROLIFERATION OF BILATERAL DISPUTE SETTLEMENT PROCESSES?

Apart from a wide-ranging bilateral agreement, an argument can be made for a
more limited agreement covering the resolution of trade disputes. Here the experi-
ence of the U.S.-Canada free trade agreement is valuable. The U.S. and Canada es-
tablished a complex institutional apparatus for resolving disputes consisting of three
major parts: (1) review of antidumping and countervailing duty laws, (2) a general
dispute settlement procedure and (3) the rules and dispute settlement procedures for
global safeguard measures.

The provisions of the agreement spell out in some detail consultation procedures,
timetables and appeal procedures but in several respects the complicated and novel
dispute settlement practices are vague or remain to be flushed out. The procedures
could be a substantial improvement over the existing ad hoc or GATT procedures to
resolve disputes. The advantages of a bilateral dispute settlement process are (1) the
external discipline over the administration of trade remedy laws, (2) the easing of
trade frictions if it can be invoked easily, if it is more expeditious, and if it is abided-
by, and (3) reduced cost in terms of time and effort, if it is effective. These advan-
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tages have been extolled by commentators on the U.S.-Canada agreement but will it
ha ppen? How well will it work?

Consider the disadvantages of a bilateral dispute settlement process which include
(1) the difficulty involved in negotiating one (the U.S.-Canada agreement could not
resolve the content and operation of a dispute settlement process that could be in-
voked before the trade remedy law process had run its course); (2) no dispute settle-
ment process can work effectively if the rules are ambiguous; (e.g. recent GATT
cases have foundered over the interpretation of what constitutes a 'fair and equita-
ble share of the market" for agricultural goods). Ideally, a common set of domestic
laws would be needed but the U.S. and Canada could not agree on what rules cover
subsidies and now ongoing negotiations are needed; (3) who are the panelists going
to be and how will they be chosen? Apart from the difficulty in selecting the odd-
numbered panelist (panels number five), these panelists will differ from GATT pan-
elists because they do not come from neutral third countries nor are they assisted
by an unbiased international secretariat of proven competence. Furthermore, quali-
fied panelists will likely be trade lawyers or ex-officials whose neutrality may be
suspect from the point of view of one party to the complaint or another; (4) Reasona-
ble people and experts can disagree over the shapes of supply and demand curves
but it is precisely the underlying parameters of these curves (the elasticities) that
will determine the effects of, say, a subsidy on the pattern of trade. Without an un-
biased secretariat, whose estimates of the economic variables will be relied upon?;
and (5) Depending upon how it is used, th6 establishment of a bilateral process could
undermine the multilateral dispute settlement process just at the time it is being
enhanced in the Uruguay Round.

As for the specific drawbacks of the various dispute settlement processes, the one
covering antidumping and countervailing duties suffers most from the inability of
the U.S. and Canada to agree on a common set of trade laws. Although negotiations
will continue, the likelihood of an agreement on these issues is unlikely at least
until the completion of the Uruguay Round. Many U.S. policymakers do not want to
establish a precedent by altering U.S. trade remedy statutes for a single country.
The other drawbacks pertain to the lack of an unbiased secretariat and the ques-
tionable neutrality of the panelists. Although panelists will be chosen from a roster
of qualified people agreed upon in advance, the objectivity of panelists drawn from
the two countries could always be questioned if one country or the other thought
the finding was unfair. Furthermore, these panels will be established on an ad hoc
basis and they will suffer from a lack of continuity and from a lack of precedent, at
least until dozens of cases have been heard.

The general dispute settlement procedures are even more uncertain because only
one article of the entire agreement is devoted to the creation of the U.S.-Canada
Trade Commission that is supposed to administer general disputes. Article 1802
specifies that each government's "principal representative" will be the Cabinet min-
ister for trade, allows the Commission to seek advice from nongovernmental officials
and says it must meet at least once a year to decide things by consensus. This begs
many questions. Just what is this Commission supposed to be? Who will its other
members be? What powers will it have? Will it have a staff? Furthermore, a reading
of the procedural provisions seems to indicate that general disputes will be resolved
by the Commission by consensus but if the Commission is made up of the two gov-
ernments' chief trade ministers, how does that differ from how disputes were re-
solved in the past?

Apart from meeting to review trade issues at least once annually, horn will how
the Commission operate? The best that can be said is that its procedures set out
provisions for an automatic, nonbinding arbitration and review of complaints
(unless both sides agree to binding arbitration, but why would they both precom-
mit?) How the Commission will interpret the various provisions of the agreement
(e.g. what constitutes "nullification and impairment"?) remains to be seen. Further-
more, binding dispute settlement would be a greater external discipline over both
countries but it will not have the force of domestic law. Like other international
agreements, the only sanction it will carry is the right to retaliate. Beyond that, its
power is derived from national traditions in observing international obligations.
(Given the United States' record recently at the World Court that may not be worth
very much.)

The rules and dispute settlement procedures for global safeguards provide more of
a step forward because of the provisions for binding adjudication. (Because the
President retains discretionary authority in safeguards cases.) But P v'. n here reason-
able people and experts can disagree over the extent to which trad. nas caused "se-
rious injury" depending upon the estimated economic parameters. And the provi-
sion that grants each country an exemption from the other's global safeguards when
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imports from the other country do not constitute an important part of the trade
causing injury is a precedent for selectivity in the application of safeguard meas-
ures.

With all of these open questions, the most that can be said is that only time will
tell how the U.S.-Canada dispute settlement process will work. Until it can address
and process several sensitive cases, its usefulness in minimizing trade frictions can
not be judged. Furthermore, even if it is an improvement over the GATT processes,
those provisions are undergoing review and negotiation in the Uruguay Round and
some of the presumed advantages of the bilateral dispute settlement process (auto-
maticity and speediness) may be established on a multilateral basis. I do not believe
the benefits gained from an alternative dispute settlement process justify the diffi-
culties and the risks inherent in conducting a bilateral negotiation to establish one
at this time with Japan or any other country. The proliferation of dispute settle-
ment agreements can only cause confusion and magnify misunderstandings.

CONCLUSION

In short, given the manifold drawbacks of further bilateral deals the U.S. should
stick to the multilateral process, and if that flags, should stick it to other countries
unilaterally to prod progress. Bilateral agreements are useful as a threat but to b
credible the administration and Congress must be willing to carry out the threaL.
The only other possible bilateral trade agreement that is clearly in the U.S. long-
run interest (and one that the outside world, save Canada, could not object strongly
to) is Mexico for reasons that range from debt to demography to drugs. If the admin-
istration is serious about threatening further bilaterals, it should continue to ex-
plore bilateral options with Mexico and weigh the costs and consequences such an
agreement would entail. To move beyond Mexico would create significant foreign
policy problems. Meanwhile, push hard on the multilateral negotiations and use
Mexico as the credible threat. Besides, could the U.S. really contemplate giving pref-
erential access to other major trading partners while denying it to Mexico?
Enclosure.
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More Bilateral Trade Agreements
Would be a Blunder: What the
New President Should Do

C. lichael Aho*

Introduction
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signal that trade liberalization is still ipssible and that international
negotiations can still bear Init.I
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"his Article advocates continued reliance on muluilateralism in
United States trade policy. Part sets the political backdrop. Pan 11
(.'xhplores the key comtice)ms of' tie GAll and their vital imltHmwrtie ill
wltl intade. Pan III explaimLs Iow a IIove lowai'd a ia-mle lmlivY laoing
hilnaei'al agreemnents would he a delciesaimis itiove away 'roim the (;Ai'.
Pan IV exl)lore.s and rejects (ie most talked about Ixnoemtial bilateral
agi-n'cemlt-U United Sta's-Japan at-cord. Finally, in Pan V, this Anicle
proposes a slr'at.ry fill" Pr'sident Bush itll includes a strong reliance oi
multilateralism as the (oi' ersmoile of U.S. trde picl'-. Such a policy
should include U.S. pressure abroad lo revamp antd edimc nel (;A'lM
anwi art atlive pir'sidenlial role il lbrmning trade policy at lWilie.

L The Political Backdrop
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Sentiment is growing for the United States to abandon its tradi-
tional multilateral approach to trade and to pursue a more active trade
polic-y, simuhiasicously p)ursiiintg b~ilateral wid regional agre.'tniems widh

like-minded utColories. I layersrs. like (;O nglsnllKi ( .iuplardt. urge file
United States to adopt unilaterally at in-lor-iat i-ade ilicy. rmtaliating
agai..i alleged stmiir i rade Irac ires or against coili ries with i)ersistent
surpluses." How Congress ai i lw new Adnninistri-t ion will implenwut
the 1988 trade hill rcuiaiLs 1o be seen.

I. The Case for Multilateral Trade Policy

In fhe ye;r% allowing World War 11. flile (AI' arose as (lie primary
agreemeil raieilaiing iitna l KlIdl I racle. su., 11w t'fln.J550 .. 1plXirt-
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tioa and remains compelling as a guiding concCpt today.
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dency to reduce tension among nations.'9 From an international polit-
ial viewpoint, MN rosters sovereign equality among nations and
gIaridiltes isewdoTr. arvess ilo inenitional narkets."- 1i' 1 lttilnlkit"
eXtensl5k31 of, Iralde-lilwr.liJlng liia1l''. I(o olllel.S 1''lics frfl(lill alll
(ilii)lit'S.2i In conlrdsl, (li. ds'liiiilliuOly WalgIninIS Call iikr-.asv niis-

nlidcrstaklillg. and dispiies usiomg ditrileil tr-Ic groulping,% or caduse
resllt'nlt oil Ilse part of* otjiside'l .'s l)iscriniiniatoy iutflient also
increase the probability ili Irat, will he iised as a weal(3i of Ioeii
p3lky-.2

3

From a domcsliic poliii-al viewpolinl. (liscriminaIOry reslrilviw ls are
diilicult io remove becaulse they creat" vested interests in exploring as
well as illl1)0rliig coutlillites. Flor exatll)i', h(11h l)1-( t L'(tL ((311K1lit" 1Ctx-
file pi'ldill's andic .Ul)lllyilig [il-lim ill oilll.t'r coillli-, Ilil Ikdl qlit1lli

licenses lind discriminatory restlictios to their iit iw'ii.

Filally, M N decreases the leil and legislative Nlrdens (31 Irealing

dill'rent couiiiuies unequally. Dicritninatinmi olien results in doiesiiti
laws beitig applied dillhtieml Io illll)4S 1(rlln vali(iS o)rigilS.2i Sp'la-
rlte national agreetiits in'rease tlIl work o1 ktlctid ollicisl ill nations,
like the Umitied States. where agreements [lave it) be ratifliedl b I lgisla-
1(ri. Legislative ilioi 0oill separate agreetllltis also oilwis lip (Ile iMssi-
bility (ll" doinestic litial bargaining and lg rolling whilh could
undiernnitit the original inite'ltiois o['a given agreenilt.2

Althoiiugh intoicliliollI MFN is hioretically the vcnterl)Nite of ille
GAIT system. dust sysleni also iwlules agreeitslis ilV(ling colidi-
sional MEN treatitwnt. Condiionial MEN requires a reciprot-Al agree-
nKll between two3 natiio11s gl liling Iav(ra-le Iit"le tr atntn. For
example, State A exte(ls to Stalte B Ihe satne trade cOncesinIs it
g-raTiI'd Slat C 91miV il'Sta e B reciprs-aits with concessions cquivalt'n
t(o Iose givell Iy it A." (oildilnial IEN (all be used to expand
Itrde, bill because only a limited number of" ('(ollies nity .1011 resliW'-

live agreemlenls. condiliniinal MEN is inkirior 1(3 mint'ldilkonal MEN as a
1flide puJioMY.

Somi oh the l okyo Roulnd 1Isol aj - l arrieTr o es conilaiil c(i(li-
IioiiUaI fItVilits.2

7 For example, only firnis iii (olntriets lia t are .iglil-
tories of1ht, goveiiiriniit )r3cureueit code rilay bid ol the gove11inleil

19i. Id.ail 27. ] ihullokr, .upra mill 16, at M4i.

20. Ke okhla, .rupn nnoi 15, at 23.
21. Id.
22. .Xrr grll/T (. PA'II.SON. I)iS-4i:lMINNAtlN IN lTPIikNAI4)NAI. T1AIE-'IIW

IPo.mY I%%tlt'.s 1945 46~ 0%l61).

23. C. A/it &.1. ARetiwsN.% .anru e 17.atI 12i). Se aLo G. PAMrl;tIO , skflf not"
22, at 271-317.

24. SnOi~~(1n Jr?1 %~~IA3;Rv usv.N-rxnvv NArsowAl. TICAn

IJO1MASE. 198(i Rmiwro tm FORFAM KAI3E BARuaAUS (19864).
25. C . Aimo &.1, Ams , .s;mu note 17, as 12M.
26. KohAri, .wpmw nte 15,, a 4. tor a dismtrmsk3n otxo'piliki to utsiwditwrnal

YN ilnd-r thl- ;AI'I, tw'..jAtLowo. prv nit 1e2,-at 264-72.
27. Hiaxlur, Shchons.1ir & Starr, . nitm ne 14, at il.
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projects that are open to foreign bids.2 8 Under U.S. law, only GATF
members tihi are signatories or the subsidies code are entitled to the
injury test.' ,i sitl)iicliC eXlNirls to 1e1C JniteCl Slates.I'-': "lm.e dI1e)lr-
titles Fro ttimi1n'initomuli MFN were cesigicd i( etihitce discipliie and
tlerly i)r(lnIlm'e liftt'lc. Tlu'y i)r(i(l(ie a ineclmiasin fIM prtesmiiing fire
rl]ei. 4mid fiot daggers ilhat 54)tgli Io lower standards.:"

Other dtepaltrmires fion umi'woditionai MFN do min tvessalily pro-
hmtei ti-de or emmiwn'e discipline. Regional groupings such as Iree trade
areas and custom unions divert trade as well as create it. (AITI meni-

ers often abuse Anitle XXIV, which lprmits regional groupings.",
Artkile XXIV lays omt specific requiremenS whict 1cmwIl .ehhsccin
nte(i iii Iracike. althlioglh Ihe recent J.S.-(.madiati agrcenennt may 1w
ar exCe)IionI.:i" A itn hcn" irolirm'tliOln ol'regional grottlings wi ml set
I)Ire(cltlets 16ii cre special deals, Iizgrnieitl the Inirliig system , and
damage lite iterest ol iOin-)amicipails.

Some schokars have sutggested that lie increasing number and lypes
orexce)tikms to uni'onditional MFN have weakened, fwrll)s iepaa-
bly, hlie role of the GAII" and tie very model of liberal world ladte..II
However, these li'ars med riot lead to scrapping the ;NIrI or Trtiltikat-
oral trade policy. While the GA'I 1nTdombtedly nceds relw, n, 4" the
overall multilatcril structure survives despite its current limnilatiolns.
The GATI' also provides a conceptual starting point f)r any trade nego-
tiatiohis intorporatinig multilateralismri al M)FN. A politcy ol pInI.slilg
bilateral agreenwts may shili Ota presumption witi poltenlially disas-
trous elf-cts on the world eco ny aid politiol cooperation.

28. Kvhan., .;iqffa nowmt 15. al 1). %e,(. Htlmix.k &|1. SIIElU.N-FAIS. SIx.sII)IF.S
M INTIERNATI)NAT. T(AM. 120-23 (I184). S alo mm. 17u ;,17-MFNWV rm a d Ike
Eurap/ma (ommww *Ir a% /nlermalitnal Fruwamrkt for I/te llegzudalin of E nomv .k111.ar: "lt,
llnmo. al of Rarrim to hak m (omm n'nhwnn lnmvwarmi, 14 Mio.j. IN'ft. 1. & IKAIl. 53. 6.3
(19111).

291. Trde Agnr'crenns At1 44' 1979. 1Mt I.S.C. t250I (1.)82).
34). Kviolw. .Uilnn omm)t 15. at 12-13.
31. (ATI. taa nw 1. It ant. XXIV. For a dk, jvu.man 0l'ant k' XXIV ari Ih

dillif inhic it t 0" nial,- hr sIx (;A'TI' mii.ara.l lrarn-wwsrk, sic .. IjA:LM)N. .am malf
12, a0 5754i23. .r ao K. 1),% . Tut. (A'i: lAw AND INtI1.MNAIIi)NAI. tA:4)()M ;
()i:ANI/AMtoN 274-.9i (197(t); MiN If%. upm r)lc 2, ;it t9-2 1.
_32. For an hitor a i aadlyvis of I- r-Lion isp Iuctween limited agreemnt arml

multilaicra agrisneint. i e I)iltkl t, 17v llmorr and t/e hi t, in itt.vrtp.KAis hi. Ni.-
• nAThMA5.154 ANtI CANADIA IN U.S. TRAMt. 'olicv 1W. DImid 4r1. I1988).

33. HtlhaI-wr, SllInon- Fr) & Starr. su/pra noe 11. at 9)l1 -13. .la k,-m nas o teIvmc
ihe wtr.kening ofum'indiklail M"N a "cf'1 it h , m1intith-s. in i I inirrmi intl tr.ade
symtlm." jackon, ke 'uimbling noidutions of Mie liberal fimt" Sriiem. 12 .1. Wirm.iu
"'KAtI1 1 9L (1978).

31. m inr noten 66-72 andI aiomlanying text.
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ML Generic Problems with BilateMa Free Trade Agmenest

licinal five I rauc aigrviiieities ardie ;stlied (jely ill six-ciml t.ise. FOY

iflpIlWU-1ioi1Is.:" '111C 1.S.-MtImIadLiai fie iiade agueeinenl and 1114 hII43-
ILx.jn (ointillity iasay iW special UCaSe inl lighl OF file lpn0XiTlriy anid
ifller(Iependence of* the vniembr.Siaie.j.: 7 11, leis I9~$1 State ()I the
Uioun address, P~reihm Reag-an spoke of* including Mexico ill a Norila
Anmeric-an irade ac4()rd.-'4 Beyond these examples, luiier hiLaterils
would seriously uixieniie fie world trading system.

A. Historical Aniecedciiis

Advwaie% oliniove bilaierals in tle Administration ;ind on Capiiol Hill
wotild do4 well tore(3 ir h lesiliI4' 11.lL5(i5 (31 1134 1930s. Whenl ie (AI
was5 signed. 111C Wor1ld h3ad barely 1Ltded f"oim ic d ire coviL' uev of'~i~5 3
trade disceniinnalion. lin the wake oi lihe Smoot-Hawley *'arill"I and sell-
%elie relaliation, "I iaty (:(oItmic-% iried 1(3 protectdicir own evno14-
illies 1)v esiablishing IbiLtierul or rxeg(31w agreevunis.'I Such "beggaIr-
oii~eighbor" sirdiegies spread, deepensing the worldI's economic
decline. 12 Ali: kessoiLs 43W i 193)s teach daai hilaieri agreems Laii
as finlra.I is Ills of, iieniatioiwl economic regulations, 1- imptoveflsIhilig
the iiiationial community fir the short term benefit olaU l-W Staies. I I

345. 1hv ln-asemenl of hilmicral agrermeni in this cibon fiwir41 543I4]) on
1)iLileraI tre ir1de agre-nwis and not 43n Ibiie1rI n(!g43natiM)n gcncrally. For ai
mnorv gerral disisiion, see DI)I, iaqwof note 32.

!4.C. Aim) & M. L.IYINsoN, %ujlr nlow 1. ais 94.
37. SWv M. S(:nINwZNF. NIl. UJ1JtEtN.A & K. hililiN, IN'UVKNAMM3AJ. BIISINMS 149

34. W'~ Diedpohl. .aq'a nw 382. iae 14W). Ser aMa Hlkoi1L . tU/rn pie3 2. at 17. IN.
39). Signed in 19M(1. Olw Srrwi.-Kiwk-y Tarihll 44)nriluinell %ignilk-aniy if) IN-

(;reil D'hjlrvsiNn. WCr(pomxer. Ylrad, 1/Wfr fru an jrngn /'oirr, in3 UNivtEMSriV OF MN:tll-
CAN ()IM.C ON U.S. 1KCAM3. P01.uls iN .% (uANpiN Wokij) .oN4)mv 2 MNtar.
28-2)914)

10). In 11he movlie -t 4)11)w ifg t13 Ix-lipassage(of i N- Sm434i-Ka wk-y Trill'. iwevil -ive
4o)431)115% nilaliavl will) higlt-i- arillIs. C. Aim) &c 1. AN43N%IIN. tv/ira nowc 17. as l6.

11I. john)f Nloavii-4 Ke~flc k4rilmuol 4iiiioaiionf (or tix- 111)141 Slawis w;i a
l'srkioi rt4lsinng .4 1IpoN. :.oi nxifaina ieviIliT34'3)l;i l1 rone byV iruig sakm on lor.
cig)n rmirkevis armi noiiring 131311 h-A'es whk i. ii %134 esim. will recre1y Asili hew
Ivroh1)tm of Iinemployn3nm ip 3(3i-w neighlpor whit h ii worried in ilw- %tnagg-.- .1. M.
K1.VNF.s.lii. CI.NF1N Li. PI OF134'(1 'vAMs ISU~ ~ MONPY Y3142-4:(19346).

ip41010l in G. CiruZON. MMIIImA'n11At. (OMuEM4IA M.lmAIMMv 214 (1m1).
12. C. Aim) &.1. AicoNON, iupm noic 17. ;it 16. .4%;r aMw Rohirmpn. Av*jav.11v-

.V#W~r lRempedirt far 11mm/4'runsJ. in RvAisiNi;s im -nit.; liiA334Y ov Isajv.s~rmiMA1.
'I KAI3I. 39-4117 (0949) (olliiring ajsi i*ic-ai b n r siN h iruk'v Ix-ieevmr).

13. W~s H.W. Auiaer Test: lA:)4mx: lxvAsso 4)1ni: NiNnwv~-IuuaWnMx 17
W44QI).

11. C. Aimi &.1. AscoraoN. x"/n nvot 17, al l6. W IJa4;iv. (31 Nxi-rm!, (oMui-
(:IAS. Poi.N:V IN '11 INWUVWAN PFA1101: INTh*C74ATIONAE P54W014M5 A~o NArmerAs. Ma)I.
unns 70-71 (1912).
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B. Economic Considerations

Thev arglitywnis agajinsi bilaicralisml are 130111 evoloixct and political. In
slioii a sm1(((ssi431 of* bilatenal itadc .agieencis will cIreate resenimIIn!t
anld ileicv.y increase biii aaltuicy. anld sel:d tliwise signals it) other

Front ati c-4-oix)m1ic jpe-rSjwiive. hlizer.Ihiii p)laces~ obstacles ill tlie
jpalt of' ice IJIoveIIK-I (f* g(3(Kl5 atxI t-apital.-" Ilie dc-%ire to sirike
lifical balaixc betiween 11a1X313 takes fprevedellce over cousLideraiim

of comaativL. resource endownicnis. 'hevffrr. a bilateral sysiernl or
trMle IprevemsI the efficient use (31 file worki's rcesourt- Ss.

17

lde p(31wty Iimimled oiII a~ri. oCl(. (1 ilaieraiI agri-c-cimls c rates ;ill
Lciivioii'l33V1 (31weI1victalbilily atid (Ii (Mt-dgcs trdIe-i-lawde( IbtSieWNS
iIIvCeuinte. I'ite I)1iceptioiflti bilhtenils cxpayi inarkeis for hi)1i-
tx.sses ill time pamlicipauiuag States is ofieti illusory 01. at lcest slo" tern);
the concIusioti (35 a second or third discriminatory bilateral agr-cement
tiecessNjily disajpoiillls eXp-ctati3n5 aixd opp(Jrtinfliies created lby the
hirsi. I If* othSer tkali(i35t fif110W the U.S. kead ;uuwI iigoitle IbilteramI
agreements c)II'rig muttually incomnpaible privileges, predictability Ulmd
stahiliiy would be de-stroyed fhr all Stale%.

flue eXpericiK-c of the 1930)s shows ho~w difficult it hi-onis 16r
businesses it) hcar the risks of trade-rcLated investmet when changcs in
ti-de protectionl become less precdictable. H.-.avy lossLes ill (31311)11 Ulm]
em~ploymentI occ1i when inveslnrcn is reduced and direcicd into kcss
rewarding pr4)jedcs. More-over, trude policy conflicts resultiiig in a
dec uiiin i rue aiKS would output can providlcrzitile groundi ir polit ic-al
radic-als to seize the reiins ol'govcrneni.19

C. Political Coiiside-dlioL%

Itiextric-ally liniked 1the et013(31113cnk concerns are poliiical fac-tors whwh-l
argue against a bilateral apprloach 1(o iuuleflaliotial ti-ade. Finctioni may
dev'elop) between parties to a bilater-al ageeunwni,r" especially when u
paiiY 1(3 a bilateral dccdes to open up) isnad withi a third State.

111Ce essenue of* bilateas, is that a State plays favorites. letsiotis
with t hiird panies% are bound it) develop licerdtse ol'ilie discriminaiory
treatuilent,51 producing re-seutonen andl distrust il thme exchided

45. C. Aimi & NW. Lk.ViNsoN. wpra non' 4. ;U 91I.
46. XSn R. (;AKlIWO. STPhMIJI*:-1JAMt 14AmAMY.'~ lIS(94
4 7. Id.
14. Id.. Ellin. ftiainumi~u and /he hiaar of IulaiWol raok. in RmvAn~i?4ts iN tril.

I1l31P3t6V LW IN1JNI13NI IAII. AUlfa rKut 42. ws 115-17.

49. For a ctik-l aivilyiis uogethtwr with a IrAnuak ctu1I 431t1w downward spial.
iiitraik. v~e (;. Klm&l:iwaut;PA 'Iii,: WosiJ) IN IlitG.sioN 17 1-72 (1973I).

50). See 1)wImkI. s"if ote .&I 847.
51. InI-1111. the'I rlCommision conchwk-d thi

a Im1 Y ic olI9xual arrungemnefls ... kWads it) tixibk-uomc complictions.
Whether a% rvrArds our ripnm)ry itr-ime-s or as ri-arwh ftar interliretitun
of liu fl numCre-na~tH~licn stt, the- uj1araeand individual lIitmnxlt or5
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nations.52 The eIItct on developing nations coulId be particularly acute.
For left-of-center politicians in nnany third world States, discriminatory
biluteraml artammgemeuits iitay well -siack of'cooilsn -"* 11w develop-
IIntit of, a globally conissleimt. slalble sysleiii of* It-ak requires eft-voivc
etulity 4)1ighits anid obligations aiming States, which (-ail be ensuired
only lby general acceptaixwe of the fprincimple ohltiol~ilcfitiiaiiom. othier-
wise known as inst -favored-nation I ral ciii. Ib7is principle lixihilizes
large flaikiii% s im U O wtl aspirations oh sirtall nations to Ile treated
equ~ally. Illno 11ilier way cain thme sovereigni equality of* nat ions wimith
diff-fr enonnotasly iin size and power Ile realized. or even apjproximdlted.

'111C 11nited Staltes..Japdr avil( dic Fairojx.'an Cornmimniy-41 huehlalor
p~ilklr oh' tile i-aditig sysin-carmmman alibixf to be ini ival bloncs.
Altiigl i Il thtu cd States tams Xliessed sol imicIrist mi1 ionl Will) 11le
l'Airicai Colmmmnitiy for slow.%ing theia nuhLtittral process anid witll)
japaii over imvakel access, Wemsi ci(J4)er1tioit rel~iiLii iii,)ciaii I6v
strategic almm selifily reasons anld liriust not be IlIKIcrnlinedi. 'Ilme best
fnessage of' alliallce cohesion Ilife Wceii iiaiciils caun send to Easten
h-1) iims is a floiliing, unified amld iiondiscrimninatoiy iratiig sys-
tei. A firagniaered trading systeri Wilih friction andi discrirninaaionl
would send precisely [ie wrong signal.

Aside Fri~n international politics, domestic political considerations
also argue against a policy of* bilateralism. A strategy oflbilaierdisf
would necessarily re-quire itat Comg.ess play a major role ii Ihmmlaiing
tracke policy. Consider how members of* Congrvss will be whipsa wed hy
short tenra national iIntCerie as well as sectoral interests. Le-gislative
action onl separate agreements 0l)euL up the possibility that trade will be
usedl as a weapon of'foreign policy against counties failing to follow
U.S. foreign policy initiatives. Sonic legislators, pr-essured by special
ierest griIms, may seek to cliscriminale in thle app~licatitonl of domvest mc

law. [In suni, a hilate-il strategy would raise trade policy firon, "low
level" 14o "high level" foreign polivy. '11c new Secretary ol*Siate.a fie%
A. Baker Ill. would enmd up spending inomr tilfe oni the balaie oltride,
leaving hills less limeI 10 Spend oi tile balance 4)1 terrr. Ithat would be a
gross IlisLaII4t-ioli l )I-esoilmces.

Regaudlk-ss of ime pei-spet ive. blittends or like-iiiinided groupings
are aim iiimkrioi altenmative wlmeii comiparedl Willihr moltilat emal liberaliza-
I iol aiim a bnmciciniiiivhasis.'" Pout ically. biLaleimls cliscrniiiimaie
and c-rate for-eignl Jolicy problems. l'A(Hiiicitally, hbilalerals fragneien
ihe intentional iradinrg system. Ilme imied States needs to gcumerte
trade stiph~lises ofu tito $50 billion 14) service its trllionm dollar foireigni

rwaw taelck 14 cn'ale mi~ner'anciinga~nd frna l6)n wit h couant ra.q which,
dhough nilipIo4'i 14) ha' rio conrncwl.-d yoi are in waulky muc-h corwecrnM.

(2wied in W. DlitM. s.a rw noe 3I2. ati 3.
52. C. Aimo & M. I.EvmeaoN .wpmra ntc 1. at M4.
5. Nir an extended di~mao.i4)n4)r the drtawhai-ks, iceC. Amo &. Aiomot~m a/

note 17, at ch. 7.
54. .'we C. Alto &J. AmcausoN, i" now 1037, aii 17.
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debt in the l9ons. de Without an open multilateral trading system, that
will bc next to impossible.

IV. Drawbacks of a Bilateral with Japn
lkespite like ;irgurnets against negotiating a series of bilateral agre-
nictits. itlivy-inakers per-tist in proposing an accord with Japaim.'" 'llcy
base tihesewr proposal either ( Ualse premise or a msisreading of th
pih entia gains by paying insufwl cvci" attcntim to tle negaive
oi'l i. 'lies.

l l Itl"igtis a bilateral itrde agrev ulli wih Ja1u vll e ei1Our~
(ely c thay t b.i l eltal disputes have had oil file U.S.-p-serii relminsi
aid le ilk itl-iveess of'tile pieceiwalli fl "aclh to solvilg these dis-
" )lies. 7 llie e are, Ilowever, several barriers to a U.S.lJapaa accod.

-llinr sc. anl agreement call e eeituated. file trade lxij)rli ot-ess ill
tile United States must w initernally reonlied it) establish and higlight
trade priorities. Otherwise, the U.S. will riot ovesreonie file disputes Willi
Japani rough a bilateral agreenkes. Moreover, lie -.S. should il
Ahlm.uth lh-e ii 'i did change its xl)litiy-4 i Japan would be any morth
able or willing to accede to U.S. deniands i.l iecious issues. suh as
agriculture and olisirucion lxiok-y." MNull ilater-al4, i- [ter than bilat al
pressure would x more clki .ive and more alaabie poi mitally within
japaln.

A bilateral trade agreemtH WithiJapal Would be a mis(akeni strate-
gic lve in U.S. track policy. Joie' ost, it would tic the hinds o'Aier-

cinade iegotiators. 17le iauttol of the Urugruay Round at. Punice del
i l'se denionistrated tile inilmfralk- olFcoalition building in iut"ire trade
wK-glt riious. Sit.. coalitions shil front issue to issue, it is better to
retain lile lexibility to bdin dihohent r oalitims diln to limit optionls by
joining a biLateral Witl anot her majo )r pillar of the trading syste . For
cxanple. tlie Uitked States l)igilt someday Wish lo ilm 1i6.es will le
u. lojealn Coniruniy ill a oult ilaicral lonuin Oil file issue of waiket
access.. l i, bilt timay Lter have to join wit ijarai, to etisi e tlhitlime
luro.r . Community does niot use tile 1I102 ellihi as a mmamis it) (us-
crimiliate agajilt outside interests.

Furthermonre, if* the U~niited States does enter into a biLlterai ti-ade
agrxeeLizt, it is not at all (31viotis that Jaaii is time 111051 ap)projpnate
panner. Senator Bauus .r fers a bilateral Witi jaaiii I r I While Coi -
gressmai Gephardt has proposed that the Euroian Comnmuitiy s'IoIildc

55. F4or refe-rise and anecxterwikd dusiwnn o the- plefnltTIodwrVi-vig UJ.S.
f. Bakrgn I. t Ce C. A Il l) & M. Levm st r, s"prie 4. ia i ch. 2.

Mi. Wn. e~g.. BAmasams. sm/ea nte 2, at $l-17; Gropn for a Iiadfirai Ma (hrbr in 1t'edd
hm&, N.Y. Timeos, Aug. 314). 1987, at M0.

57. Spe Miltbimeur .Ilnote 2. at h2.
58. W' C. Akio & M. l.VNoi,. i ot 4. at 85.
59. .er Pwim-u-s. r r ote 2. at 8.17.
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be the object of-U.S. bilateral initiadves.60 Senator Bradley favors a
plurilaieral trade agreement wit ie i Pacific Rim nations.6 ' Who is
goikg to) decide ;kmid onl what basis?

(rmrdN. ilLw .ll)iloacheioC lii pot~C licy inl ;I highly ploll 4Ilistic
world tmay iv rig tweed presslmre oil lreu ii aild fiot (lraggL'IN. le
preferred app)oaciI, however, is to reumuini within file (AI, and
develop d) lilt l~iiital MFN approach as was (lone with (Ike Tokyo
RoundI. where only siguitories to thme iiew okis. received lime beniefits of
abiding by time additional discipliiw.1-' Since tihe free riders anid foot
draggers will vary Iroin issue to Issue, vonidiuiozial MFN allows fior
greater flexibility.

B. l'~tCl(onmsidelzat 101 s

Be-yonld these tactical issues, there are several practical reasons to re-ject

;I hbiLamtnih immdeaccomd with jajpai. 'lime drawbacks ami e iamiilold. First,
flegotlitionl of a ti;Mli imal freve turle agrreiim is too modnest a goalie.
IEveil if' I lie agixemmeimt coverted iariIIk- and timmuilamill' barrieu"s or included
siich iiew iNssioes ;% itide iii services, irtiellecttial propunky aixi foreign
ilnveshi(im. thme two natilols would have fled to addix-ss sigimific-aimi
problems. 11w most difficult problems thme Uited States has with.apalm,
including time (lisi fIritiori system andm~ culouril prefinioes, iare not sius-
ccptihle to tiegofiatioei hy formula or b~y draliing niew trade rides.

Secondi, the COMiC Ssiommary nature of' negotiations requires that thie
United States *give tip" xoincihing ini order to receive somrethinig ouw of
an agreement. l1iis may mean dismantling import restrains on stel,
auto%, scrniconduclors. machine tools, textiles allmd the other barriers
that remain to Japaniese exports to time United States. *Fhie U.S. (:on-
grness might have to coiimtrct anm iiisfituional apparatus for dispute set-
tlement dhit would allow ffictions, with japan to skin U.S. trade reiniedy
laws. Particular iterx-si groups anid niwmlbers of (.ommgress are likely ito
itmtk that this would give up too) nai control.

1liid. while Ole iew U.S.4.aimmadiim luiLactral is a good agreemem. it

still failed to address inamm ofilie c-CItt m-l difficulties oft ade between thlie
two coitmnmtnes. 1t1e accord does nlot address subsidies. trade remmedy
act ioms. goveimnit lpr(virii-e m. or imiellectimal property.'" liis
agievimtnii took almost two years to iegot ite. ammil thme talk-; tcine lwril-
otasly close to volLmlpse oil stvenl m-ccasiciis. Moreover, een afier (:alm-
add anld the Uutited Slates, reached all aagteetrmeiml and ilime U.S. Cotmgvess
ratified tihe accord. (lhe Canmadiau i mlic nearly rejected thme a jmeemmmetmt
by coming close to voting omi time conservative Midrooikey govermmemt

44). Ackitrev by Re-pnjenia~tve R6wharcl Ge-lohairci, "inztcd Statei Ir..de PoIk-y
ror tN- G90,'(eorge Wamhirmgin ttniver'ily Law &x-ktly ((km. 12, 1988).

61. Ackfnrism by Scnaior BIJ1 - idky. New York IAornm- (kit (Decc. 8,
1988).

612. We 1Ifiamter, Shelton-Firb & Starr. supro w)4c hI, 61.
&i. For anl avusumIne flti nfinLhi'd Iirwinx's and fo~r an anahysk ofrlow the bii-

crad agni-nwu- migluht lcmn with INe miiiilateral iaiLm, Av. ibelmoki,.n fpWnole V2.
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responsible for its negotiation. Indeed, the agreement became the cen-
tral issue or Canada's national campaign' Before launching another

Ibilaleral. it would lie wise bo wail a-uu' see hlow ilie agrecilniwi Gaun-
acla works m)il.

hmeifi I, siive both1 file U.S. aliHIjajpaii fuve suhbsiami jal inde ilter-
esis avid business inveienis iii oiliercoimrnes. esiablishniui ofa niew
bilaicr-al would divert trcde mimd invesinient. lmais wotil(I resul inl ee)-
inmw iniellicincy. raising consumer costs andi altering sourinig pat-
teriLs 16; firms with subsidiary operations in other countries. 'lih extent
01' the net inefiiiiiS created would depends upon fime balantC
b~etweenm trade crealoil and tiade divcrskmu.'! Nonetheiless, 5011K' con-.
surrers, allL-ced iiiiilinioit oil (oi1)oraioi%, aid ihird-comiry buIsiiness
imtelesis would ha~ve C-ause to conuil)laiII.

Fifth, even ile lise 1154 ci egotiatioiims betweeii file U.S. aiid jap)ar
wotil -aiisc oilicr i(1ts to vi~llge the61r I)Cehliavl-.aM] 1101 iiK-S
warily ill ways coiiliicive to reacluitg a imiltilaier-al agieiiei. Otherc
Asiani coiuries. fori example, would likely clamor fo~r similar negol ta-
iiois Willi eiher jaI)a or file Uited States (Asia's major iradirig pain-
'wi's). or both1. 'llic lhaiied States lacks (lic c-apwbiliiy Io Conduct a series
of hilaicrals siffllialK'01i51y. N)it 14)111(1 1101 alflhidto ci r resolutiozi of'
ficse requests until file I(.S.-japaiiesc iegolil ions were coflmJlewef.

1-iiially, tile U.S. mnust c-rwfully compare file cosis caf filure wlhi Ihe
likely ginis from any agreinuma. As anyv iiegotil ions of* tihs type pro-
ceed, the n)ego~tiato~rs inst realize that illhey flA if is oftenl imposs.t-ible IC)
reiuni io fihe siilui quo ante. Unider such circaimstai-cs. 1)egotIwos air
hard pressed ICo come up with anl agreement, no matter how had or flow
Unworkable. T'he gains ofa bilateral acc-ord wiffhJapan arc Unlikely to he
so great as to warrant risking the trading system as it now stands.

V. A Strategy for the New President

A. Reform (lie (;Ar

A gieat dcal needs to be done to relbrni lite ivmeuiaional tlidig sys-
lem. 'lime ( AT is one of" filie I kiee major intern-lalioimal i1351 ii utolis
oigintally designed 14) help slaliie file world ecomiomny illfile 1)osl.
Worl1( War 11 eimvinnfineii. 'Ilie (;Af. however. does not h~ave lte
allioiiy ill i nude thai file 11cinternainal Monetary hind has in finanmc or-
the World B1ank luas inl c~vlpmn'llie ;ATI' is aim adiniziistrauive
agency Wiilli a piofessioisal siafi' of' fewer ilani 2M8 people (cornpared
Willi 17(16r file MIF and over 60M8 at fi le World Batik). 67 

*1lie dli-
cieuicmes if* lite GAMT, or more accr-ately of lte GMATl systeri, have

64. N.Y. limesi. (ke. 2. I1M, aii A5, tcol. 1.

M6. C. Aim) & M. 1.bviNson. supra note 4. ai 87.
6;7. Id.
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become apparent in recent years."
Thc GATT needs several institutional reforms. The adjudication of

disputes andi enifinenT"C of' iiiles. ieeds, strengim.imiimg,""Wiad rule% onl
suhsidkes dIKI itiikir tralde iced revalIn)ilg.71" '111C (Ar uist womie
Jinore of* a 16iOmI f(or thme Iiediraioli atnd 1recolk-ilwtlioli of* irde disp)illes
rKot explilly covered b~y existing niles. 7 1 lie PAI should aim at
r-.%polXitg to ptulbleis a% the'y elige. 'ihlese rl1lliILs share time voin1-
nion) goal of' leigiteiig time respect anid authority of* the GKIT inl the

intenitoal coiniitmy. Internatiomw1 policy makers tcii make anid
ilmplelnmenlthlie chlages dletailed above through multilateral negoitiations
ahevady ill progress. li1e Urugupay Roumici is currently addressitg mnuuy
of* these issues.

Be-ycniel ilst itilt io3il reifor~ms. i lie ;xrr initi-ors tle coop)iaIt ion
that its n11immbers ilmvest. 11 Titlomi lately. initenta monal ccunperat io onl
isude may be at its lowest level siie World War If. Poliical will is a
necessity ini all vounimies-)m especially in time Uniited States. Ensitinig
suitccss of tie Uikgmay Rotnd, tlierehbre. should be theC first t nude pior~-
ity offtine ixt President. Alit iugm working for change will be ardulons,
the stakes are too highm iot to continue trying.7 2

B. Opening Markets and] DeXteruinig Barriers Throuigh R~etaliationm

U.S. t rade policy should d emphasize the opening of* Ioreign markets ovcr
the protection of domestic iiiustfles. line Uitied States should pursue
an aggressive poicy of deterrence and retaliation toward time end cof
st rengthieninmg adherence ito internationally established rules of trade. 7 3

l6iscussioms or international trn-cie iuivariably underestimate tine
importance of* deterrence, although it is elemental in understanding
strategic relations among nations. Some advoc~ate-s of* rree trude mistak-
enly believe thiat tolerating oIlf-usive behavior withIout retaliation is an
admirable lbrin oh f' msuamt 111oughl olcrance nulay signal U.S.
commitneit to a liheral trading order, it also allows other coumnires to
infiriiige upon t radiung niles without prosecution. Yet, reluctance to
retaliate is eimslmied ill Anaericaii trade law. Where thme U.S. does
iimose salmdionls. t11 li meitl is li-rdnt-tionisi rat her t hanmarket -opeiimmg.
Retaliaion, however. fur f-rm beig soinitiitig to avoid at all costs, is a
tievessamy pai ol'a self-i-egialatimng womld sysen of fiec tm-ade. Uinmhwtun-
ntulely, tomler Cimnient11 (;AIT prot1dKLniCs. tile prob~ability that as ednmntry
illegally inmtemkninmag with trade will suilir major eccinomitc harnm Fromn
rtaliatory atlims is extremely low, 'Ilie deterrnell Ct1-- is umgligihle.

614. I4)r in i-xilk-m in-inmnv' %t t k-tN irt of l (NIT1*.y11tm, -%W M.
CAmps & W. 1mamumwNP.w Muimxmlmmvmmcism 37-72 (194).

601. h/i. at 43-14.
70). Id. ai 40).
7 1. h/i. at 411-55.
72. For an arulysis of the- difijasite, see C. Ammo &e.l. AmhaNSON. MOMu Domle 17.
73. .%er grvvally 1. 1)smwac, A~MPWN:A gK 3 W POmIXI-N: SYT.nM U~NIWAm Sm1imSS

(W864).
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Thc next President should retaliate against foreign barriers that
clearly violate internationally defined rules of the world trading system.
III catclm illstalice of Tralit on. tile 11nited Siates slimolik definec clearly
.iim slte puitily what ad DlLts oill Ole (3litIldiimg Jtaiol' part will ui
tilie U.S. in lii tile irtaliaory immastires. 1mi Adliomn ix-falial loll shilIld
(xWclr (lily wig iiii tile reami of liieflaioal trade,.t ittalke it ck';Ar that
die 11mited States ha~s Ii dlesire to allow trade disputes to 1xiisoi other
aspetis of* imetriinal(3 relatiols. Ideally, trading paiimrs would be
cozihdnt that elimninatinig (lie objectionable practice would end U.S.
immtrf ,reTwe With thirl exixijiS.

Iimiiunately, cm-reni U.S. Liws (1(311( ike Ix~mimil clarity o[* ;I
tr-ade polic-y erqplnyilg retlalmat 1(35. 11KlivKitial -oipjallies alnd indhsilies
May file lor ifiplon relielwitli little cost anid nio ri, giving themii an inlor-
ditiwte inhllueumce in seuting U.S. (ride polic-y and siippiing Alneri--l dip-
lonials (31 mmmcl of their bargaining leverage. A tradiiig pari5 1 '' lIas little
inelntive iio compromise to aveil retaliation wimeim it knows ihal ally indi-
vidual Amnericaim comipany cajn still obtain sanc-tions aginisi it. 'lie

detelrenhhc c alibated goven~vicni-iitwtijed retaliation is lost.
Souuic (3 lime cun-eilt U.S. laws allowing private aclions sliould be traded
away at time Uniguay Rouand anid replaced by a specific policy of retalia-
tion, grantiing tile Presidlet tile flexibility to imp(35e and withdraw retali-
atory penialics.

'lie 1988 iradc bill iwas already taken some steps in refbrmning U.S.
law anld polity, Cnlmj34masiZilig JIarke-oflillg retaliation over market-
closing proecti311. lie publicaitioui i ofreign irade bariers to U.S.
exports, as required by law, anid time occasional public disclosure oflists
of* retalmio targets may also deier the further spread of barriers. If*
ne.w bar~itier air erected, tile United States could publicly identify somei
of time items 131 tile list of' retaliatory tairets in oIrder to mobilize tile
public- sector in time oll-imding country.7 1

Applying deterrence ito trade policy does carry wili it thle risks of*
ecalation, retaliationi, and counier-retaliain. Carefuli seletlionl of'
targets 11w retaliation cadn redtice somec of* tiese isks. Such targelting
iechizies a (c3mpeiiwe andt ani ojec-i ui oil fle part of ofhivials ill tile
excivive hratmcl. boMI ill choosing Wiers to retaliate agaisist aid ill

selctig thie targets of' retalition. Alt high it ollt-i- one possible
nearns of maiumaining a selhT-euircing system of* inmtenwtioimal trading
rules, this approach requires thle adopin of we-ll defined rules. '1ime
oilgiiig multiaicr~Al talks tider time auzspices dii lime (AVF provide tle
besi opomiunity to improve tile rules that goveni trade.

(hening umew niarkeis. as time supponems of bilateral agricuiems
suggest, is a crucial step, bui it is a step best iakcim within tile multilateral
iude framework. President Bush should imitliate rerorms (of ime GAIT

71. 4. hevinson.rm, Ta Polky orhnauk Stergy (Working PiAper for a CouncRon
Fort-ign Relaionmsilm) grouh) on IN- Fxoornir Choires Cofrnting the Neal Pir". i-
de-nt, New York (May 1i), 19M~) Oanpmumlshd raMMsUrmpt).
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through the Uruguay Round and promote a strong policy of retaliation
against GAT violators. These efflis risk failure, however, unless he
alsoa canv %Ivccessf'iffly Intaivage clontei tIrade poliics.

C. Maigiig tlie I) vestic Trade Fiomt

A major lessoii ofilie past decade is diat it is 1101 enough for lte Presi-
dcviito iegowiae frecr trade with other cotintnecs. He mnust also attevici
to the. domestic Front on trade iuttiers. He must do nMore 10 inIvolve the
private sector andi Congress ini making trade politcy. He muist mobilize
prlivte sector suiplXmi mvid keel) Convgress constanitly apprised ()[lilte
ne-got vatiolis. He uts convince Congress and tike jitiblic that lie is
acconi1ig tiu.de uvatlens tlkeir (die p)lity andi is proleclinig Amer'icanv
nil es-e-ss.

A fraink poilit-y or retaliati against fiweigii lairricls would provvidJe
viible evicletice it) lite (hflhesl i l)oliticalariena~ dial ste U.S. govent-iivwi

is vigorously asserting (Ike colilI y's interest ill trade tatters. 'Iiiis will
help esialblisl i ,nsideviial credibility on trade, greatly dimnihinvrg pro-
lt'liOiiist presures on lite doimestik iotat.

'llic iew adlrniistradtioi must cominue to push hard Ior visible signs
of' progress. Unless; a view multilateral at-cord re-solves basi- issues of'
disagreemet.CI trade f~ior0Iswith japant aid tshe European Community
are likely to escalate- in lte decade ahead. Yet ltme I~Miied States should
niot succII1111) to pre-sstires to resolve trade frustration through munner-
otis bilateral accords. llie break-up of the world trading sysieni into
regional blocs, each based upon separate b~ilaterail agreemnents, is
directly comary to lte loig-estalishied U.S. goal (of liberalizing lte
imntational flow ol goods avid services.

Perhaps miost importantly, the new President munst lead lite f~nvu-
lation oh* Ainiican traede policy. 'lie politic-al structure fin- handling
trade issues requires that lte President take ste lead iii ordev to protect

mernlhers of Congress From intense pre-ssire to save local Lictoies anid
Jintes lirm import competition. When ste ct- exetumive ihis ito
aissive lite rolIe of advocate and liglitnitig rodi on trac imc ti. as was

sie -ase throughout ltme Reagan years. O1w protectiotilst pressures may

be imilxossilble for Conmgress to withistanid.

Conckasiou
As lite niew U.S. adinlistratlcin struggles to finid its way on trade po~lit-y,
ste world will await TICNOUsly. Ceorge Bsh will latce evioriliotis IPrc--
sure to abavacloni ltme United States' traditinal convvnilmnent. to [live multi-
lateral promess amod iriteiacl to cut bilateral deals. lie President must
stand 11mm, stippxrting lte miultilateral procL'ss and retaliatig against
those States that breajk internatially ac epteci rules. Trade can no)
longer be itrated as a stepcild or doiiestic ecotinmic policy at borne
arid of Uirrign policy abroad. It must be a COntinluing priority.
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF SENATOR Mnx BAucus

Amer~za faces severe international trade challenges.
The trade deficit remains at the unsustainable level of about $140 billion a year.

And, instead of getting better, it threatens to deteriorate in 1989.
The U.S. has had great difficulty gaining access to Japan, Korea, and other na-

tions for U.S. exports.
The Uruguay Round of GATT negotiations seems to be floundering over the diffi-

cult issues of agricultural subsidies and protection of intellectual property.
The prospect of a single European Market by 1992 raises the potential of further

trade challenges in the near future.
The only real bright spot in the current trade picture is the U.S.-Canada free

trade agreement.
The PTCA reduced tariffs and liberalized trade between the U.S. and Canada. After

some debate on both sides of the border, the agreement was ratified and took effect
on January 1, 1989.

There is a lesson here for the Bush Administration.
The challenges we face are forcing broad and fundamental changes on the inter-

national trading environment.
The Bush Administration-in consultation with Congress-must revise American

trade policy in light of those changes.
We certainly should not throw the baby out with bath water.
Some parts of U.S. trade policy work and work well. And with passage of the 1988

Omnibus Trade Act, Congress has provided the Administration with new tools that
may prove useful.

But there is room for improvement. It is time for the U.S. government to re-think
its international trade strategy.

The system needs a shot in the arm.
I believe that a new bilateral or plurilateral trading arrangement with the na-

tions of the Pacific Rim-particularly Japan-may be just the shot in the arm we
need.

There are three new trade developments that we must consider as we forge our
trade policy: the troubled Uruguay Round, the prospect of a single European market
by 1992, and the implementation of the 1988 Omnibus Trade Act.

Each of these developments strengthens the case for looking to the Pacific Rim.
The Uruguay Round of GATT talks is floundering badly after the breakdown of

the mid-term negotiations in Montreal.
I am optimistic that we can salvage the round during the April meeting of the

GATT Ministers in Geneva. But we should revise our expectations.
Even if the GATT Round does begin moving in April, a final agreement is still

some years away.
Further, the EC is dead set against eliminating agricultural subsidies and Brazil

and India will block efforts to protect intellectual property. This puts'a limit on the
progress that we can hope for in these areas.

We are unlikely to conclude a GATT agreement that meets all of our objectives in
the foreseeable future.

We need a second option.
Talks with the nations of the Pacific Rim serve as a warning to our trading part-

ners against dragging their feet in the GATT Rounid. It also provides us with an
insurance policy in case the GATT breaks down.

Further, bilateral or plurilateral talks provide a way to strengthen international
trading rules in areas where the GATIT is weak. Finally, as the services title of the
U.S.-Canada PTA demonstrated, bilateral and plurilateral talks can even point the
way for future GATT agreements.

Bilateral and plurilateral talks are the perfect complement to the Uruguay
Round-especially if the U.S. strives to conclude open, non-discriminatory trading
arrangements with its Pacific Rim trading partners.

We must also keep an eye on EC 1992.
We shouldn't overreact. But there is a real risk of Europe retreating into Fortress

Europe as EC 92 proceeds.
We must let Brussels know in no uncertain terms that the U.S. will not take the

prospect of Fortress Europe lying down.
Perhaps the most effective way to do this is to initiate negotiations with the na-

tions of the Pacific Rim.
The goal of these negotiations should not be developing a bloc that excludes

Europe. But, if the nations of the Pacific Rim find themselves shut out of Europe,
they will have a viable counterthreat.
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The threat of "Fortress Pacific" is the most effective counterbalance to Fortress

Euroe
Finaly, we should take full advantage of the new tools provided by the Omnibus

Trade Act.
The Super 301 provision of the trade act makes a new round of trade negotiations

with the nations of the Pacific Rim a certainty. The only question is the scope and
setting for these negotiations.

I strongly advise the Bush Administration to use Super 301 as an opportunity to
make progress, not as another requirement to meet.

Super 301 should be the springboard for launching a maor trade and economic
negotiation with Japan, Korea, and the other nations of the 1racific Rim.

In the words of Mike Smith, former Deputy USTR: "The time is right to look to
the Pacific Rim."

The times call for the Bush Administration to develop an aggressive, pragmatic
trade policy. We cannot afford to close our minds to new alternatives.

I am pleased that we have been able to assemble an excellent panel of -witnesses
to discuss this issue today.

Most points of view are ably represented here.
I think we will all find this discussion very helpful as we strive to develop a U.S.

trade policy.

PREPARED STATEMENT OF C. FRED BERGSTEN AND JEFFREY J. SCHOTT

MORE BILATERAL TRADE AGREEMENTS?

In recent years, the United States has negotiated free trade agreements (FTA's)
with Israel and Canada to promote trade liberalization and to try to resolve long-
standing bilateral trade disputes. These bilateral negotiations have been part of a
two-track US strategy to provide a complement to, and potentially a substitute for,
multilateral efforts to liberalize trade.

The success of the FTA's with Israel and Canada has raised q uestions whether the
United States should concentrate on additional bilateral FTA s rather than on the
multilateral trade negotiations now underway under the auspices of the General
Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GAIT) There has been discussion of new bilateral
trade ageements, particularly with Japan and others in the Pacific Basin. Such
proposals appear to have two motives: to provide building~ blocks for broader multi-
lateral agreements and fallbacks against a possible breAkdown in the GATT talks,
and to reduce US trade deficits with the key surplus countries (including Japan,
Taiwan and Korea).

Should the United States continue to pursue FTA's with other countries or should
it devote its efforts to the negotiation of new multilateral agreements in GAIT in
the Uruguay IUound? Can it do both?

The Institute for International Economics recently held a conference on "More
Free Trade Areas?" to address these questions. The conference discussed the- feasi-
bility and desirability of negotiating free trade areas between the United States and
countries in the Pacific Basin, as well as Mexico and possibly the European Commu-
nity (as proposed by Congressman Gephardt) It evaluated the problems that would
need to addressed in prospective talks, including concessions that both parties
might have to make. It examined the implications for nonmember countries, and
the compatibility of such prospective FTA s with the GATT, to determine the costs
and benefits to the United States and to the international trading system as a whole
of proceeding down this road.

The Institute will shortly publish the policy conclusions and recommendations
that emerged from the conference.' Today we would like to p esent our preliminary
findings on the efficacy of negotiating more FTA's. We wifialso comment on the
multifaceted proposal by Senator Baucus for a new United States-Japan bilateral
agreement-both going &yond, and falling short of, a F'TA as usually defined.

U.S. OBJECTIVES

The first issue is %~hat the United States could achieve through FTA's, and wheth-
er FTA'a would complement or substitute for multilateral negotiations aimed at

I'Jeffrey J. Schott, More Free Trade Areas? Policy Analyses in International Economics 27.
Washinston: Institute for International Economics, April 1989. The conference papers will
appear in a volume edited by Jeffrey Schott, Free Trade Area8 anid US Trade Policy, that will be
released by the Institute in May 1989.
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those same objectives. Three traditional goals and one new goal, at least for trade
policy, have been put forward by proponents of the eTA approach:

1. Reduce foreign barriers to US exports. Proponents argue that PTA's are more
likely than multilateral efforts to result in trade liberalization, for three reasons.
The negotiating process, being limited to two or a few countries, would be less com-
plex and time-consuming. The PfTA's would likely involve countries that share simi-
lar or complementary objectives. Countries may be more willing to lower trade bar-
riers if the reforms are accorded only to the partner countries, eliminating the free-
rider problem that often arises due to the most- favored-nation obligation in the
GATT.

However, trade problems are not necessarily easier to resolve because there are
fewer negotiators. Indeed, it often takes more players to increase the aggregate
stakes in a negotiation to a level that will justify concessions in domestic political
terms. In other words, it may take a multilateral negotiation to generate a "pot" big
enough to induce countries to put forward economically desirable but politically dif-
ficult concessions to achieve reciprocal benefits. The failure of US and Canadian ne-
gotiators to achieve major reforms in subsidy practices is a case in point.

Indeed, we found that PTA's hold little promise of substantial trade reform. The
main trade concessions would likely be in the area of tariffs, while the more restric-
tive nontariff barriers (NTBs) would likely remain intact. The US ability to negoti-
ate reductions in such barriers would be constrained unless we were willing to put
US NTBs on the table in sensitive areas such as textiles, clothing, and steel. More-
over, as noted above, many of these barriers are not amenable to bilateral solutions.

This point is particularly important at the present time, when the United States
needs an improvement of about $150 billion in its trade balance to stop the future
buildup of our foreign debt and our reliance on foreign financing. It is difficult to
conceive of any series of bilateral agreements that would open markets to our ex-
ports sufficiently to promote that goal. A successful Uruguay Round is in fact cru-
cial to eliminating the US trade deficit. 2

Furthermore, it is not clear that GATT talks are more complicated than a series
of bilateral PTA's. Consultations among a few key delegations set the pace for most
GATTi negotiations. The sTA agenda would likely parallel or go beyond the GATT
agenda. And it might be more complicated to negotiate several FTA's than one mul-
tilateral round; many observers at our conference warned that USTR would have to
greatly expand its resources to handle a series of such efforts.

2. Promote new multilateral accords. FTA's can be used as both carrot and stick to
pursue multilateral trade reforms in GATT. For example, provisions in the Canada-
US TA on services, investment, and dispute settlement could serve as models for
broader GA'T accords on those "new" issues (where GATT discipline is lacking) At
the same time, the threat of bilateral negotiations can be employed to "to keep
other countries' feet to the fire" in GAIT. We will come back to this crucial point
later.

However, Japan and other countries in the Pacific Basin seem to be interested in
FTA's with the United States primarily because of concerns over a further drift
toward US protectionism and bilateralism. The reasons most frequently cited during
our conference for foreign interest in FTA's were (1) to avoid US retaliation (pursu-
ant to section 301 cases); (2) to secure better access to the US market through a re-
duction of current barriers or, at least, a standstill on future restrictions; and (3) to
avoid discrimination if other countries negotiate FrA's with the United States.
These goals indicate that foreign countries do not see TA's as a complement to
GATT negotiations, but rather as a substitute for the Uruguay Round given what
they perceive may be. the future course of US trade policy.

The pursuit of more sPA's would send a clear signal to other countries that the
United States was disillusioned with the multilateral process and that US support
for the Uruguay Round was eroding. In most instances, this perception would trig-
ger a defensive reaction, driven by a fear of growing US protectionism and of a fur-
ther weakening of GATT discipline, to turn away from GATT talks in deference to
securing trade preferences in the US market through the negotiation of a bilateral
PTA.

3. Improve management of bilateral trade relations. By their nature, JpA's accord
enhanced priority to bilateral trade relations between the partner countries. New
consultative and dispute settlement mechanisms can be built into PTA's to super-
vise the operation of the agreement, and to monitor and enforce its rights and obli-

C. Fred Bergten, America in the World Eonomy A Strutegy for the -199. Washington: In-
stitute for International Economics, November 1988. See especially chapter 6.
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gations. Such mechanisms could in fact provide a means to preempt potential dis-
putes. The binational trade commission, and the provision for binding arbitration to
resolve certain types of disputes, that were incorporated in the Canada-US FTA
could be useful models for other FTA's. Such provisions seem to be of particular in-
terest to Japan and other countries in the Pacific Basin.

The establishment of such procedures need not require a full-blown FTA. Such
consultative and dispute settlement mechanisms also could be incorporated in a re-
vised FCN treaty or in other types of trade pacts. Note, however, that the existence
of various bilateral dispute settlement mechanisms could raise problems with
regard to the consistency of rulings. For example, different bilatc: i panels could
put forward conflicting interpretations of US obligations regarding the administra-
tion of its unfair trade statutes, creating a tangled web of precedents that would
confound government administrators and enrich trade lawyers.

4. Reduce bilateral trade imbalances. Some proponents favor FTA's as a means to
redress bilateral trade imbalances. This rationale has been evoked by some observ-
ers in Asian newly industrializing countries (NICs) that would hope to use FTA's to
limit purchases from Japan in favor of US suppliers (and perhaps voluntarily re-
strain exports to the United States as well) thereby deflecting US pressures against
their global trade surpluses. The objective is trade diversion-which is normally re-
garded as a major cost of FTA's.

Moreover, any efforts by foreign countries to reduce their bilateral trade surplus
with United States simply through one- shot buying missions or gold purchases,
which some proponents of new FTA's seem to have in mind, would yield little in
terms of trade improvement or political goodwill. Both require a more sustained
performance that only can be achieved through complementary changes in macro-
economic and exchange rate policies by the United States and its trading partners.

POLICY CONCLUSIONS

Based on the discussions at our conference, we have derived a series of policy con-
clusions:

1. Almost all close observers of trade policy, whether advocating freer trade or
more overt management of trade flows, are dissatisfied with the status quo. There is
widespread pressure for new initiatives, and the only issue is the nature of those
initiatives.

2. Almost everyone agrees that trade policy, whether pursued through multilater-
al or bilateral means, can do little to correct the trade deficit. That is primarily a
matter for macroeconomic and exchange-rate policy in the United States and
abroad.

3. Almost everyone agrees that the multilateral approach to renewed trade liber-
alization is preferable, and that bilateralism could lead to a mind-boggling prolifera-
tion of overlapping and retaliatory deals. The main question is whether adequate
progress through the multilateral approach is feasible.

4. Confidence in the GAIT and the multilateral process has eroded substantially.
In fact, disillusion with multilateralism may be the fundamental explanation for the
rise of interest in "the bilateral option." It is like the old joke about the beauty con-
test: "having seen A, we choose B."

5. But the same problems that are impeding progress on the multilateral front-
the unwillingness of countries to make meaningful and politically difficult conces-
sions concerning their own policies-would equally impede bilateral progress. There
is nothing specific to the GATT that makes its process more difficult:

a. The problem of "too many countries" is not very serious in practice, since
agreements among the major countries largely determine the outcome anyway.

b. The "free rider" problem can be circumvented by the use of conditional MFN
agreements on all nontariff issues, as done already in the subsidies and procure-
ment codes in the Tokyo Round.

c. The GA'IT machinery may not be perfect, but it is getting better and it has the
virtue of being in existence.

d. The same problem holds with regard to trade balances and macroeconomic poli-
cies: would a bilateral agreement with Jauan really improve the prospects for cor-
recting the US budget deficit?

6. Moreover, it is not at all clear that an extensive series of bilaterals-as opposed
to the special cases of geographical propinquity (US-Canada, Australia-New Zealand,
Argentina-Brazil)-would be complementary rather than competitive with the mul-
tilateral process. As noted above, most potential partners in FTA's with the United
States are pursuing them defensively to take out insurance against new protection
and further erosion of the multilateral process.
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7. The "resort to bilaterals" is thus largely a copout, a search for a deus ex ma-
china that will somehow circumvent the core problems. Unfortunately, no such
magic solution exists. Hence the perceived benefits of the bilateral approach are ba-
sically illusory.

8. Having weighed all this, we conclude that US pursuit of the bilateral or region-
al option would be counterproductive for the next few years and would undermine
the major US interest in rapid further liberalization of world markets (to support
the essential elimination of our trade and current account deficits):

a. The United States cannot possibly achieve the liberalization it needs from even
the most extensive possible series of bilateral and regional deals. Key issues such as
agriculture and subsidies can only be resolved globally, as we learned in the negoti-
ations with Canada.

b. Talk of blocs and bilateral deals has become so pervasive, both here and in
other key countries, that it threatens to become a self-fulfilling prophecy. Scarce
time and resources in &n increasing number of countries are being devoted to devel-
oping and pursuing bilateral or regional approaches, largely-in defensive reaction to
perceived movement toward blocs elsewhere, at the expense of the Uruguay Round.

c. While thp threat of more FTA's between the United States and its trading part-
ners may "scare" countries back to the GATr bargaining table, it also may prompt
perverse bilateral responses. Smaller countries might forsake the GATT talks and
rush to join the FTA queue, while larger traders such as the EC might build their
own trading blocs-indeed, proponents of a fortress Europe are bolstered by US ef-
forts to negotiate outside of GATT.

d. US efforts to do new bilateral deals would imply that the United States was
giving up on the Uruguay Round and the GATT, even if it continued to espouse
support for the multilateral approach. A scramble for FTA's would then ensue, lead-
ing other countries to downplay (or forget about) the multilateral process in an
effort to achieve stability in their bilateral relationship with the United States, be-
cause they would perceive that the United States was walking away from the Uru-
guay Round. The self-fulfilling prophecy could easily be realized.

e. If the United States were to deviate from its leadership of the Uruguay Round,
no other leader would come forward and the Round would falter and probably col-
lapse. If the US Government were to stop championing the Uruguay Round inter-
nally, support for it within the United States would dissolve.

9. We have therefore concluded that the two-track approach, which made sense
when it was unclear whether we would have a Uruguay Round and when the bilater-
al track was limited to Canada, would be the worst of all worlds for US trade policy
over the next few years. It could torpedo the Round without any significant offsetting
benefits on the bilateral side. We therefore recommend that the United States public-
ly eschew any further pursuit of bilaterals until the outcome of the Uruguay Round
is clear, and but all its energies into that effort.

10. If the Round fails, the nonmultilateral option can be examined again. Even
then, however, bilaterals would be only a third best. The preferred fallback would
be a "mini-GATT" of as many like-minded countries as would choose to participate,
rather than a regionally oriented series of deals along bilateral or plurilateral lines.

11. One of our conferees concluded her remarks by paraphrasing Churchill: "the
multilateral approach is the worst of all possible systems, except for the alterna-
tives." We fully agree, and would counsel that United States policy move decisively
in that direction.

THE BAUCUS PROPOSALS

The general views on FTA's noted above do not respond directly to the creative
proposals set out by Senator Baucus in introducing S. 292 on January 31, 1989. His
scheme goes beyond the usual FTA approach, because it would include close coordi-
nation on macroeconomic and monetary issues. It also falls short of a "normal" FTA
in trade policy terms, emphasizing a new consultative mechanism rather than an
elimination or even sharp reduction of existing trade barriers between the coun-
tries.

The structure of the Baucus proposal is fundamentally sound:
-that the trade imbalances of the two countries must be addressed by changes in

the macroeconomic policies of both, along with achievement and maintenance (via
a target zone) of en appropriate yen-dollar exchange rate;

-that the disputes over trade barriers need to be handled through trade negotia-
tions; and

-that international burden sharing needs to be addressed comprehensively and sys-
tematically.
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The question is whether these objectives can be pursued more effectively in a bi-
lateral or a multilateral framework. The confusion between the macro and micro
issues in much of the policy debate, in particular, is an important element in an-
swering the question.

On the macroeconomic/monetary issues, an informal "G-2" already exists to a
degree.3 As the economic and financial ties between the world's largest creditor and
debtor countries deepens, such a relationship will become increasingly important.
Further institutionalization would be beneficial if (1) it would help galvanize domes-
tic support within each country for the needed policy changes, notably reduction of
the budget deficit in the United States and continued rapid growth of domestic
demand in Japan, (2) it could be done without jeopardizing the cooperation of other
key countries, notably in Europe, and (3) it would help avoid destructive policies on
the sector-specific front.

We are skeptical that formalizing the G-2 would enhance the prospects for better
macro policies. Japan is already doing most of what the United States has asked of
it, at least for now, and we find it hard to believe that such a pact would suddenly
resolve the budget debate here. The United States and Japan might be able to take
a bilateral lead in establishing more extensive target zone arrangements, as they
did in constructing the present "reference ranges" (with the Baker-Miyazama
accord of October 1986) but such arrangements should be implemented only after
the needed macro changes (and further depreciation of the dollar) have been put in
place.

As to the effects on the rest of the world, a macro-monetary G-2, unlike an FTA
in trade, would not discriminate against other countries. Hence it should not be ob-
jectionable in any tangible sense, although some other countries (as in late 1986)
would clearly resent the United States and Japan "going it alone" on such key
issues. The right answer is to try to proceed multilaterally on the macro/monetary
issues as much as possible, but or the G-2 to be prepared to advance on its own if
other countries try to block progress for excessive periods of time.

The most difficult aspect of the issue is its relationship to traditional trade policy
concerns. On the one hand, institution of a G-2 on macro/monetary problems might
provide a framework for US-Japan relations which would facilitate better handling
of trade policy problems-thereby reducing the risk of counterproductive protection-
ist steps in both countries. The super 301 process and other bilateral negotiations
would be cast in a less contentious framework. On the other hand, inclusion-or
even serious negotiation-of a G-2, even if aimed at macro-monetary issues, could
add substantially to the psychology cited above: the presumption that the world was
heading toward regional blocs, resulting in a scramble by others to join (several
East Asians) or to strengthen their own counterweights (the EC, already headed
toward 1992) A bilateral economic pact between the world's two economic superpow-
ers, even if addressed primarily to macro/monetary issues, would cast a broad
shadow over the multilateral system.

In addition, the trade policy component of Senator Baucus' proposal has one trou-
bling aspect. It supports a series of market-share targets (as with the 1986 semicon-
ductor pact) to help meet its trade-balancing objectives. Our view is that market-
sharing agreements would be extremely counterproductive for the United States.
The US experience under the semiconductor precedent cited by Senator Baucus
(along with its steel and auto precedents) provides evidence of why this is so.

In essence, such market-sharing agreements (1) force Japan to cartelize the indus-
try in question to meet the agreed targets; (2) thereby greatly strengthen the hand of
MITI and "Japan Inc."; (3) transfer billions of dollars of windfall prefits to our
toughest competitors by enabling them to jack up the prices we pay; (4) reduce the
competitive pressure on our own producers in the short run while we disadvantage
US consumers of the affected products (including other US industries, such as com-
puters in the semicor.ductor case) and (5) most generally, engage the United States
in a type of contest which we, with our highly pluralistic society as opposed to
Japan s homogeneity, are almost certain to lose.4 In other words, the United States
has a comparative disadvantage in managing trade. Hence we would strongly
oppose this element of the Baucus proposal.

it would be desirable to construct a new dispute settlement process that would
permit individual trade issues to be handled in a less politicized manner, however, if

3 The original proposal for such an accord appeared in C. Fred Bergsten, "Economic Imbal-
ances and World Politics," Foreign Affairs, April 1987.

4 C. Fred Bergsten, Kimberly Ann Elliott, Jeffrey J. Schott, and Wendy E. Takacs, Auction
Quotas and United States Trade Policy. Washington: Institute for International Economics, Sep-
tember 1987.
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one could be developed outside the framework of a substantive agreement like the
FTA with Canada. An objective and credible procedure to settle disputes obviously
helps, and the precedent of binding arbitration in the US-Canada pact could be use-
fully explored. Twp questions would need to be addressed in this regard. Would the
United States agree to binding arbitration in cases with Japan that likely would in-
volve bigger stakes than those that arise in the US-Canada context? And how could
one ensure the consistency of US-Japan rulings with US-Canada rulings?

As to burden sharing, a serious US-Japan dialogue is needed on where and how to
translate Japan's increased economic and-financial capability into responsible global
leadership. The great merit of the Baucus proposal in this area is that it would
draw together the various elements of the issue-including military spending, aid,
and debt relief for the Third World. We believe that Japan is prepared to do much
more in these areas if the United States approaches it coherently and accords it in-
creased international responsibility-such as the second largest quota in the IMF,
and perhaps the Presidency of the World Bank-in return.5

Our conclusion is that the United States should greatly intensify its bilateral ef-
forts with Japan in each of the three areas proposed by Senator Baucus, developing
a unified and consistent position across these topics and presenting a cohesive policy
on them. However, we would not at this time opt for a comprehensive bilateral
accord to implement such a policy. Rather we would pursue each of the three sets of
goals separately-essentially via Treasury and the Ministry of Finance on macro/
monetary issues, via the USTR and MITI on trade policy, and via the State Depart-
ment and Ministry of Foreign Affairs on burden sharing-and without constructing
a permanent new institutional structure.

This would require close coordination and setting of priorities within the two gov-
ernments, a virtue of such an integrated approach. It would avoid spending a great
deal of time on form rather than substance, at a time when it is urgent to achieve
tangible results. It would avoid the risk of jeopardizing the prospects for multilater-
al cooperation, and adding to the appearance (and perhaps the reality) of further
movement toward regional blocs, which concerns us so much.

Interpreted and implemented in this way, the Baucus proposal could thus provide
a unifying theme and overarching purpose for the conduct of US-Japan relations
over the next few years. We believe it should be pursued, and are pleased to have
this opportunity to discuss it.

5 Specific proposals in this regard are set out in C. Fred Bergeten, America in the World Eco,,-
omy: A Strategy for the 1990s, chapter 7.
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An effective American trade policy will come from recognizing the

Tailored Trade: Dealing
by PAT CHOATE and JUYNE LINGER

The United States is floundering in the global mar-
ketplace, incurring devastating losses in market post-
tion, profits, equity, and jobs. The real problem is less
with America's products than it is with America's
trade policy We face the prospect of continuing eco-
nomic loss until American business and political
leaders recognize the fundamental differences be-
tween U.S. and foreign economic systems Today the
key trade issue is not free trade versus protectionmm
but diminishing trade versus expanding trade

We are operating with an obsolete American trade
policy an artifact of the mid-1940s when the United
States and Britain dominated the global economy,
tariffs were the principal obstacle to trade, and U S
supremacy was uncontested in virtually all indus-
tries. In the intervening decades, economic circum-
stances have shifted radically United State, trade
policy has not.

Today America's trade policy seems frozen by in-
tellectual and political inflexibility paralyzed by the
relentless conflict between proponents ot tree and
"fair" trade The free traders argue that American
markets should be open, and the movement ot pi .ds
and services across national bordets unrestraintJ
The fair traders assert that access to American mar
kets should be restricted until U S husin'sses are
granted equal access to foreign markets They on
tend that free trade is impossible as long as ,thtr
nations erect barriers to U S exports

Of course, both are correct fair trade requires;
equal access and equal access leads to free trade 1he
problem is thatfoth sides base their psiti, -ns oin the'
same twoJong-hril and now outdated pren- s

1. Global commerce is conducted under the rinns
of the General Agreement on Taritfs and Itri,-
(GAr'Tf anddominated by the United States and im
liar economic systems abroad-

2. Multilateral negotiations aretht'most ettectisv
way to resolve dressing trade issues
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different economic systems in the world.

with the World as It Is
unions can combine to turn out products that are
competitive in price, quality, service, innovation, and
marketing. This agenda would require changes in
macroeconomic and microconomic policies: reduc-
ing the federal budget deficit, lowering the cost of
capital, reducing pressures for quick results and
short-term earnings, rebuilding the public infrastruc-
ture, commercializing new technologies, and upgrad-
ing the competence of American workers.

The external agenda would focus on expanding
trade. That agenda demands a more practical, less
ideological national trade strategy. Its first requisite is
a pragmatic approach for dealing with foreign eco-
nonuc systems and competitive practices that are of-
ten vastly different from those of the United States.

Its second is a negotiating strategy that will give
America the means and flexibility to expand com-
merce with other nations by dealing with them as
they are, rather than as we wish they were.

Five Competing Economic Systems

America's involvement in the global economy has
passed through two distinct periods: a development
era during which the United States sought industrial
self-sufficiency in the eighteenth and nineteenth
centuries, and a free-trade era in the early- and
middle-twentieth century during which open trade

The Five Systems of Global Trade

GATT describes a black and white world of trade: free
trade versus protectionism. But the five systems shown
on this map paint a fIr different picture. The Anglo-
American system represents a distinct minority of the
world's trading systems.

HARVARD BUSINESS REVIEW Ijanury-Femuy 1988 87
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A Lookff tGT
The General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade

(GAT)] is the principal multlateral agreement cov-
ering world trade. Its purpose is to foster unre-
stricted multilateral trade by binding participating
nations to negotiate trade rules and by mandating
penalties for any deviation frnos these obligations.
In June 1987,94 nations were contracting parties to
the GAIT, which is administered by a secretariat of
350 headquartered in Geneva. Its budget for 1987 is
SFr 61,122,300- approximately $40 million. The
GAT has many fundamental flaws, most of which
can be traced to its origins.

Immediately following World War 13, the United
States championed the creation of a global eco-
nomic system which rested on the World Bank, the
international Monetary Fund (IMF), and the Inter-
national Tade Organization (ITO). The ITO was to
be a supranational organization that would deal
with global trade in its entirety-imports, exports,
adjustment, employment, and differing economic
practices. The United States envisioned an ITO
with substantial powers, much like the IMg to con-
front nations that refused to eliminate trade-
distorting barriers and practices.

Beginning in 1946,23 nations began negotiating a
charter for the ITO. As part of a larger effort, these
nations also began multilateral negotiations in the
summer of 1947 to reduce tariffs. It was anticipated
that this agreement would be folded into the ITO.
The tariff treaty was completed in January of 1948
and the participating nations became signatories to
the GAIT. By the end of 1948, the negotiators for
the 23 participating nations completed the ITO
charter, later called the Havana Charter, and re-
ferred it for the approval of their governments.

The ratification of the ITO, however became em-
broiled in American politics and was rejected by the
Congress. The residual was the GATT "interim"
agreement. By default, therefore, the GAIT became
the principal multilateral agreement on global
trade.

As a tariff accord, the GATwas fine. As the foun-
dation for global trade, it is fundamentally flawed.
Specifically, GAT coverage was limited to met-

chandise trade and taiffs. Because it was a contr c-
tual agreement, enforcement depended on the vol-
untary arbitration of disagreements between
signatories.

7b remedy these deficiencies, the United States
has led other nations in six additional GATT
negotiations-in 1949, 951,1956,1960-62,1962-67,
and 1973-79. The eighth and most recent series of
negotiations, the Uruguay Round, was begun in
1986. Most striking about these negotiations is that
the time lag between each has grown, while suc-
ceeding negotiations take longer to conclude. if the
past is a guide to the future, the Uruguay Round will
not be completed until the mid-1990s.

Now as in the past, the GAIT has four pnncipal
limitations. First, it neither recognizes nor bridges
the vast differences between the world's five eco-
nomic systems. Rather, the basic goal of the GATT
is to advance free trade and open markets through
the reduction of market-retarding obstacles.

Second, GAIT coverage is limited. The GATT
covers roughly 80% of world trade in merchandise.
However, trade in services, agriculture, textiles, and
investment and capital flows are presently ex-
cluded. Consequently, the GATfonly covers 5% to
7% of global economic activity.

Third, the GATT dispute-settlement mecha-
nisms are ambiguous, slow, and unenforceable. For
example, the United States pleaded unsuccessfully
for 12 years for the European Community {EC) to re-
duce its import barriers to American citrus. In 1982,
the United States took the issue to the GATT; in
1985, a GAT panel found in favor of the United
States; the EC ignored these findings, precipitating
a minor trade war. This example is so common that
most nations are unwilling to involve the GATT in
trade disputes.

Finally, and as a direct result of its other
weaknesses, the GATT's low credibility lims its
capacity to correct the global trade system's
weaknesses. Furthermore, its existence hampers
the creation of alternatives. Indeed, GAIT's inab~l-
ity to change has made the agreement not merely an
obstacle, but a threat to expanded world trade.

was linked with prosperity. Now America has
entered a third, more dangerous era-an age of global
economic interdependence.

Today, as most business leaders will readily attest,
everything is globalized. Finance. Technology. Re-
search and product development. Customer service.
Capital and investment flows. Production facihties.
Distnbuton networks. Marketing.

8

With surprising swiftness, the United States has
shifted from relative economic self-sufficiency to

global interdependence. In 1960, trade accounted for
only 10% of the country's GNP By the mid-1980s,
that figure had more than doubled American farmers
now sell 30% of their grain production overseas;

40% of U.S. farmland is devoted to crops for export.
In fact, more U.S. farmland is used to feed the Japa-
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TAILORED TRADE

nese than Japanese farmland. American industry ex-
ports more than 20% of its manufacturing output,
and one out of every six manufacturing jobs depends
on foreign sales. Within the U.S. market, more than
70% of American industry now faces stiff foreign
competition.

But while the economy has been changing its
course and business leaders adjusting their practices,
American trade policies remain locked in the past.
U.S. trade policy still rests on three pillars:

1. Open markets and free trade are the most effi-
cient means to expand global trade and, therefore,
should form the economic model that guides world
commerce.

2. Multilateral negotiations are the best means to
open markets and promote free trade.

3. The United States has a primary responsibility
among nations to advance free trade.

There is, however, a fundamental flaw in this
thinking: other nations' economies are not like the
United States' economy, nor will they be, nor should
they be. Other countries compete in the world mar-
ketplace using vastly different assumptions, serving
vastly different ends than Anerica's. Economic sys-
tems differ in ways both manifest and subtle, reflect-
ing basic differences in history, culture, national
aspirations, and politics.

Five types of economic systems confront the
United States. Four of them are not founded on
our free-trade economic model' centrally planned
(like the Soviet Union); mixed (France); developing
(Mexico); and plan-driven (Japan). Only the Anglo-
American system is rooted in a free- and fair-trade
approach.

Within this framework, there are, of course, varia-
tions. The mixed economy of France differs in many
ways from the mixed economy of Sweden; Japan's
version of a plan-driven system differs from South
Korea's plan-driven economy; and even between
America and Canada there are clear distinctions. Yet
each model possesses characteristics that are impor-
tant to the design of future U.S. trade policies It is
possible, for example, to sketch the differences
among the five systems by comparing them along
four dimensions: the role of government in the econ-
omy; the ownership of industry; the relationship be-
tween process and results in the system; and how
trade is conducted.

In the rule-driven, market-oriented Anglo-
American economic model, for instance, govern-
ment sets the economic backdrop but takes few
direct positions on which industries should exist,
grow, or decline. In contrast, plan-driven economies,
like Japan's, and mixed economies, like Sweden's,
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skillfully blend the strength of government with the
flexibility of the marketplace. Once decisions are
made, government backs them with resources and, at
strategic moments, with trade protection.

In free-market and plan-driven economies, private
ownership of business and industry is the rule. The
mixed economies, like France's, are based on a com-
bination of state and private ownership, market and
nonmarket decisions Major industries are either
owned by the state or tightly regulated. Thy major
enterprises in the centrally planned economies, of
course, are state owned.

The Anglo-American economies are process ori-
ented; once rules are established, market processes
aominate. The plan-driven economies are results ori-
ented; business and govcmment shape a national
"vision" that often includes targeting certain indus-
tries like semiconductors or computers. To guide the
economy toward desired results, governments of
plan-driven economies will provide special financ-
in& encourage joint research, and offer adjustment
assistance like worker retraining. The mixed econo-
mies rely on a combination of market processes and
government planning. The command economies are
dominated by state planning.

The process-oriented Anglo-American economies
are heavily influenced by economists and lawyers
who make, interpret, and enforce the rules under
which market processes operate. Because the plan-
dnven economes are results oriented, they have far
less need for lawyers and economists to make and

In the-U.S, sstem,-econo-mist-s

and lawyers dominate-but
-not in Japan.

enforce rules. As recently as the mid-1970s, Japan's
huge Ministry of International Trade and Industry
had only two Ph.D. economists. Instead, politicians
and business leaders direct the results-oriented
economies. In trade talks, therefore, U.S. and Japa-
nese trade negotiators often have different orienta-
tions: the Americans focus on rules that will
facilitate market processes while the Japanese focus
on measures that can advance their national eco-
nomic vision.

Negotiations are handled differently in the differ-
ent systems as well. In the Anglo-American econo-
mies, trade is conducted mainly by business. In the
mixed and planned economies, trade often involves
negotiations with both business and government. In
the centrally managed economies, the govemment
alone conducts trade.
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TAILORED TRADE

Even the vocabulary of trade is dramatically differ-
ent; in centrally managed economies, the concept of
trade liberalization means increasing the number of
government agencies that caa negotiate their own
trade arrangements. Under Mikhail Gorbachev's pro-
gram of glasnost, for example, the Soviet Union's
Ministry of Foreign Trade must share its monopoly
over trade negotiations with 21 other ministries and
72 state enterprises, each of which can now make its
own trade deals. But even under trade liberalization,
in all cases trade is still with the state.

In fashioning their economic systems, the develop-
ing nations have borrowed from each of the other
four systems, patching together combinations of
public and private sector initiatives. In virtually all
these countries, however, government predominates
in designing and implementing a national trade
strategy.

American policymakers, devoted to free trade and
open markets, have ignored the often vast differences
between U.S. and foreign economic systems. Rather,
they still operate on the free-trade prenuse that poh-
cies that are neutral to the fate of American indus-
tries will produce the same market-oriented benefits
globally as they do domestically. Consequently,
American trade policies are doing enormous harm to
U.S. industry.

Even where there is ample evidence of ha.,m-as in
the case of consumer electronics-industries have
been unable to get relief from predatory foreign prac-
tices like dumping, theft of American intellectual
property, foreign regulation that forces U.S. compa-
nies to move plants and jobs offshore as a condition of
market entry and nontaiff barriers that resist ex-
ports of America's most competitive goods and ser-
vices. Free-trade advocates have exacerbated ?he
problem of gaining legitimate relief by discrediting
reciprocal market access as a negotiating strategy.
And they mistakenly brand tough negotiating tactics
as protectionism.

Arnericc's system would never
fit many other nations-and
they know it.

Multilateral negotiations via the GATT have been
unable to bridge the differences among the world's
five economic systems. If we continue to depend on
these agreements, the United States must resign it-
self to failure: we will effect no major changes in the
global trade system by the end of the 1980;. And by
then the cumulative U.S. trade deficit for the decade
is likely to exceed $1 trnllion.
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Despite America's spirited urging of other nations
to adopt the U.S. economic model-reliance on mar-
ket force-s, free trade, and deregulation-this system
has enjoyed little appeal abroad. It suits us, but it
would never fit many other nations- and they know
it. Consequently, U.S. trade policy is at a crossroads:
we can either continue to urge other nations to adopt
our free-trade economic model or we can change U.S.
trade policy to deal with other nations as they are,
rather than as we wish they would be.

Clearly, only the second course makes sense. It is
pure folly for us to presume that we can somehow
convince other nations to abandon economic sys-
tems that serve their interests and adopt a system
that serves ours. Nor can we blindly continue to look
the other way America can no longer afford its mis-
sionary work on behalf of global free trade. When the
United States had huge trade surpluses and was the
world's largest creditor, we could afford to give other
nations special trade concessions as a means of in-
ducing them to become free traders. But now that the
United States has chalked up an unprecedented $400
billion in indebtedness and faces unprecedented
trade deficits far into the future, a "beggar thyself"
policy to help our neighbors is impractical, We need a
new U.S. trade strategy.

Shifng to Tailored Trade

To meet the challenges of global competition, the
United States must have trade-sensitive fiscal, mon-
etary, and exchange-rate policies. And the govern-
ment must vigorously enforce domestic trade laws.
But while these actions are necessary, by themselves
they are not sufficient to reverse America's trade
losses. Beyond sound macroeconomic policies and
the production of fully competitive goods and ser-
vices, America also requires resu!ts-oiented trade
policies to:

Deal effectively with foreign economic systems
and competitive practices that are quite different
from its own.

Resolve trade disputes in a timely manner.
Address trade comprehensively- imports, exports,

investment, and competitive practices.

There is a recent benchmark for such a strategy:
the newly negotiated U.S-Canadian bilateial trade
pact. This agreement-a strong sign that the other-
wise arthritic U.S. trade strategy may have some
flexibility-has produced a sweeping change in the
trade arrangements between the world's two largest
trading partners. It created a framework and time
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schedule for eliminating tariff and nontariff trade
barriers between thero. Moreover, the U.S.-Canada
talks were completed in less than 16 months,
breakneck speed for trade negotiations. And they
were comprehensive, covering imports, exports, and
investment.

At the same time that the two nations established
a larger framework for their bilateral trade, they ad-
dressed and partially resolved several thorny micro
issues, such as the 1965 Automotive Products Trade
Agreement and Canadian restrictions on U.S. invest-
ment. Finally, and perhaps most important, the agree-
ment established a powerful and quick dispute-
settlement mechanism, based on arbitration panels
composed of experts.

The U.S.-Canadian trade negotiations illustrate
what bilateral arrangements can produce. Because
U.S. trade policymakers have been fixated on a multi-
lateral strategy, other trade expansion possibilities
have been relegated to a secondary status, con-
strained in scope, or used as a placebo for powerful
U.S. interests. The recent Market-Oriented Sectoral
Specific (MOSS) negotiations with Japan, for exam-
ple, concentrated on a narrow range of goods and
services, like easing restrictions on U.S. lawyers
practicing in Japan.

Bilateral arrangements have their limitations, of
course. They would expand trade, for example, but
only between the participating countries. Moreover,
a system of global trade based exclusively on bilateral
or "plunlateral" (involving several nations with mu-
tual interests) relations could easily create so much
fragmentation and discrimination that net global
trade would be reduced.

When carefully drawn, however, bilateral or plun-
lateral arrangements can also facilitate the expan-
sion of trade. Such arrangements are quite common;
most other nations conclude them as a matter of
course. As the U.S.-Canadian agreement illustrates,
these agreements have great potential for expanding
U.S. trade.

A tailored-trade approach would elevate bilateral
and plurilateral negotiations from a secondary to a
primary role. This would enable American represen-
tatives to match the negotiations to the economic
system with which we were negotiating. For exam-
ple, talks would draw free-trade arrangements with
free-trade economics, managed-trade agreements
with managed-trade economies, and appropriately
tailored, mixed agreements with those economic
systems in between. At the same time, there are
some crosscutting issues, such as improved protec-
tion of intellectual property nights, that need to be
negotiated across the five economic systems in
either a plurilateral or multilateral forum.
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Ecoom-oic ba! Percent of
System WWhlu World Trade

Anglo-American 1,062,759 27
Centrally Planned 464,439 12
Developing 575,957 1s
Mixed 1,297,263 33
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Bank's World Development Report 1986 INew York City Oford
University Press, 19871 and the CIAs Handbook o(Ecooo ac
Stausra 1956 lWuxaIaungt, DC Centrt iaelhgence Apreey,
19861.

A tailored-trade approach would be pursued
through a parallel negotiation strategy using govern-
mental structures and holding concurrent discus-
sions with any nation willing to join in. The United
States would, in effect, announce that its door is open
to all countries ready to bargain. A parallel approach
in which talks can proceed bilaterally, plurilaterally,
or multilaterally gives the United States the flexibil-
ity to negotiate with cooperative trading partners,
even if some nations refuse to participate. The mo-
mentum created by parallel negotiations represents a
formidable incentive for uncooperative nations to
end their delaying tactics and participate in trade
talks. Very simply, those nations that participate eam
the benefits.

...ond 67% of wold GNP
(in billions ofcurrent U S dollars)

Economic c Total Percent of
System Value World GNP

Anglo-Amencan 4,384.1 33
Centrally Planned 1,857.4 24
Developing 2,524.5 14
Miyed 1,310 5 19
Plan-Driven 4,384.1 10

Total 113,179.9 100

Source Calculatedfrom dationtheUS ArmsCootfolod
Disamament Agency's Wod Mlitary Expendrures and Ams
")aiser195Wa iSatooDC ACDAPublcation 123,19851
and the CIA's Handbook ofkconou Stauucs 1986
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TAILORED TRADE

The major benefit, of course, is access to the U.S.
market. Ironically, the massive trade deficit that
compels the United States to reform its trade policies
also generates enormous negotiating leverage;
America is the largest market for dozens of nations.
The threat to close U.S. markets to nations unwilling
to open their markets to American goods, services,I Those nations that agree to

negotiate earn the benefits of
the U.S. market

and investment is the best-perhaps the only-
negotiating chip the U.S. possesses. Any meaningful,
self-interested U.S. trade policy must use this tool to
expand market access for nations that do negotiate
trade expansion agreements and limit market access
for nations that do not.

To be sure, America must not succumb to the lure
of old-fashioned protectionism: there will always be
those who would rather erect barriers to foreign
goods and services than improve their own ability to
compete. At the same time, U.S. policymakers must
be sophisticated enough to discern the difference be-
tween closingU.S. markets to avoid foreign competi-
tion and threatening to close them as adevice to open
foreign markets. The former shrinks trade, the latter
expands it. Our national interests lie with expanded
trade. But in a more complex world of competing eco-
nomic systems, a sophisticated negotiating strategy
must recognize that the path to our ultimate goal is
rarely straight. In fact, sometimes it may even appear
to point in the opposite direction, away from ex-
panded trade, as a way of finally reaching the desired
destination.

Top priority should go to the most pressing trade is-
sues. Almost two-thirds of the U.S. trade deficit in re-
cent years has been with Canada, iapan, South Korea,
Taiwan, and Germany It is only common sense that
we seek bilateral negotiations with these countries.
Rather than wait for cumbersome multilateral talks
to gnnd forward, the United States should quickly
seek direct negotiations aimed at reducing current
imbalances. The Canadian pact shows that this ap-
proach will work. And it should show the other coun-
tries that agreement has benefits.

While the goal of a tailored-trade strategy will
always remain the same - to expand trade- the focus
and negotiating tactics will vary from one economic
system to the next. The primary focus of tailored-
trade negotiations with free-trade economies, for in-
stance, is to open markets. These negotiations seek
to eliminate obstacles that impede market transac-
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tions: tariffs, subsidies, nontariff barriers, and perfor-
mance requirements, for example. By improving the
market processes in the free-trade economies, trade
can be expanded between these nations.

Tailored-trade negotiations with the plan-directed
economies, such as Japan's, would be results ori-
ented, concentrating on outcomes, timetables, and
responsibilities. These talks would focus on a wide
array of issues including levels of permissible trade
imbalances, the composition of trade, allowable mar-
ket shares, investment in both countries, and prac-
tices like dumping in third markets.

Negotiation with the plan-driven market econo-
mics, particularly Japan, South Korea, and Taiwan, is
essential because those nations are both the most se-
cure U.S. allies in the Pacific and among the principal
sources of U.S. trade deficits. They are also America's
main economic competitors and popular models for
the economic policies of other nations. Together they
represent the second-largest market in the world.
American companies cannot hope to compete suc-
cessfully in the global marketplace if they cannot
penetrate these plan-driven markets while rival
companies based within those countries continue to
enjoy unrestricted access to the American market.

Tailored-trade agreements with the mited econo-
mies will focus on a combination of market-openang
processes and results-onented outcomes. These ne-
gotialons are timely since many of the European
countries have become increasingly nationalistic, re-
tarding foreign investment and imports to shield
their domestic markets and champion companies.
Indeed, the largest of these economies, the Federal
Republic of Germany has shrunk from either engag-
ing in GATT negotiations or helping the UnitedIAmerican companies can't

compete if foreign markets
remain closed and the
U.S. market stays open.

States give macroeconomic stimulus to the global
economy Using the carrot and the stick of the U S.
market, we can remind the Germans that they share
responsibility for wold economic growth.

Tailored-trade talks with the command economies
will attempt to establish managed-trade arrange-
ments. While trade with the command economies
offers many theoretical possibilities, there are
formidable obstacles. For more than a decade, Amen-
can companies have looked at the People's Republic
of China as a tremendous market. But U.S. compa-
nies that invest in China have no protection except
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their contracts. U.S. sales to the Soviet Union are
limited by Soviet insistence thaf foreign companies
take all or partial payment through countertrade,
such as exchanging capital goods for oil and gas. Th
gain foreign currency, the command economies often
dump their products on world markets, thereby
undercutting competitive U.S. companies. Before
trade with the managed economies can expand
much, these and dozens of other critical issues
must be resolved.

Tailored-trade agreements with developing na-
tions would involve a combination of ma:ket-
opening processes, results-oriented arrangements,
and managed trade. This reflects the mix of eco-
nomic systems, often within one nation, used by the
developing countries. Of these negotiations, the
most important are with Mexico, a nation deeply
mired in debt, economic stagnation, and fast popula-
tion growth.

Tailored-trade agreements need to be supple-
mented by negotiations on crosscutting issues, prob-
lems that are part of the current global economy

regardless of economic system. Counterfeiting, for
instance, concerns several advanced industrial na-
tions, including Britain, Japan, and Sweden, each of
which operates with a different system. Another
worry is the burgeoning number of offset require-
ments-arrangements that vary in complexity from
barter requirements to complicated coproduction
and technology transfer requirements. Plurilat-
eral negotiations are best for addressing such issues.

If there is a future for the GAT, it is as a second-
tier forum m which toresolve issues like these. There
will always be problems of definition-what consti-
tutes a government subsidy, for example-which can
be tossed to the GATT to handle. But the United
States ought not to deceive itself about the future
role of the GATTor the best way to represent Ameri-
ca's interests in the global economy. A tailored-trade
strategy can give Amenca the means and flexibility
to expand commerce with other nations by bridging
economic differences and making U.S. trade policy
far less ideological and far morepractical.
Repnnt 88103

"Mr Dobbs, right back there, is our specialist in environment-friendly portfohc-s "
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF DORAL S. COOPER

I. INTRODUCTION

Good morning, Mr. Chairman and members of the Committee. I appreciate the
opportunity to appear before the Committee today to discuss free trade area agree-
ments. My name is Doral Cooper. I am President of C&M international Ltd., an
international trade and business consulting firm. Although C&M International rep-
resents countries in the Pacific Rim, I am appearing today on my own behalf as an
expert witness. I was formerly the Assistant U.S. Trade Representative for Asia,
Africa and the Middle East, and in that capacity was the chief negotiator for the
United States for the U.S.-Israel Free Trade Area Agreement. I want to share the
history of that experience with you today as well as my opinion that PTA agree-
ments offer the United States an opportunity to achieve specific trade policy goals
in an efficient and effective manner as well as the opportunity to reassert our lead-
ership role in the formulation of international trade policy.

I. THE U.S.-ISRAEL flA

I will begin with background on the genesis of the U.S.-Israel FTA. While histori-
cally the United States negotiated liberalization of tariff and nontariff barriers to
trade on a multilateral basis, other countries have negotiated numerous comprehen-
sive bilateral trade agreements. The U.S.-Israel FTA was the first such agreement
negotiated by the United States.

The Government of Israel suggested an FTA to the United States in 1981. The
U.S. Government was at first reluctant to pursue the suggestion because the United
States had never before negotiated a bilateral FTA, and was historically and philo-
sophically committed to the multilateral process. However, multi-country negotia-
tions of the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GAT) had become increas-
ingly complex, time-consuming, and, most importantly, slow to achieve the kind of
far-reaching results the U.S. Government anticipated and the U.S. economy re-
quired. In addition, the multilateral system was not addressing many issues of keen
importance to the United States, such as trade in services, investment, and the pro-
tection of intellectual property rights.

The major debate surrounding the possible commencement of the FTA negotia-
tions with Israel was very similar to debates which have been held subsequently
concerning the negotiation of additional FTA's, and to the examination of the issue
here this morning. Should the United States embark on a course of comprehensive
bilateral negotiations? Would such a course spell the end of the multilateral
system?

Numerous, long and often acrimonious inter-agency discussions were held on this
very subject, including two Cabinet meetings, prior to the start of negotiations with
Israel. In the end, it was decided to move forward for the following reasons. First,
the FTA negotiations would not replace GATT; in fact, FTA's are sanctioned by the
GAIT in Article XXIV. Second, -TA negotiations would provide a model for trade
liberalization for the rest of the international trade community, and would allow
the United States to introduce-in a concrete way-those "new" subjects of interna-
tional trade negotiations increasingly important to American exporters: services, in-
vestment and the protection of intellectual property rights. And third, an FTA with
Israel promised many economic benefits for U.S. exporters and investors. The rea-
sons that gave rise to the U.S.-Israel FTA are no less true today than they were in
1982.

Another part of this brief history is important to our discussions today. The U.S.-
Israel Free Trade Agreement was meant to be a model for additional agreements to
follow. In fact, before the negotiations with Israel began, an offer was extended to
Egypt to negotiate a similar accord when and if that country was ready. And, as
hoped and expected, the agreement with Israel provided the foundation for the suc-
cessful FTA negotiations with Canada covering trade in services, lowering barriers
to investment, and addressing intellectual property rights protection. -

As expected, the U.S.-Israel FTA Agreement has had a significant positive impact
on U.S.-Israeli trade and investment. The FTA became effective on September 1,
1985; from 1986-87, U.S. exports to Israel increased 18 percent, and by another 17
percent in 1988. U.S. investment in Israel also has expanded. Numerous U.S. compa-
nies have established or expanded existing manufacturing operations in Israel, in-
cluding Mast Industries, Intel, National Semiconductor, Motorola, Sara Lee, Fibron-
ics International, KLA Instruments, and others.
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iI. FTA'S AND THE GATT

Some observers argue that FTA's would undermine the GAI' system. However,
most experts agree that bilateral free trade arrangements in fact complement multi-
lateral trade liberalization efforts. Arthur Dunkel, Director General of the GATT,
recently commented that the GATT has always considered bilateral agreements as
"a way to move things forward .... The two processes [bilateral and multilateral
trade liberalization] are totally coil plementary. ' The leaders of the seven major in-
dustrial countries (the so-called G-'i vin their communique issued at the close of the
Toronto Summit welcomed both the U.S.-Canada FTA as well as the steady progress
of the EC toward full integration in 1992. They noted: "It is our policy that these
developments, together with other moves towards regional cooperation in which our
countries are involved, should support the open, multilateral trading system and the
liberalizing impact of the Uruguay Round."

The General Agreement itself specifically sanctions free trade area agreements.
Article XXIV authorizes Contracting Parties to enter into FTA's as long as those
agreements liberalize "substantially all" trade between the negotiating parties. In
Article XXIV(4), the Contracting Parties "recognize the desirability of increasing
freedom of trade by the development, through voluntary agreements, of closer inte-
gration between the economies of the countries parties to the agreements.

FTA's are not designed to, nor do they have the effect of, replacing the GATT
system. They can, however, act to spur needed changes in the multilateral trading
system. Increasingly, questions are being raised about the adequacy of the multilat-
eral framework governing international trade. Multi-country negotiations have
become enormously complex, time-consuming, and slow to achieve the kind of far-
reaching results the U.S. Government desires and the U.S. economy requires. In ad-
dition, the multilateral system still has not addressed in any meaningful way many
issues of keen importance to the United States, such as trade in services, invest-
ment, and the protection of intellectual property rights. Many members of the
GATT are unwilling to liberalize their trading regimes further or to extend disci-
plines on unfair trading practices to the new areas of interest to the United States.
Bilateral FTA's can serve as a much-needed catalyst to invigorate the multilateral
trading system. Fear that they may be left behind will stimulate countries to par-
ticipate in both bilateral and multilateral negotiations with the United States and
to get serious about reducing trade barriers.

It cannot be said that either the US.-Israel Agreement or the U.S.-Canada Agree-
ment has weakened the GATT system. Indeed, I firmly believe they have encour-
aged the multilateral system to reach for higher, improved levels of trade liberaliza-
tion than otherwise would have been possible. They have also provided very signifi-
cant political benefits to the United States by signalling to the rest of the world that
we will not allow the dialogue in international trade negotiations to be dictated by
the lowest common denominator of agreement, that we will re-exert our leadership
in the GATT and elsewhere through the example of liberalized bilateral trade, and
that we welcome the challenge of trading with any country openly and fairly, on the
basis of reciprocal market access.

IV. ECONOMIC BENEFITS

The U.S. economy is the largest, most open economy in the world. Therefore, the
relative costs to the United States of reducing tariffs and nontariff barriers as part
of a bilateral free trade area agreement generally are relatively small. In contrast,
the benefits are very considerable. First, since free trade area agreements are recip-
rocal, other countries are required to eliminate tariff and nontariff barriers which
are frequently much higher than those of the United States. Therefore, U.S. export-
ers benefit at relatively little cost to U.S. producers.

Second, since the tariff and nontariff barrier reductions negotiated under an FTA
are only available to the countries participating in the trade liberalization, the
United States will enjoy a margin of preference for its exports to FTA partners.
This will mean that our negotiators will not be liberalizing international trade for
the benefit of the exports of our major Asian and European competitors.

V. TRADE POLICY BENEFITS

At one time, the United States was the unquestioned leader of the world trading
system and the GATT. As such, it could essentially dictate GATT policy and ensure
the implementation of trade liberalizing measures. Today, that position has changed
markedly. The European Community, Japan and others are now powerful influ-
ences whose ideas regarding international trade rules often differ considerably from
those of the United States. Developing countries are increasingly acting as an effec-
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tive block to push their own trade agenda on such topics as tropical products, textile
trade liberalization, and speciall and differential treatment".

The United States needs to re-exert its leadership role in the world trading
system. FTA's provide this opportunity by showcasing new trade concepts and ap-
proaches that can be used as precedents for later implementation in the multilater-
al arena. For example, certain important developing country leaders in the GATT
refuse to negotiate on the issue of services or intellectual property rights protection
at the GATT. Multilateral negotiations on these issues would move forward more
smoothly if the United States could show that provisions in the U.S.-Israel and U.S.-
Canada FTA's work.

In general, the "moderate newly industrializing countries (NICs)" (and in this
group I include the Asian NICs) recognize and appreciate, like the United States,
that the Uruguay Round is too important for the future of the international trading
system to fail, and therefore it will not. Simply put, too much is at stake. This group
generally appreciates that the major "new" issues being discussed in Geneva are of
immense economic (and political) interest to the United States. That said, most of
these countries have an interest in providing for firm international trading rules in
the areas where they are becoming competitive, such as trade in services and inter-
national investment. In addition, the fact that they rely heavily on the inflow of
foreign investment and technology to support their internal economic growth rates
means that they must be concerned about the protection of intellectual property.
Negotiation by the United States of additional FTA's, with these countries or others
in the Pacific Rim. will not cause them to lose faith in the GATT system and aban-
don it for regional trading blocs.

VI. FTA'S AND THE PACIFIC RIM

The countries of the Pacific Rim have experienced considerable growth recently,
growth that bodes well for increasing U.S. exports. In Taiwan, the real gross nation-
al product grew at an average rate of 8 percent in the 1950s, 9 percent during the
1960s, 10 percent during the 1970s, and 11 percent in 1986 and 1987. In Korea, real
gross domestic product grew 12 percent in both 1986 and 1987. Growth in the
ASEAN countries has also been considerable. Singapore's real GDP growth was
almost 9 percent in 1987, a significant improvement over the depressed level of
1986, which was affected by the 1985-86 recession. Thailand's GDP grew approxi-
mately 5 percent in 1986, and 7 percent in 1987. The economies of Malaysia and the
Philippines each grew by 5 percent in 1987. Indonesia's real GDP grew approximate-
ly 3 percent in 1986 and almost 4 percent in 1987.

In addition to strong economies, the depreciation of the U.S. dollar over the past
few years has reduced many of the large trade deficits the United States has record-
ed with the Pacific Rim countries. By removing the often considerable tariff barriers
these countries maintain, FTA's would further benefit American companies trying
to sell in these markets. Moreover, a bilateral FTA which eliminated tariffs only on
U.S. products should increase U.S. sales in the FTA partner at the expense of other
foreign competitors of the United States.

In addition to the strong growth experienced in this region, the countries of the
Pacific Rim are economically stable. There is no fear of hyperinflation. The coun-
tries generally are well able to service their foreign debts. Their infrastructures are
well-developed. Their labor forces are literate, skilled, and inexpensive compared to
the United States.

A number of countries in the region have expressed an interest in seriously ex-
ploring an FTA with the United States. Indeed, free trade area agreements should
be negotiated with countries in the Pacific Rim. These agreements will increase bi-
lateral trade flows. Moreover, because the United States already has extremely low
average tariffs, in the short-term at least it is likely to be the greater beneficiary of
the mutual elimination of tariff barriers. The U.S.-Israel FTA has increased bilater-
al trade and investment considerably. All projections for the U.S.-Canada FTA indi-
cate that the resulting increased trade between the two countries would contribute
to increased growth in both economies which would not otherwise take place.

VII. CONCLUSION

Not only do FTA's provide tangible benefits, they also demonstrate to a skeptical
world (and snail-paced multilateral trade negotiations) the benefits provided by in-
creased trade liberalization. This in itself is a significant benefit of FTA's. The mul-
tilateral system is sorely in need of unique, creative solutions to break the current
stagnation.
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The 1988 Trade Act sent a message to the international trade community: the
United States will exercise the leverage of access to its considerable market to open
markets overseas. That very negative message, however politically or economically
necessary, has caused a growing number of our trading partners to question our
leadership in the multilateral trade dialogue and our commitment not only to the
GATT but also to the principles of free trade. I would like to suggest this morning
that offering these trading partners an alternative in the form of the negotiation of
an FTA would make very clear that we are not afraid of fair competition, and would
allow the United States to provide positive, forward-looking leadership to the rest of
the world.

PREPARED STATEMENT OF Guy F. ERB

U.S.-MEXICAN TRADE AND INVESTMENT AGREEMENTS

For most of the period after the Second World War, U.S.-Mexican commerce de-
veloped without a formal governmental framework. The two countries had signed a
Treaty of Friendship, Commerce, and Navigation in 1942. But in 1950 Mexico re-
quested the termi:,ation of the treaty after an exchange of notes. From that point
on, although the U.S. and MexIican governments'-occasionally established mecha-
nisms for consultation and the resolution of relatively minor points, they did not
maintain, let alone improve, their dispute settlement capability. For example, after
the collapse of Mexico's negotiations on accession to the General Agreement on Tar-
iffs and Trade (GATT) in 1979, U.S. and Mexican negotiators cculd not reach an
agreement on procedures for the mutual notification of trade policy changes.

Yet in 1987 Mexico and the United States signed a bilateral agreement on trade
and investment. This testinon reviews the changes in bilateral economic relations
that made the agreement posible, describes the agreement itself, and then exam-
ines the options for future bilateral negotiations.

U.S.-MEXICO ECONOMIC RELATIONS

In the period 1972-86, U.S. exports to Mexico grew significantly, particularly in
agricultural products and raw materials. Imports of petroleum and, recently, manu-
factured products from Mexico make this one of the United States' most important
bilateral trade relationships. Strong Mexican oil exports and imports during the
boom of the late 1970s, then the growth of non-oil exports during the economic
downturn of the 1980s, brought Mexico's ratio of trade to GDP to nearly forty per
cent by the end of the period, compared to less than 10 per cent in 1972.

Imports of manufactures accounted for over 58 per cent of total U.S. imports from
Mexico from 1972-76, but the volume of trade was relatively small and the nature
of the manufactured goods relatively simple. As imports of petroleum increased, the
share of manufactures in total U.S. imports from Mexico dropped to about 44 per
cent during 1977-81. The average stayed at about that level during 1982-86, but
reached a high of over 60 per cent in 1986, a year when, for the first time, Mexico
recorded a surplus in non-petroleum trade with the United States. Moreover, Mexi-
can manufactured exports now include finished automobiles, automotive parts, and
other complex industrial products; current levels of bilateral trade in manufactures
are nearly five times those of the 1970s.

The growth of Mexico's in-bond industry has been another striking aspect of the
bilateral trade relationship. The number of assembly (or production sharing) plants
grew from 350, employing 45,000 workers in 1972, to about 1,100, with 200,000 em-
ployees in 1986. Since 1982 the average annual increase in employment in this cate-
gory of industrial activity has been over 20 per cent; while value added grew from
$828 million to about $1.5 billion in 1986, an increase of over 80 per cent. In 1986,
only the Mexican oil industry exceeded the earnings from production sharing oper-
ations as a source of foreign exchange. One study found that Mexico's production
sharing industries directly and indirectly support approximately 3.6 million Ameri-
can jobs in firms that supply the components for assembly plants and related goods
and services.'

1 Michie, Donald A., "The Maquiladoras: A 'Positive' Response to American Business' Lack of
Industrial Competitiveness," The University of Texas at El Paso, 1989.
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POLICY CHANGES

In early 1985, the President of Mexico, Miguel de la Madrid, signaled his inten-
tion to open Mexico's economy. By the end of 1986, Mexicn had resolved a long-
standing dispute with the United States on subsidies ana ountervailing duties,
joined the GATr, and commenced negotiations with the United States on the bilat-
eral agreement.

The GAIT decision was a watershed in Mexico's trade policy and a ratification of
de ]a Madrid's determination to move his country's development model away from
import substitution to export-led modernization. The process is not yet complete and
remnants of the old trade and investment regime remain in place. Some companies
in Mexico have yet to embrace the liberalized system, including a number of foreign
firms that entered the Mexican market under market reserve arrangements, which
allowed high-cost production behind trade barriers. With those barriers gone or re-
duced, the potential for competition from abroad is forcing the pace of deregulation
and the modernization of corporate operations.

Although policy continuity is not assured, it is my judgment that the administra-
tion of President Carlos Salinas intends to persevere in the modernization of the
Mexican economy and will complement its internal program with constructive nego-
tiations on trade, debt, and investment.

Mexico's trade liberalization has been accompanied by a growing business and
government constituency for the country's outward orientation. This is in sharp con-
trast to the late 1970s when the Mexican government's tentative move toward the
GATT lacked domestic support. Rather than rely on government spending and pro-
tection wihout making essential reforms, the de la Madrid and Salinas administra-
tions have introduced a series of internal and external policy changes, including the
sale of a number of state enterprises, liberalization of tariff and non-tariff barriers,
and the elimination or reduction of subsidies.

The country's maximum tariff is now 20 per cent and, on a trade-weighted basis,
about 20 per cent of imports are now subject to import licenses, historically a very
low percentage for Mexico. Professor Sidney Weintraub of the University of Texas
at Austin has estimated that, in 1988, the simple and trade-weighted average Mexi-
can tariffs were around 17 and 5.6 per cent respectively. The modification of the
Mexican tariff schedule in early 1989 will raise those numbers, perhaps to above ten
per cent for the trade-weighted average tariff.

Perceptions in the United States have not kept pace with the changes in Mexican
trade policies and performance. It is not uncommon to encounter U.S. attitudes that
reflect impressions formed during the long years of Mexican reliance on a relatively
closed economy. However, Mexico's development model is no longer at odds with
professed U.S. support for open trade policies.

Mexico also tends to view the United States through a somewhat skeptical prism.
While complaints by U.S. industries have not always led to restrictions, those bar-
riers that the United States did impose contributed to the widespread impression in
Mexico that U.S. trade barriers have been serious obstacles to an expansion of bilat-
eral trade, and to Mexico's capacity to service its debt.

BILATERAL NEGOTIATIONS

The chain of events that led to the framework agreement was characterized by an
ever-widening base of support for better bilateral trade relations. In 1981 and 1982,
just as the debt crisis unfolded, some leaders from both countries began to consider
ways that Mexico and the United States could move toward an agreed framework
for trade and investment. They argued that mutual trade and investment flows
could be much greater if the governments put in place a more certain framework
for bilateral commerce. Advocates of a renewal of bilateral negotiations cited the
lingering quarrel over fisheries and the acute disagreemnts over subsidies and
countervailing duties as examples of disputes that could have been better resolved
through agreed procedures, had a bilateral mechanism for dispute settlement been
in place. Gradually , supporters of an agreement gained ground, as the chronology in
Attachment One demonstrates, and the signature of the agreement in 1987 capped
six years of effort.

In the agreement, the two governments established a framework for future nego-
tiations and dispute settlement. (See Attachment Two.) The agreement begins with
a statement of principles that emphasizes the importance to both countries of an
"open and predictable environment for international trade and investment". The
principles fiil into three categories: general economic and political goals; recogni-
tion of the key circumstances that affect the bilateral relationship -for example,
shared GA'Ir membership and Mexico's status as a developing country; and princi-
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ples on key issues, namely, services, intellectual property protection, border dev elop-
ment, and private investment. 2

Next, the agreement sets out the procedures for consultation and, dispute settle-
ment, including a timetable for the bilateral resolution of problems and an agree-
ment to seek other means of settlement, in particular, referral of disputes to the
GATT. Either country may seek consultations at any time on bilateral trade and
investment matters. Both countries committed themselves to improve the exchange
of statistical information and to participate in the GATT's work on tariffs.

Finally, in an "Immediate Action Agenda", the two countries agreed to consult,
within 90 days of the agreement's signature, on textile products, agricultural p-od-
ucts, steel products, investment matters, matters involving technology transfer and
intellectual property, electronics products, and the service sector in the context of
the Uruguay Round. In fact, some significant follow-up agreements were reached as
a result of that 90-day timetable for action. U.S. and Mexican negotiators made
progress on steel, including a cross-sectoral bargain that liberalized the Mexican
market in other areas in exchange for improved U.S. quotas on steel products; tex-
tiles and apparel; and the liberalization of many Mexican trade barriers.

Apparently modest in scope and objectives, the Mexico-U.S. bilateral accord seems
less so when one considers the difficult path the negotiators had to walk to reach it.
The time it took to negotiate the framework agreement, even allowing for the
delays caused by the attention given to Mexico's international debts, provided ample
evidence of the effects of many years of divergent policies and inadequate mechp.-
nisms for bilateral consultation and dispute settlement. Against a background of
suspicion and misunderstandings and quite different economic philosophies, the
achievement of the bilateral accord was very significant.

The willingness of Mexican government and business leaders to discuss foreign in-
vestment was a significant step toward an internationally oriented economy, al-
though the agreement does not spell out in detail the scope of discussions of invest-
ment issues. For the United States, recognition of the importance of Mexico to its
own interests is a great improvement over the sporadic attention previously given to
bilateral trade and investment.

This is not to say that bilateral trade and investment disputes are a thing of the
past. As with any two countries with substantial trade and investment relations,
there will always be policy differences between Mexico and the United States of
varying duration, importance, and intensity.

OPTIONS FOR BILATERAL NEGOTIATIONS

The U.S.-Mexican framework agreement is a starting point from which to seek
specific trade and investment goals. For exappi immediately following the signa-
ture of the agreement U.S. government officials indicated that they would consider
adding auto parts and pharmaceuticals to the list of sectors for priority discussion. 3

In August, 1988, representatives of the two countries established an agenda for
future trade and investment talks, including sectoral negotiations. Currently, there
is considerable Mexican interest in bilateral trade negotiations with the United
States. A positive U.S. response would allow the two countries to build on the
framework agreement. Such U.S. action would also respond to Section 2101 of The
Omnibus Trade and Competitiveness Act of 1988, which recognized the importance
of the framework agreement and encouraged additional negotiations.

Using the framework agreement. Making effective use of the framework agree-
ment is therefore an important option for bilateral trade and investment coopera-
tion. Improving the agreement's provisions on consultation, notification, and dispute
settlement would be one means of enhancing it. There may also be further negotia-
tions on issues related primarily to U.S.-Mexican relations (e.g., border development
and assembly industries) which evolve from the experience gained under the bilater-
al agreement. The two nations could also use the framework agreement for bilateral
cow ultations on their respective approaches to negotiations on services in the Uru-guay Round.

US. tariff preferences for Mexico. A unilateral U.S. expansion of the preferential
tariff treatment for Mexico is an option that appeals to some Mexican leaders be-
cause such a move would recognize Mexico's already substantial trade liberalization.
However, U.S. authorities have sought to link duty-free treatment to specific actions

2 Mario Rodriquez-Montero, Mexican Trade Office, Washington, D.C., "Mexican-United States
Bilateral Framework of Principles and Procedures for Consultations regarding Trade and In-
vestment Relations" (typescript), November 1987.

3 Inside U.S. Trade, Vol. 5,No. 46, Washington, D.C. November 13, 1987.
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bybeneficiary countries, for example, to protect intellectual property; they have
uced the benefits of the Generalized System of Preferences (GSP) on a prod-

uct or country basis. The expansion of Mexico's duty-free access to the U.S. market
would be difficult for the United States if it were not accompanied by tangible Mexi-
can commitments. Although the U.S. GSP is often seen in Mexico as a bellwether of
U.S. intentions toward Mexican exports, in fact its significance to bilateral trade
has become quite limited. An attempt to expand its application to Mexican exports
would meet significant resistance from a variety of U.S. interests and the eventual
results of the effort might be small.

Sectoral negotiations. In 1989, Mexican and U.S. trade officials may initiate dis-
cussions of possible sectoral agreements with the United States. Examples of possi-
ble subjects of those talks are the automotive, electronics, and petrochemicals sec-
tors; agriculture; and functional issues, such as services (including travel and tour-
ism), investment, and "contingent" protection against the use of antidumping and
countervailing duties, escape clauses, and responses to unfair trade practices.

Sectoral negotiations face several hurdles. The historical experience is not encour-
aging, as the Canadian attempts to achieve sectoral accords with the United States
demonstrate. The bilateral exchange of discriminatory concessions in specific sectors
would probably require a waiver of the Most-Favored-Nation requirements of the
GATT. And, it would be difficult for the United States and Mexico to reach bal-
anced and reciprocal agreements on a sectoral basis because the exchange of conces-
sions would tend to fall in sensitive industries.

A comprehensive trade and investment agreement. The Mexican interest in the sec-
toral approach to bilateral negotiations stems in good part from concern over the
disparate economic strength of the two economies. Staged, asymmetrical concessions
within a comprehensive mutual commitment to bilateral liberalization offer an al-
ternative to the sectoral approach. Spanish accession to the European Community
provides examples of an exchange of staged concessions between unequal partners.

An illustration of the manner in which a comprehensive negotiation could meet
the concerns of both countries is found in the following outline of a broad agree-
ment, which is under consideration with the Mexico-U.S. Business Committee:
-In the first phase of the agreement, the United States could lower and eliminate

barriers to Mexican products according to a considerably shorter timetable than
that applied by Mexico to U.S. products.

-Mexico s first phase commitments could include the maintenance of its current
liberal trade policy; the liberalization of foreign investment laws and programs;
and improvements in the protection of intellectual property to bring Mexican
practices into line with world standards.

-Duties on some products could be-eliminated immediately. For example, the
United States might lower to zero U.S. duties on Mexican products where the ex-
isting tariff was under ten per cent.

-All other barriers would be phased out over varying periods, depending on the
country, the product, and the industry.

-The two countries would carefully design programs for the gradual elimination of
barriers in key sectors, within their overall commitment to trade and investment
liberalization.

-The agreement could establish improved trade and investment dispute settlement
mechanisms, agreements on safeguards, antidumping, and countervailing duty
laws.
The negotiation of the staged implementation of a comprehensive U.S.-Mexican

trade and investment agreement could allow adequate time for the full liberaliza-
tion of barriers in import sensitive industrial and agricultural areas and thus reflect
the competitive concerns of each country. Such a staged process would be compara-
ble to a sectoral approach but would offer some significant benefits over the latter.
The two countries would benefit from greater market access in many areas that sec-
toral negotiations would not encompass. Another key difference is the GATT-con-
sistency of the comprehensive approach, if the United States and Mexico placed
their actions within an agreed plan and schedule for the removal of barriers on"substantially all" bilateral trade.

Of course, the process could be halted at any time, if either country's liberaliza-
tion failed to meet the jointly agreed objectives.
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Some argue that a comprehensive bilateral agreement between the United States
and Mexico would be extremely difficult to negotiate. They cite the entrenched re-
sistance in the United States to reduction of certain long-standing barriers to indus-
trial and agr'cultural trade as well as the disparate levels of development of the two
countries. My response is that the high economic stakes for both nations justify seri-
ous efforts to develop a binational consensus in favor of comprehensive negotiations.

Guy F. Erb is a Managing Director of Erb & Madian, Inc., a Washington, D.C. management
consulting firm. He also directs the work program of the U.S. Council of the Mexico-U.S. Busi-
ness Committee. This testimony draws on an article by Mr. Erb and Joseph A. Greenwald,
which they prepared for the Bilateral Commission on the Future of United States-Mexican Rela-
tions, and on Mr. Erb's work with the U.S. Council's Trade Subcommittee, Robert Herzstein,
Chairman.
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ATTAC ENT ONE

US CO JG c ThE
MEXCO-US BUSNESS COMW[EE
SVOWS =OJMCL OF ThE AM"RCAS - 0HABE OF COM~eEACE OF THE UNTED STATES -AMERICA CHABR OF COMMERCE OF MEICO. A C

Key Events during the Negotiation of the U.S.-Mexico

Bilateral Agreement on Trade and Investment

1981 June

In the aftermath of President Lopez Portillo's 1980 decision not to join
the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT), Presidents Reagan
and Lopez Portillo establish the U.S.-Mexico Joint Commission on
Commerce and Trade for government-to-government consultations.

October

The 36th Plenary of the Mexico-U.S. Business Committee discusses a
proposal for a bilateral framework agreement, Washington, D.C. (The
bilateral framework agreement is sometimes referre 4 to as a bilateral
trade and investment agreement or a bilateral commercial agreement.)

1982 Oclober

The binational Business Committee considers a report on bilateral trade
and the outline of a possible framework agreement at its 37th Plenary,
Ixtapa, Guerrero, Mexico.

November

U.S. and Mexican negotiators are unable to find a means to resolve
bilateral trade disputes involving Mexican subsidies and U.S. countervail-
ing duties.

1983 October

rhe Mexico-U.S. Business Committee presents its proposals for a bilateral
agreement, Houston, Texas.

1984 Continuing a trend begun in 1982, U.S. firms file complaints about
Mexican export subsidies. (From 1980 to 1987, U.S. interests filed
twenty-seven complaints; countervailing duty orders are in effect for
thirteen.)

October

The Mexican Business Council for International Affairs (CEMAI) agrees to
support the concept of a bilateral framework agreement between the
United States and Mexico. (The CEMAI is the sponsor of the Mexican
Section of the binational Mexico-U.S. Business Committee.)

1984 November

The Chamber of Commerce of the United States announces its support for
the concept of a bilateral commercial agreement between the United
States and Mexico.

December

Mexican and U.S. officials discuss P draft Statement of Intent to nego-
tiate a framework of principles and procedures on trade and investment.

42
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1985 February

In a meeting in Mexico City with members of the Mexico-U.S. Business
Committee, President de la Madrid states that Mexico will: (I) attempt
to resolve outstanding trade and investment issues with the United States,
including disputes on export subsidies and U.S. countervailing duties and
Mexican regulation of the chemical-pharmaceutical industry; (2) restruc-
ture the Mexican economy and its trade regime; (3) consider a bilateral
commercial agreement with the United States; and (4) review Mexico's
multilateral commercial relations, that is, its possible membership in the
GATT.

April

The Mexican government announces its Program for the Development of
Exports (PROFIEX), which confirms its willingness to consider a bilateral
agreement with the United States.

Mexican Secretary of Commerce and Industrial Development Hector
Hernandez Cervantes and U.S.T.R. William E. Brock III sign an agreement
that provides Mexican exporters with the injury test in U.S. counter-
vailing duty investigations in exchange for a Mexican commitment to
eliminate export subsidies;

Brock and Hernandez also announce an agreement on the Statement of
Intent to negotiate a framework of principles and procedures on trade
and investment, which would cover tariffs and non-tariff barriers, invest-
ment, administrative actions, and the establishment of regular consulta-
tions.

The American Chamber of Commerce of Mexico, testifying in Washington
before the International Trade Subcommittee of the House Committee on
Ways and Means, announces its support for the bilateral framework
agreement.

July

Mexico introduces sweeping reforms in its trade regime, including tariff
cuts, reduced use of import licenses, and the phased elimination of
official import prices.

Mexico and the United States, at their fifth Binational Meeting, reiterate
their willingness to negotiate a bilateral trade and investment agreement.

1985 September

The U.S. Trade Policy Staff Committee requests public comments on the
discussion of a trade and investment agreement with Mexico.

The U.S. Council of the Mexico-U.S. Business Committee and the Council
of the Americas communicate their support for the bilateral agreement to
the U.S. government.

October

The Mexico-U.S. Business Committee reiterates its strong support for a
bilateral commercial accord.

November

Mexico announces its int,.ntion to join the GATT and opens negotiations
with the GATT Contracting Parties.

December

U.S. and Mexican officials meet in Washington for discussions on th.:
framework agreement.



1986 April

Mexico and the United States agree to defer negotiation of the bilateral
agreement until Mexico completes GATT accession.

July

In the context of the GATT talks, Mexico lowers tariffs or eases
licensing requirements for 210 manufactured products, chemicals, and
agricultural comnodities-of particular interest to the United States.

The GATT Contracting Parties approve the terms of Mexico's accession to
the GATT.

August

Presidents Reagan and de Ia Madrid instruct their trade negotiators to
complete the bilateral framework agreement in 1987.

Mexico formally accedes to the GATT.

1986 October - December

Mexico and te United States attempt to resolve issues stemming from
Mexican laws on the protection of intellectual property. Mexico passes
legislation that improves the protection of intellectual property, but
denies for tea years access to product patent protection to companies in
the pharmaceutical, agrichemical, and biotechnology sectors.

1987 January

Partially in response to the Mexican treatment of intellectual property,
the United ,,tates declares that an estimated $637.5 million of Mexican
exports (bas,-d on 1986 trade) will not be eligible for duty-free treatment
under the U.S. Generalized System of Preferences.

February

Mexico and the United States recommence negotiations on a bilateral
agreement.

May

U.S. and Me) ican negotiators meet in Ixtapa for a formal negotiating
session on th- bilateral agreement.

August

U.S. and Mexican officials meet in Washington to prepare a single
negotiating text of the bilateral agreement.

September - October

U.S. and Mexican negotiators prepare the final text of the bilateral

framework agreement.

November 6

Secretary of Commerce and Industrial Development Hector Hernandez Cer-
vantes and U.S.T.R. Clayton Yeutter sign the bilateral agreement on be-
half of Mexico end the United States.

86
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ATTAC10MENT TWO

OFFICE OF THE UNITED STATES
TRADE REPRESENTATIVE

EXECUTE OFPE OF TME PMqSENTWASHNOTON
20506

UNDERSTANDING

Between the Govsrnment of the United States of America

and the Government of the United Mexican States

Concerning a Framework of Principles and Procedures for

Consultations Regarding Trade and Investment Relations

I. STATEMENT OF PRINCIPLES

The Government of the United States of America and the Government
of the United Mexican States:

1. Desiring to enhance even further the friendship and spirit of
cooperation between both countries;

2. Recognizing that continuing dialogue and frequent consultations
concerning trade and investment matters are vital to the constructive
and positive relationship between the United Mexican States and
the United States of America:

3. Recognizing the desirability of resolving all issues as soon
as possible:

4. Taking into account the participation of both countries in
the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade, and noting that each
party reserves for itself the rights it may have under the terms
of the General Agreement, together with its agreements,
understandings, and other instruments;

5. Recognizing Mexico's present status as a developing country
and the rights and obligations accorded to developing countries
under the General Agreement on Tariffs and. Trade and all other
Instruments applied therefrom:

6. Recognizing the importance of promoting a more open and
predictable environment for international trade and iAvestment:.

7. Taking into account the need to eliminate non-tariff barriers
in order to facilitate greater access to the markets of both
countries;

8. Recognizing that export earnings are important to the ability
to fulfill foreign debt obligations;

9. Recognizing the benefits that can result for each country from
Increased international trade, as well as the detrimental effects
of protectionism;

10. Recognizing the increased role of services in their domestic
economies and their bilateral relations, and taking into account
the commitments undertaken by both countries in the Uruguay Round;
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11. Recognizing the complementary role of direct foreign irvestment:
in furthering growth, creation of Jobs, expansion of trade,
technology transfer and economic development;

12. Recognizing the importance of providing within the legal arid
regulatory framework of each country adequate protection and
enforcement of intellectual property rights; and taking account
of their commitments in GATT, in the conventions administered by
the World Intellectual Property Organization (WIPO), and in the
Universal Copyright Convention;

13. Recognizing the special role of commerce in the development
of their border regions and the need for special cooperation on
border commercial matters;

14. Taking note of the progress made in the current process of
trade liberalization of the Mexican economy;

Intend to abide by the preceding principles of trade and investment
and agree to the following:

11. Consultative Mechanism

1. Either party may request at any time Consultations with the
other party on any matter concerning bilateral trade and investment
relations, including trade and investment opportunities and
problems. Any such consultations shall be without prejudice to
the requirements of domestic law.

2. Requestr for consultations shall be accompanied by 'i written
explanation of the subject to be discussed and consultations shall
be held within 30 days of the request, unless the requesting
party agrees to a later date. Consultations will take place
initially in the country whose measure or practice is tie subject
of discussion.

3. In the event that consultations involve a dispute :oncerning
a trade measure or practice, every effort will be mad. to resolve
the dispute at the working level. Either party may request
review of the issue at a higher level. If resolvtion is not
reached within 30 days following the first meeting, either party
may seek other means of settlement, including referral of the
dispute to the dispute resolution procedures applicable to the
General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT), t.o which both
countries are a party. If a measure is referred to the GATT,
Consultations under this Urderstanding shall be considered to have
constituted consultations under Article XXIII(l) ctf the GATT or
any preliminary bilateral consultations required iis part of any
GATT code dispute settlement procedures.

4. In the event that connultations involve an investment measure
or practice, every effort will be made to resolve the tissue at
the working level. Zither party may request review of the issue
at a higher level. If agreement is not reached within '10 days
following the first meeting, either party may use other means
consistent with its domestic law and international obligations.

S. Consultations should be held annually at the Cabinet or
Subcabinet level to review the status of the bilateral trilde and
investment relationship.

4. All consultations under this Understanding will be jointly headed
by the Office of the United States Trade Representative (USTR) on
the part of the Unitod States and by the Secretariat of Commerce
and Industrial Development (SECOFI) on the part of Mexico. SECOFZ
and USTR shall be assisted by officials of other governmental
entities as circumstances require and may delegate their authority
when appropriate.
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X11. Data Exchange

1. both parties will examine the requirements ied possibilities
which arise concerning an improved exchange of- statistical
information. In addition, both parties will participate in the
GATT Tariff Study.

Done in Mexico City this sixth day of November, nineteen hundred
eighty seven, in four original copies in the English and Spanish
languages, each text being equally authentic.

1y By
for the United States for the United Mexican States

of America

IMMEDIATE ACTION AGENDA

In relation to the Understanding Between the Government of th. United
States of America and the Government of the United Mexican States
Concerning a Framework of Principles and Procedures for Consultations
Regarding Trade and Investment Relations, the United States and
Mexico confirm the following:

1. To be ready to commence the holding of bilateral consultations,
within 90 days of the signing of the aforementioned Understanding,
on the following topics:

- textile products

- agricultural products

- steel products

- investment matters

- matters involving technology transfer and intellectual property

- electronics products

- exchange of information on the service sector geared towards
improved analysis and towards the work being undertaken in
the Uruguay Round of Multilateral Trade Negotiations.

2. Both parties recognize that the inclusion of the preceding
topics in the immediate Agenda of Consultation does not limit the
right of each country to include any other issue relating to
trade and investment which might arise in the short tern and
require immediate bilateral consultations; neither does it
prejudice the raising of new issues in the future.

Done in Mexico City this sixth day of November, nineteen hundred
eighty seven, in four original copies in the English and Spanish
languages, each text being equally authentic.

my by

for the United Mexican Statesfor the United States
of America
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF ROBERT J. MORRIS

I welcome the opportunity you have offered me, Mr. Chairman, to comment on
certain features of a viable American trade strategy for the years ahead, and in par-
ticular to elaborate on the views which I expressed in an article published last
summer in the Brookings Review.

I wish to emphasize at the beginning that my appearance today is in my personal
capacity and that my views, do not necessarily represent those of the U.S. Council
for International Business. However, I want to underscore the U.S. Council's major
goal of on open, strong and effective multilateral trade, investment and financial
system, and its stress on the importance of the stake which the U.S. in general and
American business in particular has in the successful conclusion of the Uruguay
Round of GATT negotiations. An open multilateral trade system is vital to the in-
terests of the United States, and its enhancement should remain the top trade
policy priority of the government, both now and in the future.

Turning now to my personal comments, in the Brookings article, a copy of which
is attached to this statement, I laid out a three-track approach to an American
trade policy strategy for the 1990's. The first track is the vigorous prosecution to as
successful a conclusion as possible of the Uruguay Round of GAIT negotiations. The
second recommends negotiations involving only those countries prepared to contem-
plate substantial new liberalization and arrangements to cover new areas affecting
trade and investment going beyond agreements which could be negotiated now in
GATT. The third recommends bilateral negotiations to deal with specific trade prob-
lems, whether of the kind contemplated under Section 301 of U.S. trade law or as
might be needed to protect or promote American interests in particular situations. I
have in mind, for example, the case of the U.S.-Mexico Framework Agreement;
issues not fully covered in the U.S.-Canada Free Trade Agreement; or those which
are emerging as the European Community moves to implement its single market
program.

I would like to focus my comments today on the second of these three approaches.
My intention was to identify a market-opening alternative to the more widely-dis-
cussed options of multilateral negotiations through the GATT, or bilateral, through
separate comprehensive free trade area agreements with a variety of different coun-
tries. In my view, these two options are neither mutually exclusive (as they are
often presented) nor do they encompass the full universe of possibilities.

I start from the premise that the interests of the United States require us to re-
verse the trend toward growing sectoral protectionism of the decade since the con-
clusion of the Tokyo Round of GATT negotiations, and to reestablish the momentum
toward market-opening trade liberalization which is the best guarantee we have of
both national and global prosperity. My main concern was to suggest an option to
do that which involved less than full GATT participation or less comprehensive cov-
erage thar. would be required in a GATT-consistent free trade area. I believe that
we can accomplish a great deal to reform and strengthen the GATT system in the
current negotiations. However, I also believe that we must take other steps, both to
make that expectation a reality and to capitalize on the Opportunities it will create.
Finally, I am doubtful that the conclusion of GATI-consistent free trade areas with
very many other countries is either likely or perhaps even desirable. A balanced
strategy needs more options.

The concept of sectoral free trade with selected partners discussed in my Brook-
ings article is one such approach. It would involve negotiation of liberalization
"packaes" among the participants for each category of products or services to be
covered by the arrangement. Among other elements, such packages could include
reduction or elimination of tariffs and other direct restrictions on imports; commit-
ments regarding protection of intellectual property rights, freedom of establishment,
and other investment-related measures; removal of domestic practices (such as sub-
sidies) which could distort trade and competitive conditions and other measures.
Where required by GATTr rules (such as in the removal of tariffs or quotas) applica-
tion should be on an MFN basis; but in all other aspects, the obligation need only
extend as regards other participants.

There are other possibilities under the "plurilateral" track. I would like to con-
centrate the rest of my remarks on one which would build on the growing recogni-
tion of the importance of the Pacific Basin countries to American interests, both
economic and political, and the importance of defining a more constructive and com-
prehensive framework for conducting our economic relations with those countries in
general and Japan in particular.

The model for one such alternative approach lies in the U.S.-Mexico Framework
Agreement of 1987, but extended to organize our commercial relations and promote
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further market-open agreements with several countries simult ileouly. Under that
model, the agreement would be limited to establishment of a fimework arrange-
ment, initially with a core group of Pacific Basin countries, but expandable later to
include others. The purpose of the agreement would be twofold:
-To establish principles and procedures which would supplement commitments of

the participants in the GATT as regards trade and investment relations among
them.

-To create a consultative or negotiating mechanism which can be used to clarify
respective policies, resolve specific disputes, initiate cooperative projects for the
development of trade and investment opportunities within the region and, specifi-
cally, to negotiate the reduction or removal of tr-ade or investment barriers.
A variety of proposals have surfaced concerning the candidates for such a scheme.

My own view is that we should concentrate first on those Pacific Basin economies
with relatively high per capita incomes, ranging from the U.S., Japan and Canada
through Australia, New Zealand and the so-called four tigers: Korea, Taiwan, Singa-
pore and Hong Kong. These are the countries whose markets are most capable of
rapid expansion under open trade conditions and whose enterprises and people are
likely to be both our toughest competitors and best customers.

Under the arrangement, each participant could identify those priority sectors or
problem areas on which it wishes the negotiating process to focus. Negotiating
groups would be created to work out market-opening solutions to the problems iden-
tified, stressing the need for the removal of competition-distorting practices in the
process. If deemed appropriate, it could eventually be gi-afted onto a more compre-
hensive institutional structure-a sort of OECD for the Pacific, as George Shultz
and former prime Minister Nakasone have suggested-which could also serve as a
forum for consultation about broader economic policies, development strategies, fi-
nancial relations, etc.

Rather than replace the GA'T' as the preferred forum for dispute settlement, the
arrangement could offer a supplemental mechanism providing an effective process
for settling disputes based on the higher performance criteria embodied in the
agreements. Both the U.S. Mexico and U.S.-Canada agreements offer possible
models.

The participants should agree at the outset that one of the main objectives of the
agreement would be to implement arrangements governing trade in services, invest-
ment and protection of intellectual property rights, at least as regards their rela-
tions with each other. If the Uruguay Round does not produce fully adequate global
agreements on these issues, the participants would negotiate new or supplementary
arrangements among themselves. As regards trade in services, for example, deregu-
lation of civil aviation and the opening up of fair competition in shipping services
might be areas lending themselves to special regional treatment in this context.

Other examples of issues upon which closer regional consultation and perhaps
joint action might be undertaken could include the process of setting standards and
extending the coverage of facilities for testing and certification of products to meet
those standards. Another area for attention might be liberalization of government
purchasing practices beyond that which might be negotiable multilaterally in
GATT. Also, as suggested in my article, the scope for opening up Access to the re-
search, development and other industry promotion programs of the governments in-
volved to the enterprises of other participants should be explored.

In any agreement which might be concluded concerning whole sectors, a critical
component would have to be the elimination (at least as regards trade among par-
ticipants) of special government assistance to such sectors o-r other practices which
distort competition. carefully crafted arrangements directed toward such problems
could go far in making trade fair as well as free. Here especially, the institutional
framework would provide a mechanism under which disputes about implementation
could be quickly addressed and resolved.

As regards reduction or elimination of tariffs, my recommendation would be to
take such action mainly in categories where countries of the region account for a
large portion of world trade. As with the option I discussed earlier, any action on
tariffs or other direct controls on imports should be extended on an, MFN basis, but
much of the rest of what I have outlined as the activities under the arrangement
need only be extended to other participants. I do not believe that the "free rider"
problem need concern us overly much; studies of regional trade patterns show
pretty conclusively that the main beneficiaries of liberalization by Pacific region
countries would be other countries in the region, including the U.S. However, the
perception of the problem is important, and we need to preserve some bargaining
average to open other markets outside the area.
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A commitment to use the mechanism of the arrangement as the process of choice
in the settlement of disputes among the parties would be a powerful inducement for
others to cooperate with us. Such a commitment would be a pledge that no partici-
pant-including the United States-would act unilaterally against any other in
areas covered by the agreements concluded. Though we would have to retain our
freedom to act pursuant to U.S. law where required, we should also be willing to use
the dispute settlement process of the arrangement before taking such action in all
but the clearest emergency situations. As with the U.S.-Canada agreement, our will-
ingness to give such a commitment may be the most important bargaining chip we
have, but we must be willing to use it if we want to get real results.

Let me now move to questions of how and when.
No trade strategy for the United States will succeed if it ignores two fundamental

realities of the next few years. The first is the global commitment to conclude the
Uruguay Round by the end of 1990. The United States has too much at stake in the
maintenance of a viable multilateral system and the need for improvements in it to
permit any other initiative or preoccupation to destroy the opportunity for real
progress in the Round. However, the initiatives I have suggested can help stimulate
those negotiations to higher levels of achievement, and in the longer run can help
strengthen the GATT itself by providing a forceful example of what real market
opening can accomplish for an even wider circle of participants.

The second reality is the set of new requirements in the 1988 Trade Act for the
Administration to be much more aggressive in bilateral negotiations to deal with
unfair practices and remove barriers to American exports. The U.S cannot devise
strategies for dealing with Japan or any other country in a vacuum which denies
these imperatives or pretends that action on them can be compartmentalized in
ways that have no effect on other initiatives. Thus, the government-both Congress
and the Executive-must work out a strategic plan which permits an optimum out-
come on each separate front.

There are several conceivable ways of meeting the new trade act requirements,
especially those mandated in Section 310, the so-called Super 301. The Administra-
tion could decide not to identify Japan and some of the other East Asian countries
as "priority countries" under the section, while it moves to consolidate a new rela-
tionship with them over the next year or so. Alternatively, it could focus on various"priority practices", identifying only those countries as priority in which such prac-
tices are especially egregious. These may or may not include Japan and the others,
but in any case could be deemed less "offensive" than the priority country ap-
proach.

I leave it to you to decide how such interpretations would fly with Congress. How-
ever, if it is ultimately decided that some East Asian countries ought to be designat-
ed as priority under Section 310, why not try to make-a virtue of necessity? In-
stead of apologizing for such a process, or getting excessively self-righteous and bel-
ligerent about it, why not stress that designation is an invitation to join with the
U.S. in creating a new relationship-a mutually advantageous relationship of
mature allies rather than a mutually recriminating relationship of bickering adver-
s-,ries?

The more constructive alternative is one which offers the real prospect of putting
our grievances behind us as a source of constant irritation and stalemate in favor of
real trade liberalizing action across a broad front and involving several key coun-
tries in the Pacific region. It is designed to build from foundations laid in the GATT
negotiations, not compete with or detract from them. It is a relationship from which
all stand to gain and therefore to which all are more likely to contribute willingly
rather than one that results in grudgIng acquiescence to unilateral demands, and
which only stimulates the search fo r ways to get around the commitments made.

However, it is also an invitation which is not open-ended in time. Section 310 im-
poses certain deadlines and other constraints which preclude a .eisurely or compla-
cent approach. These cannot be ignored-they are, after all, the law. But I would
hope that the Congress and the Administration could work out understandings on
implementation which -.ould provide the flexibility that may be required if real
progress toward the arrangement I have recommended justified it.

Thank you.
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Trading Bloc Heads
By Joseph A. Greenwald

The big hype job of 1989: Regional blocs will take over the world.
There's a lot more smoke than fire here

a espite the launching of the most ambitious

round of multilateral trade negotiations since
the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade
in 1947, increasing attention has been paid in
the '90s to bilateral and regional arrange-
ments. Looking to the post-Reagan era in an
article in the January/February issue of The
International Economy. George P Shultz

listed as the first challenge "regional economic coopera-
tion and prosperity."

Is the post-World War II multilateral trading system
coming to an end? Will the world break up into a handful
of regional trading blocs?

The main events giving rise to these questions are Eu-
rope's 1992 single-market program and the successful
conclusion of the U.S./Canada free-trade agreement,
which has a 10-year implementation period.

To understand the significance of this development, it
is necessary to get behind the rhetoric and analyze the
various forms of economic integration and cooperation,
both bilateral and regional. Geography, politics, eco-
nomic structures and policies must also be considered.

Secretary Shultz writes that "global trends are leading
national governments to tackle issues that cannot be man-
aged within a single nation state or national economy" In
his view, "Regional initiatives are playing an ever more
important role in promoting freer trade, closer economic
cooperation and stronger growth."

On the other hand, it might be argued that, with the
internationalization of production and financial flows,
global trade and investment arrangements and policies
are more logical and viable than regional blocs. In any
event, much depends on the matters being dealt with:
Some may lend themselves to bilateral or regional solu-
tions; others may call for global answers.

Disappointment about slow progress in the Uruguay
Round and the apparent deadlock at the December
midterm review in Montreal have fueled the search for
alternatives to the GATT. The standoff between the U.S.
and the EC on agriculture got all the media coverage, and

little attention was paid to the progress on 11 of the 15
items. Most notable was agreement on a set of princi-
ples-like national treatment and non-discrimination, a
key objective for the U.S.-that will provide the frame-
work for specific service sector deals.

Even on agriculture, the immediate problem of finding
words to bridge the gap between "elimination" of trade-
distorting subsidies and protection (the U.S, position) and
"reduction" (the EC position) is not very difficult. It is
the kind of problem negotiators deal with all the time,
and they can certainly find a solution by April. The seri-
ous negotiating problems are finding a common measure
for subsidies and protection, defining what form the mu-
tual concessions must take, and measuring the value of
the concessions in terms of their impact on trade.

The other key item for the U.S. is intellectual property
rights. The failure to reach agreement at Montreal is
more significant. From the outset of the Uruguay Round,
several developing countries, led by India and Brazil,
have resisted a GAT code that would include norms of
standards going beyond existing international agreements
on patents, trademarks and copyrights. On the other as-
pect of the problem--effective enforcement of existing
rules-substantial agreement has been reached.

This brief rundown of the state of play in the multilat-
eral negotiations offers ample evidence that it is prema-
ture to dismiss the GATFin favor of bilateral or regional
arrangements.

oday's versions of bilateral agreements and regional

compacts are a diverse lot. They range from cus-
toms unions or free-trade areas (the European Com-

munity and the U.S.-Canada FTA) that involve the re-
duction and removal of tariffs and other trade barriers, to
Secretary Shultz' suggestion for a Pacific Basin Forum
"where representatives from like-minded economies
could compare experiences, discuss ideas and prepare

Mr. Greenwald is a Washington, D.C.-based trade con-
sultant.
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GREENWALD

nomic growth of developing countries cart be promoted
by freer trade among them. A number of similar pacts
have been negotiated in Latin America, but not many
tariffs or other barriers to trade have been reduced, and
such integration efforts have not been successful. Why?
Nationalism is one factor. Secondly, most developing
countries are reluctant to give up high tariffs and import
quotas applied for infant industry or balance-of-payments
reasons. Import substitution has been their policy for a
long time. Third, markets are richer and easier to pene-
trate in the industrial North.

A somewhat different approach was taken in ASEAN
about 10 years ago, but, again, without much freeing of
trade or increased economic growth as a result of the
integration efforts. The basic concept was complementar-
ity. In the automotive sector,
for example, production of
various components was as-
signed to the members, with
the understanding that oth- The stan
crs would not produce the Montreal GAT
same components. There was
no particular economic jus- the U.S. c
tification for the allocation, on agricul
and agreement was difficult the medic
to reach. More recently,
members have shifted to a and little attend
case-by-case approach, with the progress on j
the initiative coming from
foreign companies (for exam-
ple, Mitsubishi Motor Com-
pany) and the governments then agreeing on the ailoca-
tion of component production for the specific project.
Economic growth in the region has been high because
countries moved toward more open markets, better eco-
nomic policies and more attractive foreign investment
practices. And, of course, the U.S. sucked in imports.

The CBI model of one-way preferential tariff treat-
ment by industrialized countries for developing countries
was first used by the EC in its relations with the former
colonial territories (now called the Lome Convention). In
the 1960s, this kind of North-South special relationship
was suggested for the U.S. with Latin America and for
Japan with Southeast Asia. To head off a division of the
world along North-South lines, the Generalized System
of.Preferences was conceived and negotiated at the 1968
UN Conference on Trade and Development.

As mentioned above, suggestions have been made for
regional arrangements that are basically discussion, ex-
change-of-experience, and research bodies. In early Feb-
ruary of this year, Australian Prime Minister Hawke pro-
posed during visits to Korea and Thailand the formation
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of an Asian-Pacific organization similar to the OECD.
The Organization for Economic Cooperation and Devel-
opment is the earlier version of this model. A rich country
club that was expanded to include the U.S. and Japan
after Europe's postwar recovery, it is a mixture of a cau-
cus to exchange views on positions to be taken in other
international forums, macro-economic consultation and
'coordination (the forerunner of the G-7), informal discus-
sion of common trade and industrial issues (e.g., agree-
ment on the "polluter pays" principle), and binding com-
mitments (a code for the liberalization of invisible
transactions-the predecessor of the GAT services ini-
tiative).

Another version of the model is the UN regional com-
missions-the Economic

doff at the
r session between
7nd the EC
ture got all
a coverage,
tion was paid to
1 of the 15 items.

Commission for Europe (with
both Eastern and Western
participation), the Economic
Commission for Africa, the
Economic Commission for
the Far East and Asia. Al-
though these bodies have
done sonic concrete work,
they are mainly speech-mak-
ing societies (at the annual
meetings) and research orga-
nizations.

The Soviet bloc has its
own special model in the
Council for Mutual Eco-
nomic Assistance (CMEA).
It is not clear how such a re-

gional body of centrally planned, state-trading economies
operates, but complaints occasionally get out about
exploitation by the U.S.S.R.

The most comprehensive and significant example of a
bilateral agreement is the U.S./Canada free-trade agree-
ment. It not only removes all tariffs and some other barri-
ers on goods moving between the parties, but also deals
with such subjects as services, intellectual property rights
and investment. An innovative feature is the dispute-
settlement process, which sets up binational panels to
hear appeals from findings in anti-dumping and counter-
vailing-duty cases. The Canadiass- sought exemption
from U.S. unfair trade laws (which they called "contin-
gent protection"), but had to settle for a formula under
which binational panels review the application of the
respective national laws. The other U.S, free-trade-area
agreement is the less ambitious one with Israel, con-
cluded mainly for political reasons.

A framework agreement containing no concrete trade
concessions was signed by the Presidents of the U.S. and
Mexico in 1987. This agreement included sonic general
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principles and consultative provisions, along with a list of
specific sectors for immediate bilateral consideration.
Mexico had recently joined the GATT and undertook
substantial liberalizing concessions in connection with its
accession.

There have been, over the years, a number of customs
unions or free trade areas like Australia and New Zea-
land, but they have been of little trade or economic sig-
nificance. And the Western European countries have tra-
ditionally carried on their trade relations with Eastern
Europe through bilateral agreements that list categories
and quantities of goods to be exchanged.

Before World War 11, the U.S. had a network of bilat-
eral trade agreements and treaties of friendship, com-
merce and navigation that covered basic principles, such
as national treatment. More
recently, the U.S. began to
negotiate bilateral invest-
ment treaties with develop-
ing countries, similar to the With the intern
agreements European coun- production anc
tries have made. The U.S. glbl trade
also has bilateral tax treaties. glObal

arrangement
n principle, there is no are to
conflict between bilateral and vi(
or regional agreements

and the GATT, if certain region
conditions are met. The
GATT permits customs
union and free-trade areas as
a departure from non-discriminatory or most -favored-na-
tion treatment. The main conditions are that tarilfs and
other trade barriers should be removed on substantially
all the trade between the parties and that barriers against
outsiders should not be increased.

There have been disputes about whether these condi-
tions have been met in some instances, particularly over
the EC's exclusion of agriculture and the level of its
common external tariff. And the drafters of the GATT
probably did not anticipate the customs union exception
being used for such an extensive and important grouping
as the EC. But the GAT has not formally found against
any or the agreements.

Some countries, e.g., Mexico, Brazil and Argentina,
raised questions about the U.S. negotiating a comprehen-
sive agreement with Canada while the Uruguay Round is
underway. The U.S. response has been that the U.S.-
Canada agreement could show the way to dealing with
the "new" items in the multilateral negotiations. In the
event, useful progress was made only on services.

U.S. policymakers such as James A. Baker Ill. Clay-

ial

at
ts

re

2bal

ton Yeutter and George Shull/ s,, .i- --d the bilateral
approach as a y)ur to other CountIliiv,, participate ac-
lively in the GAT round. Dating Kitc t n itivtcesful
ministerial meeting in Gcncva iin I' I I S has been
trying to get other GATr ineibei, t'icc to a broad
negotiation based on the U.S. agenda h,., objective was
finally achieved at Punta del ,la in It But the bilat-
eral option is still considered by tIS 1"'1i % imkers as an
alternative, should the multilateral il0k, Il.

With all the rhetoric from the U S altsit the bilateral/
regional alternative to the niultilat:il Il,rach and the
expressions of concern and interest I iti , her countries.
what is likely to happen?

Assuming no major policy shift in tih, Hisih administra-
tion and no change in external circit-'m ncc,. the mist

likely s, . is co itet tra-
tion on th- ,i, ltilateral ap-
proach thi o-h the GAT
negotil i i lie n tl Iwo

tionalization of ye, rs Iii i. -, .......Mi.
lfl nlay take lIih c. particularly

with NlM ,.% htt no concrete
it investment negotiiri hIr free-trade
and policies arc, o.i iutl arrangc-
logicalm t .i I' -, to be on thele than agenda

1 lieni t i' gress his put
blocs. authority\ l.. -Lch negotia-

tions in IIw I'I SS I rade lcgis-
lation att i,,rs, have been
requseitcd I ,,i i the Interna-

tional Trade Com tissioti o1 li-,s Il ItI c it tC agtcc-
ments with Japan and Korea. Buttlicic ,,: usdely dither-
ing views about the content of such .wticint., and it
appears that free-trade-area agrcetcii in the GATT
sense) with Japan and Korea or othic \ ,ii counties arc
non-starters.

There are several reasons for ihit tt,.luson. First,
experience with trying to open thcsc i.ikets to U S.
trade and investment has generally bcco Iius.tralitg and

unrewarding. Not only are there pcrs istiii and eflcctive
non-tariff barriers, but "systemic" stil iii, are almost
impossible to deal with. These are tiltm.t dillcrencc,,
closed societies and insular ways i1 I til ig atid aclitig.
as well as business-government rclatints 1h i lead to hid-
den subsidies and administrative guidtne It would be
difficult to achieve true reciprocity

Second, the U.S. is not, at the titii, A it least,- coi-
petitive with these countries in a ntit hc ,I -dircas I-inally,
there would be real political problem w,, Iceting one or
two countries in the area for free-trui -' ccmenls and
leaving others out. One of the propki, , -I a frcc-trade
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area with Japan, former Ambassador Mike Mansfield,
answered this criticism by saying that the other countries
could join if they wanted to. This solution would make the
concept less attractive to those who are seeking an answer
to the problem of continuing U.S.-Japanese trade fric-
tions.

A possible alternative for Japan and Korea might be
framework agreements with consultation and dispute-
resolution provisions but not the elimination of tariffs and
other trade barriers. Such an agreement could also deal
with the "new" matters like services, intellectual prop-
erty rights and investment, dependingon how the GATT
round comes out in these areas.

For political and security-as well as economic and
geographic-reasons, Mexico is the most likely candidate
for bilateral negotiations in the near future. Negotiations
are continuing under the 1987 Framework Agreement on
Trade and Investment. Presidents Reagan and Bush have
talked about an agreement with Mexico or about a North
American free-trade area. President Salinas has also
made noises about further negotiations.

At the moment, the Mexican side seems to be thinking
in terms of free trade in selected sectors. The U S. side
has not taken a formal position, but there have been
discussions between the U.S. and Mexican business com-
munities, which have led to the idea of an asymmetrical
comprehensive trade and investment agreement.

In light of the problems posed by GAIT (substantially
all trade must be covered) and the demonstrated dimfcul-
ties of the sectoral approach in the Canadian case (Can-
ada first proposed a sector arrangement, but it proved
impossible to agree on the sectors), an alternative could
be negotiation of a plan and schedule for achieving a free-
trade area over a long period (say 20 or 25 years), with the
disparity in levels of development taken care of by the
U.S. moving earlier on the removal of tariffs and other
trade barriers. If the U.S. decides to follow the bilateral
route after the conclusion of the Uruguay Round, this
asymmetrical formula might be the model for agree-
ments with developing countries.

The EC as a bloc is certainly here to stay. The impetus
toward further integration from 1992 and the need to
absorb Greece, Spain and Portugal is likely to continue
for a few years. Just as U.S. companies saw the vision in
the 1960s and began to organize and do business on a
European basis, so European businessmen have accepted
the reality of a single market and are moving from their
attachment to narrower national markets,

But the history of European integration suggests that
the path is not always upward. The general economic
climate and external circumstances (e.g., the oil crisis)
can slow the process. Political factors will also come into
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play as the more sensiti, ier ':sieigiit. are
touched upon (free movement ,I It, single currency,
central bank). Further eril rgci, , I iirkcs. Norway.
Austria) and developmcnis it I o. I i1i41lk (prticu-
larly East Germany) m dicl i -ii ,i Iroim the Inte-
gration objectives.

Trade relations between the ' t he IC generally
have been carried out under tic , tic,, .ttd proce-
dures. Except for govcrnicol i tit cia. the I 992 sin-
gle-market program deals sish -it.1 ,,it currently cov-
ered by GATT-services. inclr.ii. d intellectual
property rights. To the extent th.i, iI Malttet are not
quickly dealt with in the (iXl I il k itio .. lie U.S.
will have to negotiate with the I 1. 4 bilaterally or in
another forum, such as ,he Ut(_ I) 1 t.tic principle of
such negotiations- rct.Tiprtl 1t hi, e.iitl tcn the
subject of trans-Atlantic ritoi i t , cri \ears, there
has been some confusion aboul Ill, tie-hoilored con-
cept, but it should be possible Ito L,,- 1; bcore serious
negotiations begin,

The EIFA countries hanc akcn I ic ideit I)clors'
January 17 speech to the Iurli l ii nt to open
the possibility of their getting thl 1k fits of 1992 with-
out joining the European Comiil., tic E C actually
gives preferred treatment to \ cNc i - stern) |uro-
pean non-members, there it1 be i mt e ntial for U.S.-
EC friction.

The other bloc likely to comi. i he lireccablc
future is the Soviet Union and I ,1 , I urope. Bus the
Gorbachev program is somcN h.i. ii ioblematic than
the EC's 1992 Bilateral rclmi, hiii cn the EC and
Warsaw ['act countries hae iiult, m. ii there iN Nonic

dreaming about attracting the I , t.uropean, into
the EC.

In sum, except for a grossing xi, iiore integrated
Western Europe, it is unlikely ih! ,i- i,,mnt bilateral or
regional trade negotiation 1itti011tt-. I] be uiidcrtaken
before 1990. After that, much depci- ,n the outcome of
the Uruguay Round of (jAI'I o i,, it, , iNiii d the gen-
eral climate for trade and itiscst'ii

But there are inherent dillicuttic .' I problems in the
proliferation of bilateral and rce,'' iI arrangements.
Some of them have been dc-cribcd i,.c. tlher, were
demonstrated by the pre-Wiil-\\ i, It i ilcirn,1tona1,l c-
nomic experience that led to the mi, i iultdteralism,
The changes in transportation. ciii :-'ication. produc-
tion and finance that have siken p, 'i tihc paist decade
make a system of bilatcril and ,.i arrangements
with concrete commitments even I. a ,ble. The most
advocates of regional or bilateral aI, in hipe for are
loose regional groupings (Ot () ii or frumessork
bilateral agreements like the ci ri, ill sin itiodel.
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